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abouT us 

How the Tio works

The Telecommunications industry ombudsman is a fast, free and fair dispute resolution 
service for small business and residential consumers who have a complaint about their 
telephone or internet service in australia. We are independent and do not take sides. 
our goal is to settle disputes quickly in an objective and non-bureaucratic way.

We are able to investigate complaints about telephone and internet services, including 
by collecting all documentation and information relevant to the complaint. We have 
the authority to make binding decisions (decisions a telecommunications company is 
legally obliged to implement) up to the value of $30,000, and recommendations up to 
the value of $85,000. 

The Tio is independent of telecommunications service providers, consumer groups and 
government. The Tio is governed by a council and a board of directors, and is managed 
by an independent ombudsman and a deputy ombudsman. The council is comprised of 
five representatives from service providers and five consumer representatives, with an 
independent chairman. 

For more information about our governance structure, complaint handling procedures, 
position statements, and who can make a complaint and how, please visit our website. 
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abouT us: board and council

statement of the council chair

normally, a chairman would be 
delighted to report on growth in an 
annual review. but, growth in 
complaints to the tIo is not something 
to celebrate.

in 2010-11, we received almost 200,000 
new complaints from consumers. about 
90 per cent of these are resolved as a 
“level one” complaint. many of these 
complaints could have been resolved 
directly by the industry member if the 
customer had been able to contact the 
appropriate department of that member. 

sadly, an increasing number of customers 
are unable to make the appropriate 
connections with their provider, or their 
discussions with the provider are 
ineffective, and are contacting the Tio 
instead.

industry needs to provide stronger 
leadership in both determining and 
eliminating the root causes of customer 
complaints as well as ensuring that their 
customers can readily contact their 
complaint handling department to enable 
an expedient resolution. The Tio’s doors 
are open for industry members that would 
benefit from our advice and insights on 
how to improve service to customers.

The growth in complaints received has 
certainly provided challenges for our 
management and i would like to thank 
ombudsman simon cohen and deputy 
ombudsman diane carmody for their 
strong leadership throughout the year in 
readily adapting to these conditions.

our Tio council plays a pivotal role in 
governing the Tio scheme and i am 
privileged to work with such a talented 
and committed team. i would like  
to thank outgoing council members  
Jackie Giles and leroy parkinson for  
their service to council and welcome 
John Wilkes, dr paul Harrison and 
Jonathan matthews as new members.  
i also note the reappointment of  
chris dodds and loretta Kreet to council 
for a further term and very much 
appreciate their continued dedication  
to the scheme. 

i would especially like to thank Virginia 
Hickey, who completed her term as chair 
of council in 2010, for her leadership of 
the council during a period of rapid 
change and for her sound advice and help 
to me as the incoming chair.

Finally, i offer my thanks to the Tio 
board. in addition to ensuring ongoing 
funding to the Tio, their wisdom and 
encouragement to ensure that we have a 
world class Tio scheme in place 
facilitates both a refreshing and 
enjoyable working environment.

Andrew dyer

chairman of council
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abouT us: board and council

statement of the board chair

complaint handling activity increased 
in 2010-11, following a year of reduced 
complaint demand in 2009-10. 

new complaints increased by 17.8 per cent, 
which was disappointing, but escalated 
complaints, those longer, more complex 
and costly complaints which are not 
resolved at an early stage by members, 
decreased by 14.8 per cent, which was 
very pleasing. The tools and experience 
of recent years, along with some fresh 
and innovative approaches to complaint 
handling, assisted the Tio to successfully 
cope with the overall increase.

The increased demand also placed 
additional stress on the core business iT 
platform. short term solutions allowed the 
current system to meet demand but the 
need for the replacement of the ageing 
system became clearer. considerable work 
has now been completed on this major 
project which will be implemented before 
the end of 2011-12.

an excellent financial result was 
achieved, balancing the needs of the Tio 
with the financial commitment required 
of the funding members. an operating 
surplus of $961,819 was achieved.

The transition from quarterly billing in 
advance to monthly billing in arrears was 
completed and is now in place for all 
members. 

The total number of members increased 

from 1,162 at 30 June 2010 to 1,214 at 
30 June 2011. one hundred new members 
joined the scheme and 48 members 
departed the scheme. i welcome all new 
members and wish departing members 
well for the future.

i would like to thank all the directors for 
the expertise and professionalism they 
bring to the strategic and financial 
management of the Tio, and the members 
of the Tio council, headed by new 
chairman andrew dyer, for their valuable 
work in developing policy and overseeing 
the operations of the company. i would 
particularly like to thank Virginia Hickey 
who departed as chair of council during 
the year. 

The ombudsman, simon cohen, has 
quickly established an increased 
stakeholder focus and improved the 
operational performance of the company. 
i would like to thank him, his executive 
team and all the Tio staff for their hard 
work throughout the year.

John rohan

chairman of the board
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about the board and council 

The Tio scheme is governed by a board 
and a council. 

The board has corporate governance 
responsibilities and is mainly made up of 
individuals nominated by 
telecommunications service providers, the 
members of the Tio scheme. The board is 
responsible for setting global limits for 
our funding and managing the business, 
affairs and property of Tio limited. 

The Tio council is made up of an equal 
number of representatives of consumers 
and service providers, with an 
independent chair. The Tio council has 
oversight of the Tio scheme. The 
council’s responsibilities include 
maintaining the ombudsman’s 
independence by acting as an 
intermediary between the ombudsman 
and the board, and monitoring and 
making recommendations about 
amendments to the Tio constitution.

more details about our board  
and council members can be 
viewed in the About Us section  
of our website.

board and council activities  
in 2010-11
The board met eight times in 2010-11, 
and the council met six times. There was 
one joint meeting of board and council. 

There were a number of changes to the 
council throughout the year. andrew dyer 
succeeded Virginia Hickey as chair in 
december 2010. mr dyer is a company 
director who serves on a number of 
boards, including utility companies and 
non-profit and cultural organisations.  
dr paul Harrison, a specialist in marketing 
and consumer behaviour, joined the 
council on 1 July 2010 as a consumer 
representative. John Wilkes was 
appointed as the representative for 
Vodafone Hutchison australia, replacing 
Jackie Giles. Jonathan matthews from 
intelligent ip communications was 
elected unopposed to the council, filling 
the vacancy created by the departure of 
leroy parkinson.

There were no changes to the membership 
of the board. 

abouT us: board and council
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I am pleased to present this report  
on the activities of my office during  
a year of tremendous change. 

in 2010-11, the Tio received 197,682 new 
complaints. This was an increase of more 
than 17 per cent on the previous year, 
and our busiest year on record. mobile 
phone complaints were responsible for 
this increase – up more than 50 per cent 
to more than 112,000 new complaints.

While the well publicised network and 
customer service issues affecting 
Vodafone in early 2011 were the cause of 
much of this increase, this company was 
not alone in receiving more complaints. 
credit management issues generally, 
including complaints about unexpectedly 
high bills, continued to increase. 

There were better signs towards the end 
of the financial year, with new 
complaints decreasing somewhat in the 
fourth quarter. pleasingly, the Tio had to 
investigate fewer complaints, reflecting 
that service providers are responsive 
when we are involved. 

The increase in complaints this year comes 
in the middle of a debate about the right 
changes for customer service and complaint 
handling in the industry. We have been an 
active voice in this debate. 

We made more than 20 submissions 
to government and industry 
inquiries to provide an independent 
and expert perspective. 

We also raised with service 
providers more than 50 systemic 
problems – ranging from sales and 
transfer practices to billing and 
credit management issues – to 
improve services for large numbers 
of consumers.

With all these changes, Tio officers 
demonstrated an outstanding 
capacity to respond to the 
challenges of the past year. 
consumers continue to report high 
satisfaction with the service we 
provide – more than 93 per cent of 
consumers we asked in a February 2011 
survey stated that they were satisfied 
with how we handled their complaint. 

in the coming year we aim to make more 
changes to keep improving the way we 
service the community. a new website 
and a conciliation process for unresolved 
complaints are just some of the 
improvements we will deliver. 

This is the printable version of the first 
annual report we are publishing through a 
micro website. i hope you find our new 
approach interesting and informative.

Thank you.

simon cohen

ombudsman

THe year aT a Glance

ombudsman’s overview 
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THe year aT a Glance

a year of change
 
change in the industry
The australian telecommunications 
industry is known for its innovation and 
competition. over the past year, the 
industry has followed changes in 
consumer behaviour and supplies more 
mobile services than ever before. 

smartphones and wireless broadband are 
in demand by consumers who find them 
convenient and attractive. according to 
research by ibisWorld1, there are 29 
million mobile subscriptions in australia, 
outnumbering the population of the 
country by more than 6 million. about 
half of the mobile phone handsets in 
australia are smartphones, according to 
market research by Kantar Worldpanel2, 
making australians the second largest 
buyers of smartphones in the world. 

The australian communication and media 
authority (acma) estimates that the 
number of internet subscriptions from a 
mobile phone is 8 million, a 21 per cent 
increase compared to last year. on a 
similar note, the number of wireless 
broadband subscriptions (products such as 
dongles) increased 49 per cent to 4.2 
million during the same period3. 

The take up of fixed internet plans and 
landlines is declining, and that gap is 
filled by these flexible mobile services. 

1 sallmann, nick (may 2011), IBISWorld 
Industry Report J7122: Mobile 
Telecommunications Carriers in Australia

2 Kantar Worldpanel comtech (august 2011), 
Smartphone ownership in Australia

3 australian communications and media 
authority (July 2011), The internet service 
market and Australians in the online 
environment

changing regulation
complaints to the Tio are a thermometer 
of this trend in the industry. new 
complaints about mobile phone services 
in 2010-11 grew to a record 112,376 –  
51.4 per cent more than in 2009-10. 

Too many consumers came to us with 
issues about unusually high bills because 
they are not able to monitor their 
spending. many were not provided the 
tools to do so, or the charges in their 
plans were overly complex. 

The majority of complaints reflect what 
hadn’t changed in the industry: 
consumers’ frustration with not being 
heard in a timely manner, and providers 
that don’t action their undertakings or 
give inadequate advice.

This frustration sparked a push for change 
in telecommunications regulation. The 
acma’s Reconnecting the Customer public 
inquiry brought customer service and 
complaint handling practices in the 
industry to the forefront at a time when 
the industry itself was looking to reform 
its code of practice, the 
Telecommunications consumer protections 
(Tcp) code. 

We joined this debate by adding our voice 
to those who believe the 
telecommunications industry needs to 
improve the amount and quality of 
information it gives consumers, and 
simplify its advertising, bills and 
description of telecommunications 
products. We also called on service 
providers to give consumers better tools 
to manage their spending.

change in the Tio
While these changes were happening, the 
Tio came under review. The department of 
broadband, communications and the 
digital economy (dbcde) launched a 
consultation to make sure the Tio has the 
right tools in a changing and more 
complex telecommunications environment. 

The Tio board also started a review by 
KpmG – Preparing for the future – to assess 
how the Tio is placed to meet the 
challenges in coming years. 

We had already taken a number of steps 
to handle increased complaint demand 
over 2010-11. We completed the rollout of 
our process to notify providers by email 
of most complaints as soon as they were 
registered by the Tio. We also required 
providers to contact consumers more 
quickly. This makes our referral process 
faster and gives providers another 
opportunity to repair the relationship 
with their customers. 

We have begun to introduce conciliation 
for complaints not resolved by referral. 
This process is less formal than evidence-
based investigations. We are achieving 
faster solutions for consumers and service 
providers, with fewer cases requiring 
detailed and time consuming 
investigations. 

We worked on redesigning our website to 
increase our accessibility and the quality 
of information we provide. We also 
continued to work on a new complaint 
handling system that will increase the 
efficiency with which we assist consumers 
and service providers to resolve their 
disputes in this environment, where the 
only constant is change. 
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This year was the busiest on record for the Tio.  
We received 197,682 new complaints, an increase  
of 17.8 per cent. more than half of these complaints  
– 112,376 – were about mobile phone services. 

•	 We	identified	key	issues	related	to	smartphones,	such	as	a	 
26 per cent increase in disputes about internet charges on  
a mobile service. 

•	 We	responded	to	unprecedented	levels	of	demand	by	introducing	
fair, efficient and environmentally friendly processes such as 
conciliation and email referral.

•	 We	continued	to	meet	the	needs	of	consumers	who	contacted	us.	
The level of overall satisfaction with our complaint handling was  
93 per cent among consumers we surveyed in February 2011.

•	 We	were	an	active	voice	in	the	debate	about	customer	service	and	
complaint handling practices in the telecommunications industry.  
We made more than 20 submissions to public inquiries and reviews, 
most importantly the acma’s Reconnecting the Customer inquiry,  
to highlight the ongoing problems in customer service in the 
telecommunications industry.

•	 We	became	more	accessible	by	reaching	out	to	culturally	and	
linguistically diverse communities, and visiting vulnerable 
consumers, attending more than 50 events and conferences  
around australia.

•	 We	monitored	over	100	systemic	issues	and	directly	intervened	 
in more than 50 matters to avoid problems for large numbers  
of consumers.

•	 We	improved	communications	with	all	our	stakeholders,	 
by working on a new website, improving reports to service providers 
and simplifying our complaint handling procedures.

THe year aT a Glance

Highlights 
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the tIo received a record number of new 
complaints in 2010-11, 197,682 or a 
substantial 17.8 per cent increase 
compared to the previous year, reversing 
the 4.6 per cent decrease in new 
complaints we reported in 2009-10. 

This sharp increase can almost exclusively 
be attributed to a rise in complaints 
about mobile phone services. in other 
areas, we recorded continuing downward 
trends in complaints about dedicated 
internet (such as cable, wired adsl and 
wireless broadband) and landline 
services, as a result of changes in 
industry and consumer behaviour. We also 
conducted fewer investigations than in 
previous years, due to improved service 
provider cooperation in resolving referred 
complaints and changes within the Tio in 
the form of improved procedures

increased mobile phone 
complaints
consistent with the growth in the mobile 
phone market, more than half the 
complaints we received this year – 
112,376 – were exclusively about mobile 
phone services, an increase of 51.4 per 
cent from the previous year. 

This spike in complaints about mobile 
services was largely caused by two 
important factors: Vodafone’s network 
issues and the increased market share of 
smartphones. 

new complaints about Vodafone mobile 
services almost tripled in 2010-11 to 
32,744. They peaked in January 2011 with 
a total of 5,712 new complaints, 
coinciding with the provider’s much 
publicised network and customer service 
issues. While new complaints about 
Vodafone took a downward turn in 
February with 4,205 new complaints, 
their complaint levels in June 2011 – 
2,783 new complaints – were more than 
double the number received at the same 
time in the previous year.

However, Vodafone was not alone in 
receiving more complaints. We observed 
growth in mobile complaints more 
generally and many of the issues we have 
seen appear to be related to the growth 
in the market, which has been driven by 
smartphones. 

The issue with the largest increase in 
mobile phone complaints was faults, with 
56,475 issues raised or a 180.7 per cent 
increase from the previous year. The two 
most common complaints in this area 
include poor coverage (28,634 issues or a 
609.6 per cent increase) and dropouts 
(6,941 issues or a 482.8 per cent increase). 

There have also been increases in billing 
disputes in mobile phone services.  
The top three issues are disputes about 
the total of a bill (10,425 issues or a  
52 per cent increase), termination fees 
(5,748 issues or a 9.6 per cent increase) 
and internet usage from a mobile phone 
(4,222 issues or an increase of 26 per 

THe year aT a Glance

Top trends 2010-11 

cent). This last statistic is unsurprising, 
as more consumers are accessing  
the internet from their smartphones –  
71 per cent according to a 2011  
Google/ipsos study4.

We have noticed an alarming increase  
in the number of consumers complaining 
about high debts due to not being able  
to monitor their usage adequately, the 
majority from mobile phone users. of the 
10,469 issues reported to us about 

4 Google/ipsos (september 2011), Australia 
Mobile Smartphone Consumer Study

CASE STUDY

RAmon’S  
ComplAinT

Ramon called the  
TIO after a problem  
with his mobile  
phone service.

A few months before, he had 
visited a phone dealer to sign up 
to a mobile plan telling them that 
he would be living in one country 
town for a short time and then 
moving permanently to another 
country town, so he needed a 
service for which he would have 
coverage in both towns. He was 
advised that coverage would be 
no problem in either location. On 
that basis he signed up for a 
prepaid plan and arranged a direct 
debit to pay the account. 

Within days of moving to his 
permanent address, Ramon 
claimed the service was patchy 
and his phone would often roam 
on to another provider’s network, 
incurring expensive charges. He 
told us he contacted his provider’s 
customer service centre several 
times about the issues, as he was 
not told at the dealership that data 
roaming would be part of the 
contract. He told us he would not 

have signed up if he had been 
aware of this.

During the course of the complaint 
the provider offered to waive all 
fees incurred and allow him to 
transfer his number to another 
provider if he returned his 
handset, which he accepted. 
Despite the offer, he received a bill 
for $1,400 the following month. 
From this amount, $700 was an 
early termination fee – the cost of 
his handset and the balance for 
charges incurred when he 
exceeded his cap.

Ramon called us again when his 
bank notified him that his service 
provider had attempted to direct 
debit his account, but the 
transaction had been rejected due 
to insufficient funds. During our 
investigation, the service provider 
waived all the fees and cancelled 
the direct debit action in their 
system. 
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Fewer investigations
We have also seen a decrease in cases 
that we need to investigate as a result of 
improved responsiveness from service 
providers to our referrals and other 
changes to our processes. in 2010-11 we 
investigated 20,635 cases, a decrease of 
14.8 per cent. our email referral process 
and our conciliation process provide fast, 
flexible options for consumers and 
service providers to resolve their 
disputes. These figures also demonstrate 
that service providers are responsive 
when the Tio is involved. 

issues that haven’t changed
The growth of the mobile market and the 
complaints that we received about these 
services present a challenge that the 
telecommunications industry must 
respond to. migration of consumers to 
mobile devices looks set to continue in 
even higher numbers, and if the issues we 
have seen in 2010-11 are not addressed, 
complaint levels may continue to rise. 

Frustratingly for everyone concerned, 
some of the most common issues 
identified by consumers who come to us 
have not changed. These include simple 
matters about: 

•	 customer	service,	such	as	inadequate	
assistance and quality of attention 
given to consumers – 50,928 
consumers mentioned this as an issue 
in their complaint

•	 complaint	handling,	such	as	service	
providers not acting on the promises 
they make – 42,259 consumers 
mentioned this as an issue in their 
complaint 

•	 service	providers	failing	to	refer	
dissatisfied consumers to us – 36,530 
consumers said their provider had not 
advised them of their external 
recourses after not resolving a 
complaint, a responsibility outlined 
in the Telecommunications consumer 
protections code.

inadequate spend controls, 7,844 were 
exclusively about mobile services – an 
increase of 119.8 per cent compared to 
the previous year. This trend can, at least 
in part, be attributed to service providers 
offering new technology without giving 
adequate information to consumers, 
either at point of sale or when using their 
phone, about the charges they may incur. 

declines in landline, internet 
and mobile premium service 
complaints
in contrast, new complaints about 
internet services (wired such as home 
adsl or wireless internet such as 
dongles) are down 13.1 per cent to 
37,092. This may be attributed to the 
industry offering affordable internet 
plans with generous data allowances, 
either as part of bundled packages or 
standalone deals.

complaints about landline services have 
had a small decline of 1.7 per cent, 
coinciding with a decline in overall landline 
subscriptions5 resulting from the continuing 
trend of high mobile service take up.

The most significant decline was in new 
complaints about mobile premium 
services (mps) – 2,174 or a 45.6 per cent 
decrease. This builds on the 70.5 per cent 
decrease in mps complaints we reported 
in 2009-10 and further reflects the 
positive effects of stronger regulation 
from the acma with service providers 
required to contract registered mps 
providers, stronger self-regulation in the 
form of an improved industry code, and a 
decline in consumer demand for mobile 
premium services as a result of increased 
use of applications in smartphones. 

5 sallmann, nick (may 2011), IBISWorld 
Industry Report J7121: Mobile 
Telecommunications Carriers in Australia

We know that most consumers spend a 
great deal of time and energy trying to 
resolve their complaints with their 
service providers before coming to the 
Tio. They are often forwarded from one 
department to another and unable to 
speak with the right person who can deal 
with their issues. 

our experience tells us that 90 per cent 
of these complaints are easily resolved 
once a consumer comes to the Tio and we 
refer their complaint to the right person 
within their service provider. These 
complaints should not have come to the 
Tio in the first place. 

High debts and bill shock
a key focus of our office is to monitor 
the trends in complaints about unusually 
high debts and bill shock. These issues 
have the power to cause significant 
detriment to consumers, particularly 
vulnerable and disadvantaged ones. The 
key areas that consumers have 
complained about include:

•	 unusually	high	bills	where	the	cause	
is not clear, where multiple aspects 
of the bill are in dispute or where the 
consumer exceeded their call cap. We 
recorded 19,137 issues in new 
complaints this year, an increase of 
31.5 per cent compared to the 
previous year

•	 failure	on	behalf	of	a	service	provider	
to notify their customers about 
higher than average usage, which 
results in receiving a bill or falling 
into a debt they cannot afford to pay. 
We recorded 10,469 issues in new 
complaints this year, an increase of 
66.7 per cent compared to the 
previous year 

•	 a	service	provider	disconnecting	or	
suspending a consumer’s service 
without proper notice. We recorded 
5,834 issues in new complaints, an 
increase of 11.7 per cent

The year at a glance  Top trends 2010-11 
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•	 collection	agents	acting	on	behalf	of	
service providers pursuing debts that 
were in dispute. We recorded 5,430 
issues in new complaints, an increase 
of 2.2 per cent

•	 consumers	who	were	default	listed	by	
their service provider without notice 
(3,217 issues in new complaints or a 
13.4 per cent increase) or who were 
default listed for a debt that was in 
dispute (3,688 or an increase of 27.4 
per cent).

While he was overseas, he 
received a text message from his 
provider advising him that his bill 
was more than $300. The 
following day, he got another 
message because his bill had gone 
over $1,000. A day after that, he 
checked his bill online and saw 
that it was over $2,000.

Thomas had been using a GPS 
application on his smartphone. He 
claimed his provider had assured 
him that using the application 
would be free. After two days of 
using it during his holiday, he 
checked his balance online and saw 
that there had been no charges, 
which reinforced his belief that he 
would not be charged for using the 
GPS application. 

He contacted his service provider 
when he got back home as he had 
received a bill of over $2,000, 
which he claimed had no itemised 
internet usage charges. Thomas 
claimed he had not contacted his 

service provider before going 
overseas to disable international 
roaming on his mobile service 
because he thought it was not set 
up previously. 

After raising the issue with his 
service provider, he was offered a 
credit of half the fees.  Thomas 
was dissatisfied with this outcome, 
so he called us. 

We referred the complaint to 
Thomas’s service provider who did 
not contact him in the initial 10 
working day timeframe to try and 
resolve the issue. Following that, 
the full amount was debited from 
his credit card, attracting a higher 
than expected fee from his bank.

After we began an investigation, 
the service provider agreed to 
refund the amount that had been 
taken from Thomas’s credit card 
for internet usage, and to give him 
the equivalent of the extra bank 
fee as a credit to his next account.

While these numbers may appear low in 
the context of hundreds of thousands of 
complaints, the impact they can have can 
be tremendous. 

a substantial telecommunications debt 
can throw a low income consumer into 
further financial hardship, or it can affect 
a consumer’s ability to obtain credit, such 
as a home loan, because default listings 
are kept for five years. 

What needs to change
While the industry has shown great 
innovation in offering us these new, 
exciting and better life-changing 
technologies, there is a clear need for its 
sales and customer service areas to keep 
up with this fast changing environment 
to avoid consumer detriment.

The australian communications and media 
authority’s (acma) Reconnecting the 
Customer inquiry has clearly made the 
case for change and has identified the 
issues that need attention. its 
recommendations to improve the quality 
of information, advertising and spend 
management tools point to a clear path 
forward. integral to this is improving 
customer service and complaint handling 
for consumers. 

We look forward to seeing the outcome of 
the recommendations made in the report. 

more information on the  
Tio’s reporting methodology  
and complaint terms can be  
found on Appendix 5: Explanation 
of TIO data terms.

The year at a glance  Top trends 2010-11 

CASE STUDY

THomAS’S  
ComplAinT

Thomas contacted  
the TIO after he came  
home from an overseas 
holiday to a $2,000  
mobile phone bill.
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systemic issues
The Tio can investigate issues arising from complaints that may 
affect a large number of consumers as a result of a failure in a 
service provider’s systems or processes. We identify those 
“systemic issues” by monitoring complaint data, alerts from our 
staff and information received from service providers. 

When we decide that an issue warrants our intervention we 
approach the service provider for information and evidence. This 
part of the process can involve formal written submissions or 
informal communication such as face to face meetings or 
conference call discussions.

We will recommend a number of potential solutions and seek 
undertakings from the service provider to demonstrate they 
have resolved the systemic issue. issues are most often resolved 
at this stage.

if the Tio and the provider are unable to negotiate a reasonable 
solution, we may decide to report the issue to the company ceo 
or a regulator such as the australian communications and media 
authority (acma) or the australian competition and consumer 
commission (accc) or another relevant authority. 

When we have intervened on a systemic issue, we monitor 
complaints made against the service provider for up to 12 
months to determine whether the agreed resolution is reducing 
complaints.

recent changes to our procedures assist us to conduct more 
investigations across a range of issues, within five key stages:

Identification: raising an alert of a possible systemic issue as 
a result of our monitoring of trends and cases

Assessment: deciding whether the issue warrants 
investigation, including monitoring the issue 
over a period of time

Investigation: we may raise the issue with a service provider 
informally; assess the issue with specific 
information received from the service provider 
as a potential investigation; or investigate 
formally – a resolution can be reached from 
any one of these stages

resolution: reaching a solution through negotiation with 
the provider

reporting: reporting the issue to a regulator, ceo or 
other agency if no resolution is achieved.

systemic issues in 2010-11
This year, we conducted more than 50 investigations, including 
matters we acted on informally or formally:

•	 Credit	management:	over-commitment,	issues	around	usage	
meters.

•	 Sales	practices:	telemarketing	practices	and	
misrepresentations, advertising, online sign up processes. 

•	 Mobile	networks:	coverage,	drop	outs,	roaming	charges.
•	 Billing:	new	products	and	services,	mobile	SMS	charges,	

billing format.

some key outcomes of those investigations include:
•	 the	introduction	of	an	over-commitment	policy	by	a	medium	

to large mobile company
•	 changes	to	a	bill	format	where	the	plan	credits	were	unclear
•	 changes	to	coverage	maps	and	sales	information	by	a	large	

mobile provider
•	 changes	to	telemarketing	scripts	and	online	sign	up	

information by a large internet provider
•	 changes	to	the	billing	notification	policies	in	two	large	

mobile providers to reduce financial over-commitment
•	 assistance	to	a	number	of	new	or	small	mobile	and	internet	

providers in customer service, complaint handling procedures 
and sales and telemarketing practices.

For a full list of investigations view: Appendix 1 – 
Systemic investigations 1 July 2010- 30 June 2011

perFormance

resolving complaints 

Systemic investigations 
1 July 2010–30 June 2011 by Issue

Point of sale

35%

Billing 28%

Contracts
5%

Faults 7%

Credit 
management 7%

Transfer 8%

Customer service 8%
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CASE STUDY

VoDAfonE  
nETwoRk  
CApACiTY 

from September 2010, we saw 
a considerable increase in 
complaints about Vodafone’s 
coverage and customer service 
that later became the subject 
of extensive media coverage 
and consumer campaigns. 
We analysed complaint data to 
ascertain what the key issues 
driving complaints were and 
what consumers sought as a 
resolution. We contacted 
Vodafone requesting 
information about what was 
causing the coverage problems, 
what steps it was taking to fix 
these problems and what steps 
it was taking to address 
individual complaints. 

Vodafone outlined a program  
of work aimed at upgrading  
its network over the next  
12 months and increased  
the number of resources in 
customer service to improve  
its handling and resolving of 
customer complaints. The 
number of new complaints 
about Vodafone’s mobile 
services spiked in January 2011 
with 5,712 new complaints 
received. Although complaint 
volumes have steadily declined, 
with 2,783 received in June 2011, 
we remain concerned that they 
are significantly higher than a 
year ago. 

We continue to monitor 
Vodafone complaints and have 
requested regular updates on 
further works or outages 
impacting their network or 
customer complaint handling 
processes. We also continue to 
investigate individual 
complaints about coverage 
problems on a case-by-case 
basis.

CASE STUDY

wHERE’S mY nUmbER – 
wHERE’S mY $20,000?

in April 2011, we became aware of 
an issue in which consumers were 
having their mobile number 
transferred away without their 
authorisation followed shortly by a 
large sum of money taken out of 
their personal bank accounts. 
We discovered the affected 
consumers had a feature on their 
internet banking that sent them a 
unique code via SMS for them to 
authorise an external funds transfer. 
This meant that the bank was 
sending the code to the new holder 
of the number. 

The Systemic team undertook an 
assessment of TIO complaints and 
found customers of a number of 
service providers were being affected 
by this issue. Most had amounts 
transferred out of their bank 
accounts averaging $10,000. 
Although the number of complaints 
was not large, given the level of 
financial detriment and the likelihood 
that consumers would not be aware 
that the issue was related to an 
unauthorised mobile phone transfer, 
we took immediate action to ensure 
all relevant authorities were aware of 
the issue. This included state-based 
consumer affairs offices, the ACCC, 
the Financial Ombudsman Service 
(FOS) and the Australian Federal 
Police. This information was then 
used by these agencies to advise 
their staff, stakeholders and the 
public of the prevalence of the issue.

The Systemic team also recognised 
that a consumer calling the TIO may 
not be aware that it can take up to 
two hours for an unauthorised 
transfer of a mobile service to be 
reversed. In that time, the consumer’s 
bank account may be at risk of being 
accessed again and further amounts 
taken. The team developed advice 
that our staff could provide to 
consumers who contacted the TIO 
with this issue. In this way, we 
ensured that we took all reasonable 
action to minimise consumer 
detriment. We have not heard of this 
issue recurring since May 2011. 

CASE STUDY

woRking 
wiTH TElSTRA 
To impRoVE 
ComplAinT 
mAnAgEmEnT 

During 2010 we identified 
a significant number of 
cases where the 
resolutions of complaints 
proposed by Telstra to 
customers were not acted 
upon in a timely manner. 
This included cases 
where agreed credits did 
not appear on customers’ 
next Telstra bill.
We contacted Telstra 
seeking information about 
its complaint handling 
processes and any 
mechanisms in place to 
ensure that agreements 
were actioned. We also 
met with Telstra for a 
demonstration of its 
complaint handling 
process. Telstra’s CEO 
supported this focus and 
communicated to staff the 
importance of honouring 
every commitment made 
to customers in the course 
of resolving a complaint.

A key initiative was 
Telstra’s changes to its 
systems to allow credit to 
appear on a customer’s 
next bill. In the past, 
credits could take up to 
two billing cycles to 
appear, resulting in 
consumers believing that 
a promised credit had not 
been applied.

As a result of these 
changes, complaints 
about Telstra not 
actioning undertakings 
dropped by more than 50 
per cent over six months.
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acting on non compliance
section 132 of the Telecommunications 
(Consumer Protection & Service 
Standards) Act 1999 requires service 
providers to comply with the Tio. We do 
not enforce this provision – that is the 
role of the australian communications 
and media authority (acma). However, 
the acma cannot exercise its 
enforcement power without the 
information or evidence we provide. 
When we believe a service provider does 
not comply with the Tio, we will refer 
them to the acma.

some issues that can be considered 
non-compliant behaviour include failing 
to provide information about a 
complaint, failing to comply with 
determinations or failing to comply with 
an industry code. We may also refer an 
eligible carriage service provider that 
does not apply for membership of the 
Tio when it is required to do so. 

it is important to note that the vast 
majority of service providers work 
cooperatively with us and we refer only  
a few service providers to the acma  
each year. 

in 2010-11 we made nine referrals to 
the acma. These referrals related to 
four different service providers who 
failed to comply with one of the 
ombudsman’s determinations. 

determinations in 2010–11

Issue decision outcome date

disconnection in error, csG 
compensation and lost 
credits from a bundled 
finance agreement.

consumer is entitled 
to csG compensation 
and a refund of 
$2,900.

The service provider did 
not comply and is now in 
liquidation.

march 2011

liability for charges 
following unauthorised 
transfers of a landline 
service.

service provider to 
waive all charges and 
reimburse $1,152 in 
payments made by 
consumer.

The service provider did 
not comply. The Tio in is 
the process of referring 
the member to the 
acma.

February 
2011

liability for charges 
following unauthorised 
transfers of a landline 
service.

service provider to 
waive all charges and 
reimburse $560 in 
payments made by 
consumer.

The service provider did 
not comply. The Tio in is 
the process of referring 
the member to the 
acma.

February 
2011

liability for charges 
following unauthorised 
transfers of a landline 
service.

service provider to 
waive all charges and 
reimburse $699 in 
payments made by 
consumer.

The service provider did 
not comply. The Tio in is 
the process of referring 
the member to the 
acma.

February 
2011

excess usage charges; 
adequacy of credit control 
tools; financial 
over-commitment.

service provider to 
refund $735, being 
half the disputed 
excess usage charges.

The service provider did 
not comply. The Tio in is 
the process of referring 
the member to the 
acma.

december 
2010

unfair contract terms; 
automatic renewal clause; 
applicability of Tcp code to 
business customers; how Tio 
uses industry codes to make 
decisions.

direction and 
recommendation that 
service provider waive 
an early termination 
fee of $19,000.

The service provider 
complied.

august 
2010

Whether a prepaid 
international calling service 
has performed to the 
standard promised at the 
point of sale.

service provider to 
refund $86 to 
consumer.

The service provider did 
not comply and has been 
referred to the acma.

July 2010

performance  resolving complaints 

effective outcomes
The ombudsman or deputy ombudsman 
can issue a binding determination up to 
the value of $30,000 if a complaint is not 
resolved through our processes of 
referral, conciliation or investigation.  
our determinations are binding on  
service providers. 

before we issue a determination we will 
notify the service provider of a 
preliminary View, which outlines our 
findings and our preliminary position 
about what would be a fair and 
reasonable resolution to the complaint. 
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CASE STUDY

STEpHEn’S  
ComplAinT

Stephen, a small business 
owner, came to us in 2008 
with a dispute over a bill  
of almost $19,000 for 
overdue charges and the 
remainder of a minimum 
service agreement  
for almost two years  
of internet services.

determinations in 2010-11
Very few determinations are issued each 
year. Generally the parties are likely to 
resolve the disputes at an earlier stage  
of the complaint handling process. in 
2010-11, we issued seven determinations. 
The majority of these resulted in a 
referral of the company to the acma.

in our submission to the dbcde 
discussion paper about the Tio, we  
noted that for the small number of 
service providers who exhibit consistent 
non-compliant behaviour, a stronger 
enforcement regime may be needed. 
currently, non-compliance will result in 
referral to the acma for consideration  
of an enforcement action. However,  
some additional steps could be 
considered, including:

•	 removal	from	TIO	membership	
•	 a	bar	on	a	non-compliant	company,	

and the persons who run the 
company, from operating within  
the telecommunications industry

•	 protected	public	reporting	by	the	 
Tio of non-compliant behaviour,  
both to encourage compliance and 
perhaps more critically, reduce 
potential consumer detriment. 

understanding the  
causes of complaints
a high number of complaints we receive 
are simple issues related to customer 
service and complaint handling. after 
monitoring our complaint statistics over 
two years, we found that while overall 
complaint numbers were stable, the 
proportion of those complaints that were 
about customer service and complaint 
handling kept rising. 

To better understand what drove these 
complaints, we surveyed more than  
500 consumers who contacted us  
between July and august 2010 with a 
complaint about customer service and 
complaint handling. 

His contract was for 24 months 
worth of internet services, to the 
value of $19,500. Stephen claimed 
that unbeknownst to him, the 
agreement had a clause that 
allowed the service provider to 
automatically renew the 
agreement every two years unless 
Stephen gave written notification 
of his intention to terminate the 
contract within 30 days of its 
expiry. A failure to do so would 
result in him owing the full amount 
of charges until the end of the 
agreement. 

In May 2008, he sent a letter to his 
service provider notifying it of his 
intention to cancel the contract as 
his business was moving premises. 
However, the service provider did 
not accept it to be a valid 
termination as it had been sent  
39 days after his contract had 
expired, nine days more than the 
clause stipulated. The service 
provider requested payment of the 
outstanding minimum agreement, 
or $18,700. 

Stephen made a complaint 
through us claiming that the terms 
of the contract were unfair as it 
would be unreasonable for him to 
have to pay the full charges of the 
agreement and he didn’t have full 

knowledge of the automatic 
renewal clause. 

Meanwhile, the service provider 
believed that Stephen was liable 
for the whole sum as it claimed the 
automatic renewal clause had 
been explained and Stephen had 
signed the agreement in 
knowledge of this.

The complaint made its way 
through our whole complaint 
process without a resolution that 
was agreeable to both parties.

After considering all the evidence 
in the matter, the law and best 
industry practice as per the 
Telecommunications Consumer 
Protections Code, the Acting 
Ombudsman issued a Preliminary 
View in 2010, recommending the 
service provider waive the fees as 
it was evident that Stephen had 
inadvertently signed up to an 
unfair contract.

In August 2010, Ombudsman 
Simon Cohen issued a direction 
that the service provider waive 
part of the fees, and 
recommended it to waive another 
part of the fees. The service 
provider complied with both the 
decision and recommendation. 
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This survey found:

•	 more	than	half	of	the	consumers	(55	
per cent) contacted their service 
providers five or more times before 
ringing us

•	 more	than	half	of	the	consumers	(54	
per cent) raised the matter with their 
service provider at least a month 
before contacting the Tio, with 31 
per cent stating they had made a 
complaint more than three months 
beforehand 

•	 most	consumers	(60	per	cent)	spent	
three or more hours unsuccessfully 
trying to solve their complaint before 
approaching the Tio, with one in five 
(20 per cent) saying they spent more 
than nine hours resolving their 
complaint

•	 half	(50	per	cent)	contacted	more	
than three different departments.

improving the way  
we resolve complaints

Improving our reporting
in october 2010 we revised the way we 
report our complaint statistics, 
categorising the data into enquiries, new 
complaints and investigations. our 
stakeholders can now easily identify the 
volume of cases we handled and the 
extent to which we conciliate or 
investigate those cases. This improves 
our accountability and makes our 
statistics easier to interpret. 

enquiries are matters we cannot deal with 
directly, such as when a consumer comes 
to us before contacting their service 
provider or complains about something 
outside our functions or powers. 

new complaints are recorded when a 
residential or small business consumer 
contacts us about a matter they have 
already raised with their service provider. 
These are often resolved through referral 
by us back to the service provider’s 
complaint handling specialists to give 
consumers and service providers another 
chance to work out the complaint 
together. When a new complaint remains 
unresolved, we will use other methods  
to resolve the complaint.

CASE STUDY

mAX’S  
ComplAinT

Max contacted us with  
a complaint about the 
speed of his internet 
service and a billing error.

When his two-year contract for an 
ADSL service was due to expire, 
Max approached his provider to 
upgrade to an ADSL2+ service on 
a $50 plan. He claimed that for 
half the money of his previous 
service, he was promised faster 
speeds and a greater data 
allowance than he had been 
paying. It was an offer that was 
attractive to him because he 
watched news from his home 
country over the internet, and  
it would be convenient for the 
videos to load quicker. 

However, he claimed that when  
he started using the service he 
experienced slower speeds than 
he got through his previous 
service. At the same time, he was 
being billed $100 a month – the 
same amount as his old service. 
He told us that he tried to contact 
his service provider 20 to 30 times 
over three months to gain a 
resolution, but was unsuccessful 
every time.  Before he could get 
to talk to anyone, he claimed he 
would have to spend a long time 
on hold.

When he got through to the 
customer service department, 

he claimed the staff were of little 
help. They told him that the age of 
wires connecting his telephone 
service might be affecting the 
speed of his internet service. His 
service provider said that the 
speeds were within “the range of 
what is acceptable” and it would 
not send a technician to investigate 
the situation. Regarding his billing 
error, he was promised that a 
member of their senior complaint 
handling team would ring him 
back. When they called, he was 
unavailable. He returned the call, 
but it rang out and he was unable 
to leave a message. 

When Max rang the TIO, we wrote 
to the service provider, which then 
acknowledged that he was not 
being billed in accordance with 
the ADSL2+ service and it would 
credit the $150 he had been 
overcharged for the previous 
three months. They also provided 
a goodwill credit for the poor 
customer service he experienced 
and performed troubleshooting 
that improved the speed of his 
internet service. 
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investigations include complaints that 
require further involvement by us. They 
include informal conciliation and formal 
investigations that will require evidence 
of claims. When all else fails, we will 
make a decision about the case. 

focusing on conciliation 
in april 2011, we began introducing  
a streamlined, less formal conciliation 
process to deal with complaints not 
resolved by referral. The process of 
conciliation encourages and assists 
consumers and providers to:

•	 identify	and	openly	discuss	the	 
issues surrounding the complaint

•	 consider	creative	options	for	a	
resolution, keeping in mind the  
law, industry standards and what  
is fair and reasonable, and 

•	 agree	on	a	resolution.

We manage the conciliation process, 
confirming that communication between 
the parties is taking place, providing 
information about the issues in dispute and 
helping to generate options for resolution. 

early evidence from the conciliation 
process is showing that complaints are 
being resolved more quickly, and fewer 
cases require detailed investigation. 

streamlining our procedures
our complaint handling procedures (cHps) 
provide clarity and transparency for 
consumers and service providers with 
information about how we handle 
complaints, and ensure consistency and 
fairness in our decision making. 
importantly, where a consumer or service 
provider believes that we have not 
followed our process, they can request a 
review of our decisions.

over the course of 2010-11, we 
consolidated our cHps to make them more 
streamlined and transparent. We 
introduced an objectives and definitions 
section, clearly separated specific 
procedures, removed overlapping sections, 
introduced numbered paragraphs for each 
cHp and improved clarity of language for 
publication on our website.

clarifying our jurisdiction
Two major amendments to the Tio 
constitution came into effect in  
February 2011. 

The first clarifies the Tio’s jurisdiction  
to investigate complaints about 
“bundled” services that comprise carriage 
services through a telecommunications 
provider and equipment typically leased 
through a finance company. consumers 
with disputes about bundles often claim 
that they are unaware that their 
telecommunications agreement was 
bundled with a finance agreement or that 
they were promised “free” equipment 
such as plasma TVs or laptops. While they 
can terminate their telephone service 
agreement, they are unable to terminate 
the finance contract without incurring a 
substantial early termination charge. The 
constitutional amendment allows the Tio 
to hold the service provider responsible 
for the actions or omissions of the 
finance company if it considers it fair  
and reasonable to do so.

performance  resolving complaints 

She said she had signed up at a 
store for a prepaid service which 
offered 8GB a month for $49. As 
she was required to submit all her 
assignments electronically, it was a 
service that she could not do 
without. Another reason she 
claimed she signed up for the 
service was that it would be cut off 
after she exceeded her 8GB limit.

Ellie claimed that she did not 
receive a SIM card for the modem 
until a month after her service was 
to start and was then charged 
$100 for the wireless modem. She 
claimed she had to pay $80 for a 
wireless broadband connection 
from another provider during the 
first month, as her original service 
had failed to work. A few months 

later, her provider barred the 
service because she hadn’t paid 
the $100. Ellie had also been billed 
for going over her 8 GB limit, which 
she disputed.

She claimed that she called her 
service provider several times to 
try and get the service reactivated 
and the charges waived. Each time 
she called her service provider’s 
representatives they claimed they 
had no copy of her contract stating 
there would be no charge for her 
modem or excess usage charges.  

When Ellie contacted the TIO, the 
service provider had sent her a bill 
for $249. During the TIO’s 
investigation, the provider agreed 
to waive excess charges Ellie had 
incurred, bringing her bill down to 
two months worth of actual 
spending, or $98. As a gesture of 
good will, they also agreed to 
reimburse the money for the 
second service she bought in the 
first month that the SIM card had 
not been sent. 

CASE STUDY

ElliE’S  
ComplAinT

Ellie, a TAFE student, 
contacted the TIO about  
a problem that she was 
having with a wireless 
broadband service.
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CASE STUDY

TAmARA’S  
ComplAinT

Tamara came to us  
with a complaint about  
a bundled internet and 
landline service.

She opted to bundle those 
services in a $115 a month 
unlimited plan, which she believed 
could save her money as she 
understood calls to mobiles from 
her landline would be free. 

The plan also included voicemail, 
caller ID and an internet security 
suite, which she believed would 
cost $3 on top of the $115 each 
month. But in her first bill, Tamara 
told us she was surprised to 
receive a bill for $340.

Tamara said she tried to resolve 
the problem with the provider, who 
initially offered to reduce the bill 
and put her on a more suitable $70 
a month plan. However, the 
following month she received 
another bill that was higher than 
she expected – this time for $270. 
Her service provider claimed that 
the bill was so high because there 

were outstanding charges she had 
not paid for. She then approached 
the TIO for help resolving the 
issues. The TIO’s approach was to 
conciliate the case, so that both 
parties could agree on a resolution, 
without a formal investigation.

To clarify the issues, we organised 
a conference call so Tamara and 
her service provider could discuss 
the complaint. As a result of this, it 
became clear that the added 
features of the plan were causing 
the bill to be higher than expected. 

The service provider agreed to 
remove the caller ID, voicemail 
and internet security, waived the 
excess fees and confirmed that 
she was on a lower plan of $70 
per month that covered her 
landline and internet services, and 
would not be charged more than 
that amount.

The second amendment allows the 
ombudsman or deputy ombudsman to 
issue an interim direction requiring a 
service provider to cease credit 
management action while the Tio is 
considering or investigating a complaint. 
no interim directions have been required. 
However, in some cases we have been 
required to draw this power to service 
provider’s attentions to make sure they 
cease credit management action such as 
pursuing a debt. This is an important 
safeguard to maintain status quo while a 
complaint is being investigated. 

reviewing our position statements
The Tio has a series of publicly available 
position statements that set out our 
position on a range of issues. We have, 
over a number of years, developed 
targeted position statements to help give 
certainty to consumers and their 
providers of the approaches we take to 
particular types of complaints that have 
been repeatedly reported to our office. 

in early 2011, the Tio began a 
comprehensive review of these position 
statements to ensure they remain 
relevant and contain accurate, consistent 
and up-to-date information. We have 
consulted representatives of service 
providers and consumer groups to get 
feedback on how to make our position 
statements more accessible. The review is 
still under way and will be completed by 
early next year.

new and updated keywords
The tags by which the Tio describes and 
categorises the issues a consumer raises 
in a complaint are known as keywords. 
Keywords form the basis of our reporting 
about complaint issues. during 2010-11, 
the Tio introduced a number of new 
keywords after a review conducted over 
the course of the previous financial year. 

The new keywords reflect new products 
and services while other existing ones 
were finetuned to reflect industry 
changes. 

some of these keywords relate to 
complaints about: 
•	 locking	and	unlocking	of	handsets	

and sim cards for prepaid services
•	 compliance	with	the	Mobile	Premium	

services barring determination
•	 unfair	contract	terms	such	as	forced	

cancellation of a service, termination 
fees as penalties, changes in pricing, 
changes in goods or services provided 
and automatic renewals

•	 equipment	fault	issues	such	as	refusal	
to repair goods still under warranty, 
inappropriate remedies to a fault and 
delays in repairing faulty equipment.
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our organisation

Tio as a fair employer 

staff snapshot
The rise in complaints, particularly in 
early 2011, required a recruitment drive to 
allow us to respond to the influx of calls 
and emails to our office. There were 275 
employees at the Tio at 30 June, 65 more 
than in 30 June 2010. our staff are 49 per 
cent female, 51 per cent male. 

remuneration review 
in 2010-11 we conducted a comprehensive 
review of our pay structure to make it 
more fair, equitable and transparent for 
staff members. We worked with 
independent consultants mercer to tailor a 
pay structure that rewards performance 
and aligns pay increases to labour market 
movements. The pay review was 
completed and rolled out for a switchover 
in the new financial year. 

Performance measures review
as our new pay structure links a staff 
member’s pay to their performance, we 
aligned this measurement to our 
organisation’s goals of Fairness, 
accountability, independence, 
accessibility, efficiency and 
effectiveness. These are the national 
benchmarks for alternative dispute 
resolution, which underpin our day to day 
operations. We will continue to work in 
2011-12 to align these measures to new 
areas of dispute resolution we use, such 
as conciliation. 

learning and development
in this year of unprecedented demand we 
streamlined our training procedures to 
make sure new staff could start helping 
consumers as quickly as possible. We also 
delivered training to existing staff to 
continue to provide the best assistance 
possible in a constantly changing 
industry. These learning areas included: 

•	 conciliation	
•	 financial	hardship
•	 Australian	Consumer	Law
•	 internet	service	provider	technology
•	 the	National	Broadband	Network
•	 equal	opportunity	legislation
•	 systemic	investigation	procedures	
•	 complaint	handling	procedures
•	 acquired	brain	injury
•	 depression.

heidi odermatt 
on 1 october 2010 we tragically lost Heidi 
odermatt, an enquiry officer who had 
worked with the Tio for four years. Heidi 
was an outstanding enquiry officer and 
aspiring leader who had been appointed 
to a Team manager position. Her passing 
affected her many friends at the Tio. in 
memory of Heidi we created the Heidi 
odermatt leadership scholarship, to give 
non-managerial staff the opportunity to 
undertake management studies. 

our staff remember Heidi as a kind 
hearted, generous and supportive friend 
and workmate. To honour Heidi’s memory, 
fellow staff contributed to the Heidi 
odermatt Guide dog Fund, which is 
successfully sponsoring a future Guide 
dog, Heidi-o.

oH&s wellness
a number of activities were undertaken as part of our Health and  
Wellness program over 2010-11.

Activity details Participation outcomes
stress down 
day 

lighten up seminar 84 increased awareness of personal 
reactions to stress and how to manage 
stress.

FebFast mocktail night 
(non-alcoholic 
cocktails) and 
sponsorship of staff 
to participate in 
FebFast

40 sponsorship of staff members raised 
approximately $2,000 for charity.

QuiT Fresh start course 
-health effects of 
smoking and 
quitting methods

18 excellent feedback from the eight 
sessions. Five people quit completely 
and eight people have cut back.

Work Health 
checks

onsite 43 sixty percent of staff have received a 
health check over the last two years. 
This has helped identify risk factors at 
the Tio and provided input to future 
activities of the Health and Wellness 
program.

Flu 
Vaccinations 

onsite 55 reduced personal leave. 

care super 
and outlook 
seminars

one-on-one 
meetings to 
consolidate super 
and financial 
advice/seminars

61 raised awareness of financial issues 
affecting staff with the aim of 
reducing financial stress.

ergonomics Workstation 
ergonomic 
assessments

147 improved awareness of good posture 
and desk setup. 

optional 
massages

monthly massages 389 remedial shoulder and neck massages. 
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reducing our carbon footprint
complaint handling is not a carbon-
intensive activity. However, the Tio 
shares the same environmental challenges 
that any other office in australia would: 
reducing waste, using energy more 
efficiently and increasing our recycling. 

in 2010-11, we took more steps to reduce 
our impact on the environment:

•	 we	changed	our	paper	supply	from	100	
per cent virgin pulp to 80 per cent 
recycled paper

•	 we	reduced	the	paperwork	we	printed	
and moved towards emailing service 
providers instead of faxing

•	 we	began	a	number	of	initiatives	to	
re-use or recycle items, such as 
providing Keep cups, as well as 
collecting old batteries, mobile 
phones and printing cartridges for 
various recycling programmes

•	 we	have	started	an	audit	of	our	
energy use to identify areas where we 
can be more efficient.

in 2011-12 the Tio will further formalise 
our efforts to reduce the organisation’s 
impact on the environment within a 
corporate social responsibility policy. 

transitioning to email 
correspondence
in 2010-11 we continued to use measures 
to avoid printing and sending letters or 
faxes to consumers and service providers. 
in the past, we relied heavily on faxing 
details of complaints to service providers 
and posting letters to consumers. 

several years ago, prompted by a request 
from a service provider, we began a trial 
to transition all our communication with 
service providers to email, including 
notification of when a complaint was 
lodged and the notes relevant to that 
complaint. We compared costs of paper, 
envelopes and time spent by staff before 
and after the email trial. 

The results of that comparison proved 
that there were significant savings in 
stationery and postage and no impact on 
the time our staff spent in our dealings. 
most importantly, our staff generally 
agreed that this approach was the most 
environmentally responsible. 

based on the success of this trial, we 
rolled out an email communication 
process that will eventually include all 
members of the scheme. by may 2011, we 
had moved to email-only communication 
with the ten service providers that 
account for the majority of our dealings 
and their subsidiaries. The rollout will 
continue in 2011-12. 

improving our service
consumer satisfaction 
in 2010-11 we conducted three surveys, 
each with a sample of 300 consumers who 
used our services. We asked them about a 
range of aspects of their experience, 
including how accessible we were and 
their satisfaction with the way we 
handled their complaint. The surveys were 
conducted in July 2010, november 2010 
and February 2011. They were aimed at 
consumers whose matters had been 
referred back to their provider’s 
complaint-handling specialists, or where 
we had facilitated a resolution. 

These surveys reflected very positive 
results in the consumers’ satisfaction with 
the Tio’s handling of complaints as well 
as satisfaction with the outcome of their 
complaint. 

complaints and compliments 
on 1 February 2011 the Tio put in place 
an improved complaints and compliments 
framework to allow consumers and service 
providers to give us formal feedback 
about the quality of our dispute 
resolution services. 

While we have always received complaints 
and compliments about our services, this 
framework gives stakeholders a clearer 
process for raising matters with us.

consumer satisfaction with the Tio

consumer satisfaction overall satisfaction “extremely” or “very” satisfied

Feb 2011 noV 2010 Jul 2010 Feb 2011 noV 2010 Jul 2010

satisfaction with the Tio’s handling of complaints 93% 93% 84% 84% 82% 69%

satisfaction with the outcome of complaints 79% 82% 60% 71% 69% 48%

performance  our organisation
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between 1 February and 30 June 2011, 
the Tio received 63 compliments about 
our services. These were compliments 
about specific Tio staff members and  
do not include emails praising the Tio  
in general. 

during the same period we received  
43 complaints about our services, 11 of 
which were found to be substantiated.  
no recurring issues have been found.

complaints and compliments under this 
procedure are accepted verbally or in 
writing through a variety of media. 

our complaints and compliments policy  
is available on our website.

A new complaints  
management system
in 2010-11 the Tio has been working with 
software developer resolve to build a 
smart, modern and reliable complaints 
management system. 

The software will greatly improve the 
quality and efficiency of our complaint 
handling and data collection, and will 
have benefits for telecommunications 
providers and consumers. 

For service providers the new system will 
provide greater transparency of the Tio 
processes with improved complaints-
related information.

consumers will also benefit from the new 
system. They will now be able to make a 
complaint via an improved online form, 
add information to a complaint in 
progress and view the progress of their 
complaint. 

design of the new system started in 
march 2011. resolve is currently building 
the system, which is expected to go live 
in 2012.

reviewing the Tio
our articles of association call for the 
Tio to commission an independent review 
of our service periodically. The board 
engaged consultancy firm KpmG to 
conduct such a review in december 2010, 
which handed its report in June 2011. 

The review included consultation with 
more than 30 stakeholders such as 
government, industry, other ombudsman 
schemes, consumer representatives, the 
ombudsman, and board and council 
members. Through this consultation, 
KpmG assessed our current performance, 
our future and the industry’s and made 
strategic recommendations on how we 
might best take on future challenges. 

at the time of completing this report, the 
review’s findings had not been published. 
The review report and the Tio’s response 
will be published during 2011-12.

performance  our organisation
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submissions to regulators
The Tio regularly makes submissions to 
regulators and other agencies about 
trends in dispute resolution within the 
telecommunications industry. Through our 
submissions, we also provide information 
to regulators and the public about who 
the Tio is and what we do. our 
submissions include complaint statistics, 
statistics about code compliance and 
relevant case studies. 

submissions focus on the ways in which 
issues, legislation or codes of practice 
can and do affect telecommunications 
consumers. We also provide data to 
regulators, which may identify systemic 
issues, industry trends over time or may 
focus on specific issues of interest.

in 2010-11 we made 20 public 
submissions. The most comprehensive was 
in response to the australian 
communication and media authority’s 
(acma) Reconnecting the Customer 
consultation paper. We provided a range 
of statistics and case studies to identify 
key themes in customer service and 
complaint handling issues in the 
telecommunications industry. We also 
made an extensive submission to the 
related review of the Tio by the 
department of broadband, 
communications and the digital economy 
(dbcde). other important themes in 
submissions over the past year have 
included consumer protection, regulatory 
reform and convergence.

perFormance

contributing to the co-regulatory environment

Highlights
september 2010. 

Reconnecting the Customer. TIO’s submission to the ACMA’s public inquiry into 
customer service in the telecommunications industry.

We identified trends in complaint and issue data over a four-year period using 
statistics and case studies to illustrate the key stages of the consumer-service 
provider relationship. We highlighted improvements that the telecommunications 
industry could make in customer service and complaint handling. We also 
discussed the systemic issues we had investigated over the previous 18 months. 
Finally, we reflected on the role of the Tio as an external dispute resolution 
scheme, historically and looking to the future.

december 2010. 

Numbering Plan (Consultation Paper 1). TIO’s comments on the first consultation 
paper about the structure of Australia’s telephone numbering plan.

This Tio submission to the acma primarily focused on the potential impact to 
consumers of the proposed changes to australia’s telephone numbering plan. We 
provided an overview of Tio complaint data (longitudinal statistics and case 
studies) relevant to the allocation of numbers. We noted our concerns about the 
integrated public number database, geographical numbering and 1300/1800 number 
routing, accuracy and charging. We noted the need for consumer awareness about 
revisions to the numbering plan to minimise consumer detriment. We also provided 
suggestions for consideration by the acma about its future work program for the 
numbering plan.

April 2011. 

Discussion paper on TIO Scheme. Submission to the Department of Broadband, 
Communications and the Digital Economy on its discussion paper examining 
opportunities to reform the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman (TIO) scheme.

We provided an overview of our role, including our functions and powers, our 
governance structure, funding model and consumer base. We discussed consumer 
satisfaction with our service. We outlined changes to how we report our statistics 
to regulators and in our annual report, Tio Talks, and public determinations. We 
also detailed our recent initiatives to increase our efficiency, such as recruitment, 
staff training, increasing our capacity to investigate systemic issues and other 
activities. overall, our focus was on identifying the ways in which we work to 
meet the needs of telecommunications consumers and service providers.

a full list of submissions made by the Tio can be viewed at:  
Appendix 2 – List of public submissions made by the TIO 2010-11 
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perFormance

creating awareness 

a new website

in 2010-11, work continued on a new 
website to help consumers and service 
providers learn about their rights and 
responsibilities, and the work we do.

an online strategy was developed that 
aims to make sure our website is easy to 
navigate and search, and contains clear 
and concise information.

it guides consumers so they can handle 
their complaints about 
telecommunications services more easily 
and so they can understand what the Tio 
can and cannot help them with.

The website includes audio information in 
languages other than english, video case 
studies and some auslan translation.

TIO Talks

in our newsletter, TIO Talks, we publish 
regular information such as complaint 
statistics and developments in the 
telecommunications industry or 
regulatory environment that could be 
useful for consumers.

This financial year we published three 
issues of TIO Talks with a circulation of 
1,000 and which is available online. 
These publications were supported by 
media releases to raise awareness of the 
issues highlighted. some of the topics we 
covered included: 

•	 the	impact	of	credit	management	on	
disadvantaged consumers

•	 a	guide	on	the	potential	risks	of	
global roaming

•	 what	to	be	aware	of	when	signing	up	
to a direct debit account

•	 how	to	understand	what	affects	the	
speed of an internet connection.

outreach activities

We have a strong focus on reaching 
people who may have difficulty getting  
in touch with us due to financial, social, 
cultural or language barriers, a lack of 
access to the internet or not knowing 
what the Tio does. These people include 
the elderly, youth, indigenous consumers, 
rural and regional residents, those with  
a disability or people whose preferred 
language is not english. 

every year, our representatives go out to 
many of these communities to raise 
awareness of our service and make sure 
the scheme remains easy to reach. These 
visits include talks at conferences, 
community gatherings, festivals and 
meetings. We often partner with other 
organisations such as financial 
counsellors and community legal centres. 
in 2010-11 we made more than 50 visits 
all over the country. 
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His client, Nerida, lived with her 
young family on a remote 
community several hours drive 
from the nearest town. 

Ahmed claimed Nerida had been 
contacted by a debt collector 
about a bill she had accrued over 
a four-month period. As well as 
being asked to pay the bill, her 
phone was disconnected and a 
default listing was placed on her 
file. Nerida’s service had since 
been reconnected so she could 
make and receive local calls only.

Upon investigation, the TIO was 
concerned that the provider had 
appeared not to have conducted  
a proper credit assessment before 
providing Nerida and her family 
with the landline service. Nerida’s 
only source of income was 
Centrelink payments, which were 
income managed. This meant that 
half her income was withheld  
to pay bills. 

Nerida’s phone debt appeared to 
have occurred because of several 
hundred long distance and mobile 
calls. The Telecommunications 
Consumer Protections code says 
that providers must undertake an 
appropriate credit assessment to 
determine whether to supply a 
service to that customer or supply 
a service which includes measures 
to effectively limit the customer’s 
expenditure or usage. In Nerida’s 
case, her service could have been 

limited to local calls to ensure she 
did not incur a high debt. 

The provider said that it assessed 
all customers for their ability to 
pay their accounts, but could not 
provide any evidence that it had 
done so in Nerida’s case. It had 
listed her occupation when she 
applied for the service as 
unemployed.

Ahmed sought to have the total 
bill waived, have the default listing 
removed and keep the service 
restricted to local calls provided to 
Nerida and her family. The service 
provider declined, showing that  
it had followed the appropriate 
procedures before default listing 
Nerida. It said that Nerida had 
agreed, during the time that she 
was incurring high bills, to enter  
a payment arrangement. At this 
stage she owed $570, which the 
provider said she should now pay. 

After further investigation by the 
TIO, the provider agreed to waive 
the whole debt, and withdraw the 
default listing. It said it would 
place a note on its systems so that 
if Nerida applied for a post-paid 
landline service again, she may be 
referred to a customer relations 
team for review to determine 
whether any restrictions could be 
placed on her service, to limit 
Nerida’s exposure to unexpectedly 
high bills. 

performance  creating awareness

CASE STUDY

nERiDA’S  
ComplAinT

Ahmed, a lawyer for an 
Indigenous community 
legal service, approached 
the TIO about a 
debt-collection letter one 
of his clients had received 
about a $1,500 landline bill. 

some of the highlights of this year were: 

•	 a	community	consultation	session	
between members of the Tio council 
and financial counsellors in adelaide

•	 the	Ombudsman,	Deputy	Ombudsman	
and the head of our indigenous 
liaison Team spoke to financial 
counsellors and indigenous community 
workers from all over the country at 
the external dispute resolution 
conference in sydney

•	 for	the	first	time	this	year,	we	spoke	
at the national association of 
community legal centres conference 
held in melbourne 

•	 the	TIO	went	to	three	conferences	
aimed at people with disabilities: the 
deaf australia conference in Hobart, 
the Having a say conference in 
Geelong and the disability 
professionals Victoria conference in 
melbourne

•	 we	spoke	at	the	Business	Educators	
association of Queensland and 
Victorian commercial Teachers 
association conferences aimed at 
secondary school teachers

•	 we	went	to	the	Indigenous	Rugby	
league Knockout in Woy Woy, one of 
the largest gatherings of indigenous 
people in nsW, with attendance of 
20,000 people 

•	 we	continued	our	strong	links	with	
the indigenous consumer assistance 
network (ican) in cairns, providing 
training to their staff and clients in 
Far north Queensland. 

View the full list of our activities 
around the country: Appendix 3 – 
Calendar of outreach activities
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reaching out to culturally 
diverse communities

culturally and linguistically diverse 
(cald) communities were the main focus 
of our awareness activities in the first six 
months of 2011, as we began a strategy 
to make our services more accessible to 
consumers whose preferred language is 
not english. 

The australian bureau of statistics 
considers that migrants from all over the 
world account for more than half of the 
400 languages other than english spoken 
in australian homes. Knowing which of 
those communities are in most need 
presented a challenge. 

in late 2010, the Tio surveyed agencies 
that provide services to cald 
communities to find out which language 
groups we should focus on first. 

as a result, we produced a brochure in  
31 languages, which we have distributed 
widely to organisations including:

•	 community	houses
•	 migrant	resource	centres
•	 state	and	federal	multicultural	affairs	

departments
•	 community	legal	centres
•	 council	libraries
•	 ethnic	communities	councils	 

in all states. 

more detailed fact sheets can be viewed 
or downloaded on our website.

The Tio will continue its outreach work 
into cald communities by producing  
a series of radio announcements to be 
played in community radio stations 
throughout the country, visiting 
community representatives and 
organisations, and providing cultural 
awareness training for Tio staff. 

We also hosted visitors from australian 
and international agencies who wanted  
to learn about the work we do as a 
leading alternative dispute resolution 
service and the complaints we receive 
from consumers. These included the 
Korean association for information and 
Technology (KaiT), india’s Telecom 
disputes settlement and appellate 
Tribunal (TdsaT) and the indonesian 
ombudsman.

performance  contributing to the co-regulatory environment
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The road ahead 

The telecommunications sector in 
australia is a rapidly changing 
environment, with technology both 
driving and striving to keep pace with 
consumer demands. in the immediate 
future, the increasing sophistication of 
mobile phones and the strong consumer 
appetite for them indicates that much of 
the Tio’s work will be spent resolving 
issues from this segment of the market. 

mobile services are increasingly becoming 
the primary mode of browsing, and 
transacting on, the world-wide-web. 
service plans that offer both significant 
included call values as well as substantial 
data download limits will generate strong 
demand. experience tells us that such 
plans are not always simple to 
understand. There is scope for consumer 
confusion if telecommunications services 
are not marketed and sold in a 
straightforward, transparent way. 

during the past year, the Tio has 
observed the further convergence of 
services across telecommunications 
platforms and this is a trend we expect 
to continue. ipTV is growing in popularity 
and the devices on which consumers are 
able to download content are becoming 
more numerous. There are also signs that 
mobile phones as payment devices may 
be starting to gather momentum and 
bundled telephone and electricity plans 
are established and available. 

While a proliferation of services and a 
choice of ways to access them is no doubt 
of benefit to consumers, it is also critical 
that they have clear paths to follow if 
things go wrong. The Tio anticipates that 
it will need to assist consumers in 
circumstances where not only one service 
provider may be a party to a complaint, 
but several. 

This is a consideration as we look a little 
further ahead to the full-scale roll-out of 
the national broadband network. 

our initial focus will be on the 
deployment of the network, and assisting 
consumers and nbn co in circumstances 
where the installation of infrastructure 
on consumers’ property may have caused 
disputes and damage. as consumers 
become connected to the nbn through 
their retail providers, the Tio will need to 
be alert to a range of other potential 
issues. These may include difficulties 
during the migration to the nbn, newly 
converged services and multiple service 
offerings at the same premises by 
different providers. 

notwithstanding the exciting technological 
developments that no doubt lie ahead for 
consumers, the Tio recognises that typical 
service-related matters such as sales 
transactions, bills and product faults will 
likely remain key drivers for consumers 
contacting our office. The Tio will 
therefore need to be flexible and to adapt 
if it is to respond effectively to both 
traditional complaint issues and the 
developing technologies and consumer 
demands that accompany them. 

outcomes from the acma’s Reconnecting 
the Customer public inquiry, as well as the 
launch of the dbcde’s review of the Tio 
scheme, reflect the importance of 
ensuring the Tio itself is appropriately 
prepared to tackle the exciting 
developments that lie ahead in australian 
telecommunications.
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Tio in numbers

complaint statistics 2010–11

The Tio’s new 
reporting 
methodology
We report on new complaints 
that we receive from individual 
residential or small business 
consumers whose complaints 
have not been resolved by their 
service providers. If these new 
complaints remain unresolved 
after referral to the service 
provider, the TIO gets involved 
by conciliating a resolution 
between the parties. If 
necessary, cases may be further 
investigated and a final decision 
may be made by the TIO. 

In January 2011, we stopped 
separately charging providers 
whenever a consumer returned 
to us for further advice but 
where the complaint could not 
be taken further. This includes 
where no action was taken on 
the first consumer contact 
because for example, the offer 
made by the provider was 
reasonable or the TIO did not 
have the power to assist any 
further. Because of this change, 
we have removed “further 
advice” matters from all our 
statistics (both for TIO Cases 
and Issues) in this annual 
report.

The data in this Annual Report 
does not reflect adjustments 
made after billing periods as a 
result of any reclassification of 
cases.

For more information, 
refer to our guide 
Understanding TIO 
complaint data
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22,364
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30,650

39,805 39,928

New complaints Enquiries

Most new complaints are 
Level 1 cases where the TIO 
gives the service provider a 
final chance at resolving the 
case without further 
involvement by the TIO. New 
complaints also include a very 
small number of complaints 
that are recorded directly at 
Level 2 and Land Access 
Objections that are recorded 
at Level 4.

The TIO records an enquiry 
when a person contacts us 
about something we cannot 
deal with directly - including 
when the person has not 
contacted their provider, or 
complaints about something 
outside the TIO’s functions and 
powers.
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440
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357

Investigations  
Level 2

 
Level 3

 
Level 4

Cases that are not resolved by 
referral to the service provider 
and require the TIO to 
conciliate a resolution.

Cases requiring further 
investigation, including where 
the TIO provides advice about 
a fair outcome. The TIO can 
make binding decisions at this 
Level if the value of the 
dispute is below $1,200.

Cases requiring a thorough and 
detailed investigation, and may 
result in a binding decision or 
direction by the TIO.

Tio in numbers  complaint statistics 2010–11
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Tio in numbers  complaint statistics 2010–11

financial 
year (fY)

new Complaints

Most new complaints 
are Level 1 cases 
where the TIO gives 
the service provider 
a final chance at 
resolving the case 
without further 
involvement by the 
TIO. New complaints 
also include a very 
small number of 
complaints that are 
recorded directly at 
Level 2 and Land 
Access Objections 
that are recorded at 
Level 4.

2007-08  119,249 

2008-09  175,946 

2009-10  167,772 

2010-11  197,682 

Change (%)* 17.8

* from 2009-10 to 2010-11

level 2 level 3 level 4 Enquiries

Cases that are 
not resolved by 
referral to the 
service provider 
and require the 
TIO to conciliate 
a resolution.

Cases requiring 
further 
investigation, 
including where 
the TIO provides 
advice about a 
fair outcome. 
The TIO can 
make binding 
decisions at this 
Level if the value 
of the dispute is 
below $1,200.

Cases requiring a 
thorough and 
detailed 
investigation and 
may result in a 
binding decision 
or direction by 
the TIO.

The TIO records an 
Enquiry when a person 
contacts us about 
something we cannot 
deal with directly - 
including when the 
person has not 
contacted their provider, 
or complains about 
something outside the 
TIO’s functions and 
powers.

 8,619  1,843  111 22,364

 17,391  4,321  440 30,650

 20,013  3,791  413 39,805

 17,863  2,415  357 39,928

-10.7 -36.3 -13.6 0.3

New complaints Investigations Enquiries
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FY 2010-11FY 2009-10FY 2008-09FY 2007-08
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Investigations

New Complaints

new complaints increased by 
17.8% in 2010-11, with most 
new matters resulting from 
issues with mobile telephone 
services. Investigations 
decreased by 14.8%, in part 
due to improved and more 
effective complaint handling 
processes introduced by the 
TIO, including the email 
referral and conciliation 
processes, and in part 
because some providers made 
improvements to their 
complaint handling processes. 

New complaints v investigations
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Landline  6,631 

Mobile Premium
Services  139

Mobile  9,754

Internet  4,111

new complaints about mobile 
services increased by 51.4% in 
2010-11 and contributed 
significantly to the increase in 
new complaints received by 
the TIO in 2010-11. This was 
partly driven by the service 
issues faced by Vodafone and 
partly due to issues associated 
with rising smartphone use. 
New complaints about 
landline and internet 
decreased in 2010-11. New 
complaints about mobile 
premium services decreased 
to 2,174, some 45% less than  
in 2009-10.

Although investigations across 
all service types decreased in 
2010-11, investigations for 
mobile services increased by 
5.5%, partly driven by the 
surge in complaints about the 
Vodafone service issues where 
further TIO involvement 
through conciliation and 
investigation was required. 
  

   
   
   
   
   

New complaints by service type

Investigations by service type

Tio in numbers  complaint statistics 2010–11
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New complaints by consumer type
The TIO receives new complaints from small business  
and residential consumers who have a grievance or  
dispute with their telephone or internet service provider.  
Most consumers who approach the TIO are residential 
consumers. However, complaints involving small businesses  
are more likely to involve higher dollar value disputes. 

Top 7 issues for new complaints
The TIO records and reports on issues at each case level. 
Every new complaint involves at least one issue. Some new 
complaints can involve multiple issues – for example, a 
complaint about a faulty mobile service may also involve  
a concern over the lack of a response from the service 
provider about the fault. In such circumstances, the TIO 
would record one new complaint with two issues – a faults 
issue and a customer service issue. This year, there has 
been a small decrease in complaints about billing and 
payments. All other issues increased, with fault issues 
increasing by more than 87 per cent, primarily as a result of 
a 467 per cent increase in mobile coverage issues in new 
complaints.   

Tio in numbers  complaint statistics 2010–11

Complaint Handling
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Faults
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Contracts
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Connection (Provisioning) 2.1%
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Other (Govt. & Charity)  0.2%

*includes transfers, privacy, directories, 
 disability, land access, phonecards 
  and payphones
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Telstra (and Bigpond) 

Tio in numbers

Top 10 members – new complaints

0
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FY 2008-09

total new complaints 
2009-10

total new complaints 
2010-11

% change

 81,589  78,949 -3.2

Vodafone 

total new complaints 
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total new complaints 
2010-11

% change

 11,040  35,563 222.1
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Tio in numbers  Top 10 members new complaints

VHA(3) 

Total
new

 complaints

Mobile Premium Services

Mobile

Landline

Internet
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Mobile Premium
Services  217

Mobile 17,339

Internet  1,490

total new complaints 
2009-10

total new complaints 
2010-11

% change

 13,558  19,046 40.5

Optus*

total new complaints 
2009-10

total new complaints 
2010-11

% change

26,988 28,323 4.9

0
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Landline  4,150

Mobile Premium
Services  317

Mobile  20,057

Internet  3,799

*optus new complaints include new complaints recorded against optus networks, optus broadband and optus mobile. 
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Virgin   

Virgin

Total
new

 complaints
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Tio in numbers  Top 10 members new complaints

total new complaints 
2009-10

total new complaints 
2010-11

% change

 5,266  6,142 16.6

TPG 

Total
new
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Mobile Premium Services

Mobile
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% change

 2,966  4,212 42
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Tio in numbers  Top 10 members new complaints

iiNet*

0
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*    The increase in new complaints against iinet after october 2010 is a result of their 
acquisition of aapT residential consumers, a very substantial customer base

total new complaints 
2009-10

total new complaints 
2010-11

% change

 1,087  2,974 173.6
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 2,912  2,966 1.9
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Crazy John’s 

0
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 complaints
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Tio in numbers  Top 10 members new complaints

total new complaints 
2009-10

total new complaints 
2010-11

% change

1,035  2,781 168.7

Edirect (VIPTel)* 

*   edirect’s customer base was taken over by m2 VipTel in march 2011. complaints received after this period from customers of 
m2 VipTel are recorded under this new entity since it became a member of the Tio scheme in april 2011
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TIO Members with 25 or more new complaints registered in 2010-11  
- by case level and service type.

member name total  
new 

complaints

Internet landline mobile mobile 
Premium 
services

level 
1

level 
2

level 
4

level 
1

level 
2

level 
4

level 
1

level 
2

level  
1

1800mumdad pty ltd (t) 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 55 0 0

aapT ltd (t&i) (c) 1,078 297 3 0 650 2 0 121 0 5

acn pacific pty ltd (t&i) 267 50 0 0 78 1 0 128 1 9

adam internet pty ltd (i) (c) 184 149 0 0 35 0 0 0 0 0

amaysim australia pty ltd (t) 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 6

australian private networks pty ltd (t&i) (c) 168 153 0 0 12 0 0 3 0 0

astron communication and information services 
pty ltd (t)

87 4 0 0 81 0 0 2 0 0

aussie broadband pty ltd (t&i) (c) 35 21 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0

australia internet solutions pty ltd (i) 78 68 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0

soul communications pty ltd (t&i) 585 54 1 0 125 2 0 395 1 7

club Telco pty ltd (t&i) 930 291 0 0 560 1 0 75 0 3

besT internet and Telecom pty ltd (t&i) (c) 68 2 0 0 60 0 0 6 0 0

Telemates pty ltd (t&i) 84 1 0 0 80 0 0 3 0 0

motion Telecom pty ltd (t) 26 0 0 0 26 0 0 0 0 0

cardcall pty ltd (t&i) 156 0 0 0 96 0 0 60 0 0

chariot internet ltd (i) 56 56 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The trustee for clear networks Trust (t&i) (c) 49 44 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0

clear Telecoms (aust) pty ltd (t&i) 172 2 0 0 134 2 0 33 0 1

complete Telecom pty ltd (t&i) 100 4 0 0 94 2 0 0 0 0

connex communications pty ltd (t&i) 44 0 0 0 4 0 0 38 0 2

mobileworld operating pty ltd (t) 2,781 288 0 0 0 0 0 2,433 4 56

eFTel limited (t&i) (c) 35 25 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0

dodo australia pty ltd (t&i) 2,966 1,502 0 0 704 2 0 744 1 13

edirect pty ltd (t) 1,133 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,121 11 1

eFTel more Than broadband pty ltd (t&i) 340 276 1 0 63 0 0 0 0 0

e-Talk communications pty ltd (t&i) 71 52 0 0 17 0 0 2 0 0

excite mobile pty ltd (t) (c) 107 0 0 0 0 0 0 106 1 0

exetel pty ltd (i) (c) 205 157 0 0 30 0 0 16 0 2

FairTalk pty ltd (t&i) 81 5 0 0 76 0 0 0 0 0

Flexirent capital pty ltd (i) 43 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Flex Group pty ltd (t) 104 0 0 0 95 0 0 8 0 1

GoTalk australia pty ltd (t) 437 126 0 0 264 0 0 46 0 1

HarbouriT pty ltd (i) 37 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hi Tech Telecom pty ltd (t) 383 41 0 0 65 0 0 276 1 0

VHa(3) (o) (c) 19,046 1,487 3 0 0 0 0 17,319 20 217

iinet ltd (t&i) 2,974 1,216 13 0 1,464 27 0 244 4 6

internode pty ltd (t&i) 354 277 1 0 76 0 0 0 0 0

lebara australia limited (t) 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 0 5

live connected pty ltd (t) 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 0 0

lycamobile pty ltd (t) 58 0 0 0 0 0 0 58 0 0

m2 commander pty ltd (t&i) 118 5 0 0 90 3 0 18 0 2

m2 Telecommunications pty ltd (t) 54 1 0 0 19 0 0 34 0 0

m2 Viptel (t) 411 0 0 0 0 0 0 406 5 0

(t) = telephone service provider (i) = internet service provider (o) = other (c) = holds carrier licence     

Tio in numbers

complaints by member
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Tio in numbers  complaints by member continued

*From 1 July 2010, the Tio recorded all Telstra bigpond new complaints against Telstra corporation 

(t) = telephone service provider (i) = internet service provider (o) = other (c) = holds carrier licence     

member name total  
new 

complaints

Internet landline mobile mobile 
Premium 
services

level 
1

level 
2

level 
4

level 
1

level 
2

level 
4

level 
1

level 
2

level  
1

m8 Telecom pty ltd (t&i) 73 0 0 0 0 0 0 70 1 2

m2 clear pty ltd (t&i) 156 2 0 0 128 1 0 25 0 0

mibroadband pty ltd (t) 277 145 0 0 132 0 0 0 0 0

motiv communications pty ltd (t&i) 44 32 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0

my net Fone pty ltd (t&i) 86 38 0 0 48 0 0 0 0 0

TransacT Victoria communication pty ltd (t&i) 66 39 0 0 24 0 0 3 0 0

netspace online systems pty ltd (i) 204 143 0 0 61 0 0 0 0 0

next business Telecommunications pty ltd (t&i) 54 1 0 0 52 0 0 1 0 0

optus networks pty ltd (t&i) (c) 5,220 1,070 0 0 4,138 12 0 0 0 0

optus broadband pty ltd (i) 2,729 2,728 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus mobile pty ltd (t) (c) 20,374 0 0 0 0 0 0 20,054 3 317

one Telecom pty ltd (t&i) 290 191 1 0 77 0 0 21 0 0

ourTel pty ltd (t&i) 44 4 0 0 40 0 0 0 0 0

pacnet internet (a) pty ltd (i) 48 33 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0

people Telecommunications ltd (t&i) 399 105 1 0 217 1 0 75 0 0

planet ozi pty ltd (i) 46 40 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0

primus Telecommunications pty ltd (t&i) (c) 1,110 465 1 0 575 3 0 65 0 1

pulse Telecom pty ltd (t) 38 0 0 0 38 0 0 0 0 0

commoditel (australia) pty ltd (t) 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 0 0

Tel.pacific limited (t) 51 0 0 0 30 0 0 21 0 0

simplus mobile pty limited (t) 147 0 0 0 0 0 0 147 0 0

saunders properties pty ltd (i) 39 38 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

savvy communications (aust.) pty ltd (t) 130 0 0 0 0 0 0 129 1 0

mobile services only pty ltd (t) 260 0 0 0 0 0 0 258 1 1

southern cross Telco ltd (t&i) (c) 109 21 0 0 67 0 0 21 0 0

sensis pty ltd (o) 490 0 0 0 490 0 0 0 0 0

simply Tel pty ltd (t&i) (c) 61 1 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 0

skymesh pty ltd (i) (c) 135 129 0 0 5 0 0 1 0 0

southern phone company ltd (t) 514 51 0 0 251 0 0 210 0 2

spintel pty ltd (i) 189 98 0 0 84 0 0 7 0 0

Telco blue pty ltd (t) 96 18 1 0 62 0 0 14 0 1

startel communications pty ltd (t&i) 235 0 0 0 84 0 0 143 0 8

switched on - Victoria pty ltd (t&i) 55 1 0 0 53 0 0 1 0 0

Telstra corporation (includes Telstra bigpond)* (t) (c) 78,949 17,702 30 0 31,732 99 0 28,301 50 1,035

Telair pty ltd (t&i) (c) 61 4 0 0 42 0 0 15 0 0

Teleus pty ltd (t) 57 0 0 0 57 0 0 0 0 0

Telko pty ltd (t&i) 74 1 0 0 70 1 0 2 0 0

Time Telecom pty ltd (t) 80 8 0 0 72 0 0 0 0 0

Touch Tel pty ltd (t&i) 35 1 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0

TpG internet pty ltd (i) 4,212 2,764 5 0 833 1 0 575 1 33

TransacT capital communications pty ltd (t&i) (c) 293 81 0 0 140 1 0 64 0 7

Trinity Telecom pty ltd (t&i) 30 0 0 0 26 0 0 4 0 0

unwired australia pty ltd (t&i) (c) 48 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Value Tel pty ltd (t) (c) 62 6 0 0 55 1 0 0 0 0

TIO Members with 25 or more new complaints registered in 2010-11 
– by case level and service type continued.
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TIO Members with 25 or more new complaints registered in 2010-11 
– by case level and service type continued.

(t) = telephone service provider (i) = internet service provider (o) = other (c) = holds carrier licence     

Tio in numbers  complaints by member continued

member name total  
new 

complaints

Internet landline mobile mobile 
Premium 
services

level 
1

level 
2

level 
4

level 
1

level 
2

level 
4

level 
1

level 
2

level  
1

Veetel pty limited (t) 25 2 0 0 22 0 0 1 0 0

lumo energy Telecommunications pty ltd (t&i) 26 1 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0

reward mobile pty limited (t) 63 0 0 0 0 0 0 57 1 5

Virgin mobile (australia) pty ltd (t&i) 6,142 724 0 0 170 0 0 5,132 5 111

Vivid Wireless pty limited (i) (c) 106 106 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Vodafone australia limited (t) (c) 35,563 2,515 2 0 0 0 0 32,732 12 302

Westnet pty ltd (t&i) 524 323 0 0 199 0 0 2 0 0

convergence solutions pty ltd (t) 26 0 0 0 26 0 0 0 0 0

bluemaxx communications pty ltd (i) (c) 45 43 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

yourtel pty ltd (t) 44 1 0 0 43 0 0 0 0 0
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Tio in numbers  complaints by member continued

TIO Members with 25 or more cases that required conciliation  
or investigation by the TIO in 2010-11 - by case level and service type. 

member name total 
Investi-
gations

Internet landline mobile mobile Premium 
services

level 
2

level 
3

level 
4

level 
2

level 
3

level 
4

level 
2

level 
3

level 
4

level 
2

level 
3

level 
4

aapT ltd (t&i) (c) 173 36 8 1 82 20 11 9 5 1 0 0 0

australian private networks pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

31 26 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

soul communications pty ltd (t&i) 64 4 1 1 10 1 1 40 6 0 0 0 0

club Telco pty ltd (t&i) 42 9 2 0 24 1 0 6 0 0 0 0 0

mobileworld operating pty ltd (t) 232 22 1 0 0 0 0 191 13 1 4 0 0

dodo australia pty ltd (t&i) 138 44 3 0 52 7 1 29 2 0 0 0 0

edirect pty ltd (t) 116 0 0 0 0 0 0 108 8 0 0 0 0

eFTel more Than broadband pty ltd (t&i) 43 23 2 1 12 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

GoTalk australia pty ltd (t) 100 18 4 0 49 18 1 8 2 0 0 0 0

Hi Tech Telecom pty ltd (t) 52 5 0 0 8 3 0 28 8 0 0 0 0

VHa(3) (o) (c) 2,091 153 21 0 0 0 0 1,705 185 13 12 2 0

iinet ltd (t&i) 949 225 101 19 297 176 46 57 24 3 1 0 0

m2 commander pty ltd (t&i) 29 0 0 0 15 9 2 2 1 0 0 0 0

m2 Viptel (t) 58 0 0 0 0 0 0 58 0 0 0 0 0

netspace online systems pty ltd (i) 27 15 4 0 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus networks pty ltd (t&i) (c) 331 48 2 0 259 19 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus broadband pty ltd (i) 113 107 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus mobile pty ltd (t) (c) 784 0 0 0 0 0 0 770 6 0 8 0 0

people Telecommunications ltd (t&i) 60 12 1 0 26 7 0 12 2 0 0 0 0

primus Telecommunications pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

177 49 8 0 79 22 6 11 2 0 0 0 0

savvy communications (aust.) pty ltd (t) 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 0 0 0 0

southern phone company ltd (t) 59 4 0 0 29 5 0 17 2 1 1 0 0

spintel pty ltd (i) 38 19 2 0 12 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

startel communications pty ltd (t&i) 36 0 0 0 9 1 0 22 4 0 0 0 0

Telstra corporation (includes Telstra 
bigpond)* (t) (c)

9,469 1,624 164 16 3,722 664 123 2,750 306 36 61 3 0

TpG internet pty ltd (i) 1,057 527 99 7 199 57 7 129 24 0 7 1 0

TransacT capital communications pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

67 12 6 1 17 7 1 15 4 0 3 1 0

Virgin mobile (australia) pty ltd (t&i) 442 39 1 0 15 3 0 347 31 1 5 0 0

Vodafone australia limited (t) (c) 2,830 230 7 0 0 0 0 2,490 75 4 22 2 0

Westnet pty ltd (t&i) 139 44 24 7 37 20 7 0 0 0 0 0 0

*From 1 July 2010, the Tio recorded all Telstra bigpond investigations against Telstra corporation
(t) = telephone service provider (i) = internet service provider (o) = other (c) = holds carrier licence    
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Tio in numbers  complaints by member continued

total Issues 
 for n

ew
 com

plaints

lAndlIne mobIle

billings and paym
ents

credit m
anagem

ent

com
plaint H

andling

Transfer

custom
er service

contracts
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privacy

connection 
(provisioning)
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ther

total landline Issues

billing and paym
ents

contracts

credit m
anagem

ent

custom
er service
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plaint H

andling

Faults

Transfer

o
ther

total m
obile Issues

1800mumdad pty ltd (t) 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 5 3 27 13 0 0 5 101

aapT ltd (t&i) (c) 2,723 327 220 354 15 301 203 120 21 62 10  1,633 69 68 52 54 60 12 6 6 327

acn pacific pty ltd (t&i) 664 31 19 30 4 44 13 35 1 4 1 182 52 42 49 67 54 64 0 4 332

adam internet pty ltd (i) (c) 445 4 0 17 1 24 1 34 0 8 1 90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

amaysim australia pty ltd (t) 62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 5 1 17 8 3 7 2 49

australian private networks 
pty ltd (t&i) (c)

392 2 0 5 0 6 3 11 1 0 0 28 2 1 0 2 2 3 0 0 10

astron communication  
and information services 
pty ltd (t)

205 48 15 36 17 41 24 8 3 5 0 197 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 3

aussie broadband pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

81 3 2 7 1 6 1 5 0 2 0 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

australia internet solutions 
pty ltd (i)

194 4 3 6 2 7 2 2 0 2 0 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

soul communications pty 
ltd (t&i)

1,367 66 64 50 0 67 17 27 4 2 1 298 220 88 243 187 134 30 4 11 917

club Telco pty ltd (t&i) 2,414 344 46 314 112 257 196 150 6 34 2  1,461 55 35 6 41 32 6 5 2 182

besT internet and Telecom 
pty ltd (t&i) (c)

162 29 3 17 29 27 26 3 1 1 0 136 4 3 2 5 3 1 2 0 20

Telemates pty ltd (t&i) 201 40 9 27 41 24 49 3 0 0 0 193 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5

motion Telecom pty ltd (t) 57 8 0 10 8 11 12 2 3 0 3 57 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

cardcall pty ltd (t&i) 307 13 0 8 0 7 4 1 0 0 141 174 26 13 0 38 33 6 9 8 133

chariot internet ltd (i) 112 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The trustee for clear 
networks Trust (t&i) (c)

112 0 0 4 0 2 1 5 0 1 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

clear Telecoms (aust) pty 
ltd (t&i)

362 85 15 43 9 47 74 12 0 2 0 287 18 19 7 10 13 3 0 0 70

complete Telecom pty ltd 
(t&i)

251 47 9 34 33 48 52 9 7 1 1 241 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

connex communications pty 
ltd (t&i)

118 1 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 7 22 28 14 18 21 4 1 0 108

mobileworld operating pty 
ltd (t)

7,053 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 924 859 611 1,306 1,059 1,382 36 34 6,211

eFTel limited (t&i) (c) 87 6 3 8 0 3 2 2 0 1 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

dodo australia pty ltd (t&i) 7,442 375 112 303 39 415 193 185 27 92 3  1,744 482 278 259 399 338 154 24 31 1,965

edirect pty ltd (t) 3,143 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 682 687 223 637 680 98 13 122 3,142

eFTel more Than broadband 
pty ltd (t&i)

817 36 10 23 6 30 14 26 1 3 0 149 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

e-Talk communications pty 
ltd (t&i)

176 4 4 9 3 8 4 5 0 5 0 42 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2

excite mobile pty ltd (t) (c) 298 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 85 71 33 57 34 13 1 4 298

exetel pty ltd (i) (c) 467 13 2 12 3 18 4 9 1 6 1 69 8 4 2 5 7 3 1 0 30

FairTalk pty ltd (t&i) 200 35 11 36 17 35 41 9 3 1 0 188 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Flexirent capital pty ltd (i) 104 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Flex Group pty ltd (t) 256 51 16 43 27 41 39 16 3 1 0 237 4 2 3 2 4 0 1 1 17

GoTalk australia pty ltd (t) 1,131 178 41 136 40 119 98 54 2 19 8 695 33 16 0 19 32 8 4 8 120

Issues registered for TIO Members with 25 or more new complaints – by service type

(t) = telephone service provider (i) = internet service provider (o) = other (c) = holds carrier licence
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Tio in numbers  complaints by member continued

total Issues  
for n

ew
 com

plaints

Internet mobIle PremIum servIces (mPs)

billings and paym
ent

contracts

credit m
anagem

ent

custom
er service

com
plaint H

andling

Faults

connection 
(provisioning)

o
ther

total Internet Issues

billing and paym
ents

com
plaint H

andling

contracts

credit m
anagem

ent

custom
er service

privacy

o
ther

total m
Ps Issues

1800mumdad pty ltd (t) 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

aapT ltd (t&i) (c) 2,723 125 113 64 136 155 107 39 10 749 8 5 0 0 1 0 0 14

acn pacific pty ltd (t&i) 664 13 20 18 31 19 23 3 1 128 8 5 2 1 5 1 0 22

adam internet pty ltd (i) (c) 445 32 35 1 64 78 114 28 3 355 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

amaysim australia pty ltd (t) 62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 1 0 3 0 0 13

australian private networks 
pty ltd (t&i) (c)

392 59 23 20 85 81 80 3 3 354 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

astron communication and 
information services pty 
ltd (t)

205 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

aussie broadband pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

81 8 7 0 7 13 14 4 1 54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

australia internet solutions 
pty ltd (i)

194 31 20 4 42 33 30 5 1 166 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

soul communications pty 
ltd (t&i)

1,367 37 10 20 27 29 8 0 2 133 8 6 1 0 4 0 0 19

club Telco pty ltd (t&i) 2,414 110 99 16 144 188 120 33 54 764 4 1 0 1 1 0 0 7

besT internet and Telecom 
pty ltd (t&i) (c)

162 3 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Telemates pty ltd (t&i) 201 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

motion Telecom pty ltd (t) 57 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

cardcall pty ltd (t&i) 307 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

chariot internet ltd (i) 112 8 21 2 32 23 20 3 3 112 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The trustee for clear 
networks Trust (t&i) (c)

112 10 5 1 24 16 40 1 2 99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

clear Telecoms (aust) pty 
ltd (t&i)

362 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2

complete Telecom pty ltd 
(t&i)

251 1 2 0 2 2 0 1 2 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

connex communications pty 
ltd (t&i)

118 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3

mobileworld operating pty 
ltd (t)

7,053 87 121 56 120 138 190 2 2 716 64 23 8 9 22 0 0 126

eFTel limited (t&i) (c) 87 11 5 8 16 11 7 2 2 62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

dodo australia pty ltd (t&i) 7,442 609 482 180 827 642 728 143 94 3,705 14 6 2 2 4 0 0 28

edirect pty ltd (t) 3,143 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

eFTel more Than broadband 
pty ltd (t&i)

817 157 61 30 140 141 115 12 12 668 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

e-Talk communications pty 
ltd (t&i)

176 24 22 9 21 24 21 7 4 132 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

excite mobile pty ltd (t) (c) 298 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

exetel pty ltd (i) (c) 467 67 36 13 92 67 73 12 6 366 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

FairTalk pty ltd (t&i) 200 5 2 0 2 0 0 2 1 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Flexirent capital pty ltd (i) 104 26 21 1 15 18 23 0 0 104 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Flex Group pty ltd (t) 256 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2

GoTalk australia pty ltd (t) 1,131 64 38 10 48 72 52 8 23 315 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Issues registered for TIO Members with 25 or more new complaints – by service type 
continued

(t) = telephone service provider (i) = internet service provider (o) = other (c) = holds carrier licence
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Tio in numbers  complaints by member continued

Issues registered for TIO Members with 25 or more new complaints  
– by service type continued

total Issues 
 for n

ew
 com

plaints

lAndlIne mobIle

billings and paym
ents

credit m
anagem

ent

com
plaint H

andling

Transfer

custom
er service

contracts

Faults 

privacy

connection 
(provisioning)

o
ther

total landline Issues

billing and paym
ents

contracts

credit m
anagem

ent

custom
er service

com
plaint H

andling

Faults

Transfer

o
ther

total m
obile Issues

HarbouriT pty ltd (i) 83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hi Tech Telecom pty ltd (t) 895 34 3 30 2 33 5 21 0 6 1 135 160 42 15 199 118 40 60 28 662

VHa(3) (o) (c) 48,671 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8,304 4,663 3,945 10,170 7,380 9,323 132 390 44,307

iinet ltd (t&i) 7,614 707 358 793 64 808 308 513 27 195 24 3,797 142 96 78 126 139 58 17 13 669

internode pty ltd (t&i) 774 24 6 13 2 48 7 38 2 24 2 166 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

lebara australia limited (t) 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 7 0 19 13 8 8 4 71

live connected pty ltd (t) 61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 6 5 14 7 3 1 4 61

lycamobile pty ltd (t) 122 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 26 0 28 22 8 12 5 122

m2 commander pty ltd (t&i) 286 57 23 23 6 46 31 21 0 3 2 212 6 7 6 12 9 7 0 1 48

m2 Telecommunications pty 
ltd (t)

131 8 2 3 6 13 4 7 0 0 0 43 18 20 9 21 15 2 0 1 86

m2 Viptel (t) 1,172 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 291 260 58 229 267 37 6 24 1,172

m8 Telecom pty ltd (t&i) 164 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 11 61 41 25 0 1 2 160

m2 clear pty ltd (t&i) 370 63 7 31 8 62 117 13 0 1 0 302 16 16 6 15 7 6 0 0 66

mibroadband pty ltd (t) 679 57 17 57 12 72 48 53 0 13 0 329 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

motiv communications pty 
ltd (t&i)

85 3 1 2 1 7 1 6 0 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

my net Fone pty ltd (t&i) 206 23 3 9 9 33 9 17 0 2 0 105 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TransacT Victoria 
communication pty ltd (t&i)

163 10 0 13 3 14 7 7 0 2 1 57 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 0 6

netspace online systems pty 
ltd (i)

452 23 4 18 1 31 9 35 3 7 1 132 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

next business 
Telecommunications pty ltd 
(t&i)

138 27 8 20 19 26 27 3 0 1 0 131 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 5

optus networks pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

12,944 1,776 1,011 1,833 375 2,267 1,165 830 191 527 49 10,024 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus broadband pty ltd (i) 6,670 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus mobile pty ltd (t) (c) 49,553 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,623 6,317 4,486 11,057 8,664 9,878 182 708 48,915

one Telecom pty ltd (t&i) 666 40 13 29 6 35 25 8 0 5 2 163 8 6 1 10 10 6 0 3 44

ourTel pty ltd (t&i) 102 21 4 15 12 17 18 8 0 2 0 97 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

pacnet internet (a) pty ltd (i) 96 6 3 7 1 6 6 2 2 0 0 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

people Telecommunications 
ltd (t&i)

1,027 130 30 103 28 110 127 29 3 13 0 573 50 44 19 38 36 10 1 1 199

planet ozi pty ltd (i) 99 1 1 1 1 6 0 4 1 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

primus Telecommunications 
pty ltd (t&i) (c)

2,667 247 104 247 35 292 97 210 27 57 10  
1,326 

39 18 18 31 41 21 0 5 173

pulse Telecom pty ltd (t) 98 32 7 14 0 24 16 0 4 1 0 98 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

commoditel (australia) pty 
ltd (t)

47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 1 1 13 8 6 6 4 47

Tel.pacific limited (t) 85 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 46 49 6 6 0 11 7 2 2 2 36

simplus mobile pty limited (t) 315 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 11 152 82 35 2 1 2 315

saunders properties pty ltd (i) 80 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

savvy communications 
(aust.) pty ltd (t)

213 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 5 5 63 37 36 15 25 213

(t) = telephone service provider (i) = internet service provider (o) = other (c) = holds carrier licence
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Tio in numbers  complaints by member continued

(t) = telephone service provider (i) = internet service provider (o) = other (c) = holds carrier licence

Issues registered for TIO Members with 25 or more new complaints  
– by service type continued

total Issues  
for n

ew
 com

plaints

Internet mobIle PremIum servIces (mPs)

billings and paym
ent

contracts

credit m
anagem

ent

custom
er service

com
plaint H

andling

Faults

connection 
(provisioning)

o
ther

total Internet Issues

billing and paym
ents

com
plaint H

andling

contracts

credit m
anagem

ent

custom
er service

privacy

o
ther

total m
Ps Issues

HarbouriT pty ltd (i) 83 23 8 4 22 9 14 2 1 83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hi Tech Telecom pty ltd (t) 895 23 10 5 28 18 13 0 1 98 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

VHa(3) (o) (c) 48,671 1,008 384 622 825 594 445 10 12 3,900 231 79 38 30 86 0 0 464

iinet ltd (t&i) 7,614 500 320 154 656 616 666 170 54 3,136 7 2 1 0 2 0 0 12

internode pty ltd (t&i) 774 74 46 7 146 82 182 57 14 608 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

lebara australia limited (t) 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 1 0 2 0 0 9

live connected pty ltd (t) 61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

lycamobile pty ltd (t) 122 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

m2 commander pty ltd (t&i) 286 6 2 3 5 3 2 0 0 21 2 1 0 0 2 0 0 5

m2 Telecommunications pty 
ltd (t)

131 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

m2 Viptel (t) 1,172 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

m8 Telecom pty ltd (t&i) 164 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 4

m2 clear pty ltd (t&i) 370 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

mibroadband pty ltd (t) 679 59 58 2 62 67 78 10 14 350 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

motiv communications pty 
ltd (t&i)

85 1 1 1 29 2 29 0 1 64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

my net Fone pty ltd (t&i) 206 17 10 1 28 11 27 4 3 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TransacT Victoria 
communication pty ltd (t&i)

163 28 22 4 17 20 7 0 2 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

netspace online systems 
pty ltd (i)

452 62 39 6 65 45 91 10 2 320 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

next business 
Telecommunications pty ltd 
(t&i)

138 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus networks pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

12,944 543 379 257 555 587 442 108 49 2,920 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus broadband pty ltd (i) 6,670 1,335 787 733 1,414 1,208 1,007 128 58 6,670 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus mobile pty ltd (t) (c) 49,553 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 315 128 45 25 123 2 0 638

one Telecom pty ltd (t&i) 666 101 76 17 106 83 67 6 3 459 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ourTel pty ltd (t&i) 102 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

pacnet internet (a) pty ltd (i) 96 19 8 5 9 10 10 1 1 63 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

people Telecommunications 
ltd (t&i)

1,027 68 55 19 43 40 17 9 4 255 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

planet ozi pty ltd (i) 99 4 3 1 33 10 29 0 4 84 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

primus Telecommunications 
pty ltd (t&i) (c)

2,667 195 174 61 264 180 232 42 18 1,166 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2

pulse Telecom pty ltd (t) 98 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

commoditel (australia) pty 
ltd (t)

47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tel.pacific limited (t) 85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

simplus mobile pty limited (t) 315 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

saunders properties pty ltd (i) 80 13 4 1 22 14 18 2 5 79 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

savvy communications 
(aust.) pty ltd (t)

213 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Issues registered for TIO Members with 25 or more new complaints  
– by service type continued

Tio in numbers  complaints by member continued

Issues registered for TIO Members with 25 or more new complaints  
– by service type continued

total Issues 
 for n

ew
 com

plaints

lAndlIne mobIle

billings and paym
ents

credit m
anagem

ent

com
plaint H

andling

Transfer

custom
er service

contracts

Faults 

privacy

connection 
(provisioning)

o
ther

total landline Issues

billing and paym
ents

contracts

credit m
anagem

ent

custom
er service

com
plaint H

andling

Faults

Transfer

o
ther

total m
obile Issues

mobile services only pty ltd (t) 510 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 8 15 202 77 109 19 43 507

southern cross Telco ltd 
(t&i) (c)

253 31 12 25 5 30 10 21 3 6 0 143 13 11 7 13 10 2 1 0 57

sensis pty ltd (o) 631 66 16 40 0 62 49 0 9 0 389 631 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

simply Tel pty lTd (t&i) (c) 166 25 6 30 15 30 50 5 2 1 0 164 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

skymesh pty ltd (i) (c) 292 1 0 4 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 10 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 3

southern phone company 
ltd (t)

1,330 126 36 120 33 137 88 66 7 9 3 625 92 93 33 111 115 86 17 8 555

spintel pty ltd (i) 495 45 10 32 32 50 21 18 1 8 1 218 2 1 1 5 2 1 1 1 14

Telco blue pty ltd (t) 232 22 9 31 13 25 21 18 1 2 0 142 11 6 4 9 5 4 1 1 41

startel communications pty 
ltd (t&i)

598 38 1 31 29 42 75 3 2 0 0 221 72 84 28 74 64 24 7 2 355

switched on - Victoria pty 
ltd (t&i)

130 27 4 7 17 19 49 0 0 0 0 123 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 4

Telstra corporation (includes 
Telstra bigpond)* (t) (c) (i)

206,60718,865 8,104 18,384 1,03118,047 5,535 6,766 1,275 3,081 1,437 82,525 16,808 9,175 9,342 16,549 15,082 6,157 571 1,314 74,998

Telair pty ltd (t&i) (c) 152 36 4 17 10 12 29 2 0 2 0 112 9 6 4 1 9 3 0 0 32

Teleus pty ltd (t) 131 23 5 15 22 23 19 10 14 0 0 131 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Telko pty ltd (t&i) 192 38 12 35 15 32 36 9 5 0 1 183 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 6

Time Telecom pty ltd (t) 197 36 5 35 25 32 29 13 3 1 0 179 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Touch Tel pty ltd (t&i) 83 12 3 15 7 19 16 5 2 1 0 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TpG internet pty ltd (i) 10,554 219 16 393 57 479 158 351 14 419 6 2,112 445 150 121 370 270 71 33 17 1,477

TransacT capital 
communications pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

704 68 26 62 4 57 55 28 4 12 1 317 43 24 10 31 36 23 3 2 172

Trinity Telecom pty ltd (t&i) 80 10 4 15 3 19 4 13 0 0 0 68 4 5 1 1 1 0 0 0 12

unwired australia pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Value Tel pty ltd (t) (c) 147 29 7 18 16 27 29 2 6 0 0 134 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Veetel pty limited (t) 65 13 6 7 7 15 1 5 2 0 0 56 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

lumo energy Telecommun-
ications pty ltd (t&i)

66 9 1 21 1 12 3 18 0 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

reward mobile pty limited (t) 149 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 14 20 31 31 5 3 2 137

Virgin mobile (australia) pty 
ltd (t&i)

14,963 49 36 87 7 101 32 89 7 4 1 413 2,107 1,364 1,540 2,993 2,230 1,876 182 221 12,513

Vivid Wireless pty limited 
(i) (c)

257 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Vodafone australia limited 
(t) (c)

91,773 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,209 6,716 4,641 22,622 13,014 26,832 456 908 84,398

Westnet pty ltd (t&i) 1,248 103 29 98 9 98 24 82 6 26 4 479 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 3

convergence solutions pty 
ltd (t)

77 17 2 20 12 9 17 0 0 0 0 77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

bluemaxx communications 
pty ltd (i) (c)

105 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

yourtel pty ltd (t) 112 18 7 20 10 21 16 9 3 1 0 105 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

*From 1 July 2010, the Tio recorded all Telstra bigpond investigations against Telstra corporation  
(t) = telephone service provider (i) = internet service provider (o) = other (c) = holds carrier licence
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Tio in numbers  complaints by member continued

Issues registered for TIO Members with 25 or more new complaints  
– by service type continued

total Issues  
for n

ew
 com
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anagem
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o
ther

total Internet Issues
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andling
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anagem

ent
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er service

privacy

o
ther

total m
Ps Issues

mobile services only pty ltd (t) 253 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3

southern cross Telco ltd 
(t&i) (c)

631 8 3 1 10 10 16 5 0 53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

sensis pty ltd (o) 166 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

simply Tel pty lTd (t&i) (c) 292 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

skymesh pty ltd (i) (c) 1,330 19 12 7 70 58 100 12 1 279 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

southern phone company 
ltd (t)

495 25 30 3 29 22 24 6 4 143 2 2 0 1 2 0 0 7

spintel pty ltd (i) 232 46 43 28 45 53 37 8 3 263 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Telco blue pty ltd (t) 598 6 5 0 6 9 14 4 2 46 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 3

startel communications pty 
ltd (t&i)

130 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 5 3 2 5 0 0 22

switched on - Victoria pty 
ltd (t&i)

206,607 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Telstra corporation (includes 
Telstra bigpond)* (t) (c) (i)

152 8,114 4,483 2,918 10,595 10,130 7,584 2,294 691 46,809 1,073 461 151 37 546 7 0 2,275

Telair pty ltd (t&i) (c) 131 3 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Teleus pty ltd (t) 192 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Telko pty ltd (t&i) 197 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Time Telecom pty ltd (t) 83 2 1 0 5 3 1 2 4 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Touch Tel pty ltd (t&i) 10,554 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TpG internet pty ltd (i) 704 948 626 62 1,614 1,292 1,656 595 96 6,889 31 21 11 1 12 0 0 76

TransacT capital 
communications pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

80 42 20 19 40 39 38 1 1 200 4 4 2 2 3 0 0 15

Trinity Telecom pty ltd (t&i) 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

unwired australia pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

101 29 15 1 27 11 17 0 1 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Value Tel pty ltd (t) (c) 147 2 4 0 1 3 0 0 3 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Veetel pty limited (t) 65 2 2 0 1 2 1 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

lumo energy Telecommun-
ications pty ltd (t&i)

66 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

reward mobile pty limited (t) 149 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 3 2 0 0 0 12

Virgin mobile (australia) 
pty ltd (t&i)

14,963 291 186 159 422 295 417 18 13 1,801 107 47 18 10 54 0 0 236

Vivid Wireless pty limited 
(i) (c)

257 30 52 4 53 36 81 0 1 257 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Vodafone australia limited 
(t) (c)

91,773 1,000 650 472 1,565 1,183 1,764 41 27 6,702 297 108 56 48 161 3 0 673

Westnet pty ltd (t&i) 1,248 158 76 39 146 142 161 33 11 766 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

convergence solutions pty 
ltd (t)

77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

bluemaxx communications 
pty ltd (i) (c)

105 12 6 1 19 24 35 2 0 99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

yourtel pty ltd (t) 112 0 1 0 2 3 0 1 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

*From 1 July 2010, the Tio recorded all Telstra bigpond investigations against Telstra corporation  
(t) = telephone service provider (i) = internet service provider (o) = other (c) = holds carrier licence
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Tio in numbers  complaints by member continued

Issues registered by the TIO in 2010–11 for TIO Members with 25 or more cases 
requiring conciliation or investigations - by service type

total Issues for Investigations

lAndlIne mobIle

billing and Paym
ents

credit m
anagem

ent

com
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andling
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custom
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connection (Provisioning)

o
ther

total landline Issues

billing and Paym
ents

contracts

credit m
anagem

ent

custom
er service

com
plaint h

andling

faults

transfer

o
ther

total m
obile Issues

aapT ltd (t&i) (c) 475 63 37 74 2 55 29 33 8 11 3 315 8 7 10 8 7 5 0 0 45

australian private networks pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

90 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4

soul communications pty ltd (t&i) 177 11 6 5 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 28 37 7 32 23 15 6 0 3 123

club Telco pty ltd (t&i) 112 12 5 19 8 10 9 5 0 3 0 71 5 0 0 3 3 1 1 0 13

mobileworld operating pty ltd (t) 643 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 113 76 70 92 121 105 1 3 581

dodo australia pty ltd (t&i) 354 26 15 20 3 26 5 29 2 18 1 145 21 9 13 16 11 3 1 4 78

edirect pty ltd (t) 384 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 81 78 35 78 75 13 3 21 384

eFTel more Than broadband pty ltd 
(t&i)

133 15 2 9 2 8 3 7 0 0 0 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GoTalk australia pty ltd (t) 327 54 32 45 9 27 28 18 1 9 0 223 8 4 0 10 8 1 1 1 33

Hi Tech Telecom pty ltd (t) 148 6 0 4 0 7 3 5 0 1 0 26 27 5 5 26 26 8 8 4 109

VHa(3) (o) (c) 6,102 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,187 680 589 1,025 1,135 875 23 41 5,555

iinet ltd (t&i) 2,853 299 195 364 12 240 127 205 13 94 7 1,556 56 37 42 34 69 15 3 0 256

m2 commander pty ltd (t&i) 74 19 5 8 1 7 14 4 0 2 0 60 1 2 0 3 4 4 0 0 14

m2 Viptel (t) 174 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 31 10 29 44 9 0 3 174

netspace online systems pty ltd (i) 70 6 2 1 0 3 5 4 0 2 0 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus networks pty ltd (t&i) (c) 928 105 53 139 32 151 75 115 16 57 3 746 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus broadband pty ltd (i) 307 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus mobile pty ltd (t) (c) 2,148 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 369 245 229 441 419 357 15 50 2,125

people Telecommunications ltd (t&i) 172 20 5 16 2 21 22 6 0 4 0 96 12 5 7 8 5 2 0 0 39

primus Telecommunications pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

469 30 20 56 13 58 13 63 7 5 8 273 10 7 4 5 5 1 0 0 32

savvy communications (aust.) pty 
ltd (t)

42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 1 0 14 5 8 1 7 42

southern phone company ltd (t) 170 13 6 15 5 17 10 17 2 2 1 88 8 8 16 10 10 7 3 1 63

spintel pty ltd (i) 126 8 2 9 5 8 9 8 0 3 0 52 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 4

startel communications pty ltd (t&i) 105 2 0 5 4 5 12 0 0 0 0 28 19 16 7 16 12 5 2 0 77

Telstra corporation (includes 
Telstra bigpond)* (t) (c) (i)

28,174 2,642 1,686 3045 213 2,262 754 1,183 174 683 290 12,932 2,270 1,078 1,756 1,650 1,934 523 74 183 9,468

TpG internet pty ltd (i) 3,045 67 5 135 16 158 63 154 3 130 1 732 156 34 52 99 81 10 7 3 442

TransacT capital communications 
pty ltd (t&i) (c)

208 19 9 10 0 13 14 8 2 0 0 75 10 11 6 12 14 8 1 0 62

Virgin mobile (australia) pty ltd (t&i) 1,199 4 5 12 0 6 2 11 0 1 1 42 166 124 141 222 208 134 18 16 1,029

Vodafone australia limited (t) (c) 8,238 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,093 619 549 1,757 1,418 1,913 44 84 7,477

Westnet pty ltd (t&i) 380 33 25 46 1 27 13 34 2 13 1 195 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

*From 1 July 2010, the Tio recorded all Telstra bigpond investigations against Telstra corporation  
(t) = telephone service provider (i) = internet service provider (o) = other (c) = holds carrier licence
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Tio in numbers  complaints by member continued

Issues registered by the TIO in 2010–11 for TIO Members with 25 or more 
cases requiring conciliation or investigations - by service type continued

total Issues for Investigations

Internet mobIle PremIum servIces (mPs)

billing and Paym
ents

contracts

credit m
anagem

ent

custom
er service

com
plaing h

andling

faults

connection (Provisioning)

o
ther

total Internet Issues

billing and Paym
ents

com
plaint h

andling

contracts

credit m
anagem

ent

custom
er service

Privacy

o
ther

total m
Ps Issues

aapT ltd (t&i) (c) 475 26 21 8 12 23 19 5 1 115 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

australian private networks pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

90 17 5 8 13 20 20 1 0 84 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

soul communications pty ltd (t&i) 177 6 1 8 0 7 3 0 0 25 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

club Telco pty ltd (t&i) 112 3 4 0 8 4 7 0 2 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

mobileworld operating pty ltd (t) 643 6 7 6 10 12 13 0 0 54 5 0 0 1 2 0 0 8

dodo australia pty ltd (t&i) 354 19 11 19 25 23 32 0 2 131 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

edirect pty ltd (t) 384 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

eFTel more Than broadband pty ltd 
(t&i)

133 23 6 3 17 19 15 3 1 87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GoTalk australia pty ltd (t) 327 16 6 3 10 16 13 1 6 71 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hi Tech Telecom pty ltd (t) 148 4 0 1 2 4 2 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

VHa(3) (o) (c) 6,102 134 50 84 97 78 69 1 3 516 18 8 0 1 4 0 0 31

iinet ltd (t&i) 2,853 186 115 87 190 207 207 33 10 1,035 3 2 0 0 1 0 0 6

m2 commander pty ltd (t&i) 74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

m2 Viptel (t) 174 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

netspace online systems pty ltd (i) 70 8 6 1 10 6 15 0 1 47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus networks pty ltd (t&i) (c) 928 17 17 21 29 44 40 7 7 182 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus broadband pty ltd (i) 307 51 24 41 64 63 56 5 3 307 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus mobile pty ltd (t) (c) 2,148 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 0 3 0 0 0 23

people Telecommunications ltd (t&i) 172 9 8 7 4 6 2 1 0 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

primus Telecommunications pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

469 27 24 7 28 30 43 4 1 164 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

savvy communications (aust.) pty 
ltd (t)

42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

southern phone company ltd (t) 170 2 3 0 3 4 2 0 0 14 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 5

spintel pty ltd (i) 126 13 9 5 11 18 12 2 0 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

startel communications pty ltd (t&i) 105 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Telstra corporation (includes 
Telstra bigpond)* (t) (c) (i)

28,174 1,076 500 478 1,028 1,282 920 245 79 5,608 83 42 8 2 31 0 0 166

TpG internet pty ltd (i) 3,045 271 167 18 363 382 503 126 18 1,848 9 4 1 0 9 0 0 23

TransacT capital communications 
pty ltd (t&i) (c)

208 11 8 6 9 10 10 1 0 55 1 2 6 4 3 0 0 16

Virgin mobile (australia) pty ltd (t&i) 1,199 17 6 14 21 22 33 0 1 114 6 3 1 2 2 0 0 14

Vodafone australia limited (t) (c) 8,238 137 61 57 146 138 162 5 2 708 26 10 2 5 10 0 0 53

Westnet pty ltd (t&i) 380 50 14 15 26 37 32 10 1 185 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

*From 1 July 2010, the Tio recorded all Telstra bigpond investigations against Telstra corporation  
(t) = telephone service provider (i) = internet service provider (o) = other (c) = holds carrier licence
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total Issues for Investigations

Internet mobIle PremIum servIces (mPs)

billing and Paym
ents

contracts

credit m
anagem

ent

custom
er service

com
plaing h

andling

faults

connection (Provisioning)

o
ther

total Internet Issues

billing and Paym
ents

com
plaint h

andling

contracts

credit m
anagem

ent

custom
er service

Privacy

o
ther

total m
Ps Issues

aapT ltd (t&i) (c) 475 26 21 8 12 23 19 5 1 115 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

australian private networks pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

90 17 5 8 13 20 20 1 0 84 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

soul communications pty ltd (t&i) 177 6 1 8 0 7 3 0 0 25 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

club Telco pty ltd (t&i) 112 3 4 0 8 4 7 0 2 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

mobileworld operating pty ltd (t) 643 6 7 6 10 12 13 0 0 54 5 0 0 1 2 0 0 8

dodo australia pty ltd (t&i) 354 19 11 19 25 23 32 0 2 131 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

edirect pty ltd (t) 384 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

eFTel more Than broadband pty ltd 
(t&i)

133 23 6 3 17 19 15 3 1 87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GoTalk australia pty ltd (t) 327 16 6 3 10 16 13 1 6 71 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hi Tech Telecom pty ltd (t) 148 4 0 1 2 4 2 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

VHa(3) (o) (c) 6,102 134 50 84 97 78 69 1 3 516 18 8 0 1 4 0 0 31

iinet ltd (t&i) 2,853 186 115 87 190 207 207 33 10 1,035 3 2 0 0 1 0 0 6

m2 commander pty ltd (t&i) 74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

m2 Viptel (t) 174 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

netspace online systems pty ltd (i) 70 8 6 1 10 6 15 0 1 47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus networks pty ltd (t&i) (c) 928 17 17 21 29 44 40 7 7 182 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus broadband pty ltd (i) 307 51 24 41 64 63 56 5 3 307 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

optus mobile pty ltd (t) (c) 2,148 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 0 3 0 0 0 23

people Telecommunications ltd (t&i) 172 9 8 7 4 6 2 1 0 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

primus Telecommunications pty ltd 
(t&i) (c)

469 27 24 7 28 30 43 4 1 164 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

savvy communications (aust.) pty 
ltd (t)

42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

southern phone company ltd (t) 170 2 3 0 3 4 2 0 0 14 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 5

spintel pty ltd (i) 126 13 9 5 11 18 12 2 0 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

startel communications pty ltd (t&i) 105 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Telstra corporation (includes 
Telstra bigpond)* (t) (c) (i)

28,174 1,076 500 478 1,028 1,282 920 245 79 5,608 83 42 8 2 31 0 0 166

TpG internet pty ltd (i) 3,045 271 167 18 363 382 503 126 18 1,848 9 4 1 0 9 0 0 23

TransacT capital communications 
pty ltd (t&i) (c)

208 11 8 6 9 10 10 1 0 55 1 2 6 4 3 0 0 16

Virgin mobile (australia) pty ltd (t&i) 1,199 17 6 14 21 22 33 0 1 114 6 3 1 2 2 0 0 14

Vodafone australia limited (t) (c) 8,238 137 61 57 146 138 162 5 2 708 26 10 2 5 10 0 0 53

Westnet pty ltd (t&i) 380 50 14 15 26 37 32 10 1 185 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

*From 1 July 2010, the Tio recorded all Telstra bigpond investigations against Telstra corporation  
(t) = telephone service provider (i) = internet service provider (o) = other (c) = holds carrier licence

Tio in numbers

Timeliness

The majority of complaints we receive are resolved 
quickly after we refer a consumer to their service 
provider’s complaint handling specialists. after a 
consumer contacts us, we send an email to the 
service provider with the details of the complaint, 
and it has 10 working days to respond to the 
consumer. We assume that the complaint has been 
resolved through this process if a consumer doesn’t 
contact us again after that timeframe, and the case 
remains closed.

Closed after referral 88.3%

Closed in 0-76 days 8.8%

Closed in 77-172 days 2.7%

Closed in more than 172 days 0.2%

When we conciliate or investigate a complaint we 
have longer timeframes for service providers to 
negotiate a solution with their customers or for 
the Tio to assess evidence about a complaint.

We expect that new procedures we implemented in 
2010-11, such as email referral and conciliation, will 
assist us to further improve closure rates in 2011-12. 
However, these rates also depend on cooperation by 
service providers, a willingness to negotiate on behalf 
of the consumer and the nature of individual 
complaints.
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industry codes are rules identified by the telecommunications 
industry as the benchmarks of best practice. The Tio investigates 
complaints using codes that have been formally recognised by the 
australian communications and media authority (acma).

We record two types of code data:

Confirmed breaches - a confirmed breach is identified during a formal 
investigation (levels 3 and 4 of our process). it is never recorded 
without giving the service provider a reasonable opportunity to 
respond with evidence and its own version of events. 

Possible code issues – these are generally recorded during referral 
and conciliation (levels 1 and 2), where the claims of the 
consumer indicate that a code compliance problem might exist. 

confirmed code breaches in 2010-11
The Tio recorded 4,653 confirmed code breaches during 2010-11, 
a drop of 32 per cent from the previous financial year. The 
reason for the decrease is that fewer cases required detailed 
investigation by the Tio. it may not reflect improved code 
compliance within the telecommunications industry. 

The Tio recorded confirmed breaches by 122 different service 
providers during 2010-11, but more than 80 per cent of those 
confirmed breaches related to only ten providers. 

of the 4,653 confirmed breaches recorded, 4,634 (99.59 per 
cent) relate to the Telecommunications consumer protection 
(Tcp) code. almost half the confirmed breaches concerned 
member compliance with the complaint handling provisions of 
the Tcp code (2,293 in total), while credit management related 
provisions accounted for another 19 per cent. billing provisions 
accounted for 14 per cent (632 in total). 

The most commonly recorded breaches during 2010-11 were about 
a failure by suppliers to action the undertakings they made to 
resolve consumers’ complaints and the failure of suppliers to 
adequately resource their complaint-handling departments.

commonly recorded confirmed code breaches

clause description total 
confirmed

% 

Tcp code - 
9.1.1(f)

providers must record, action 
and monitor the undertakings 
they make to resolve consumer 
complaints

703 15.1

Tcp code - 
9.1.1(d)

a provider must ensure that its 
complaint handling department 
is sufficiently resourced

658 14.1

Tcp code - 
9.2.5

a provider must seek to resolve 
a complaint at first contact, 
and where this is not possible 
the complaint must be 
finalised within 30 days or as 
soon as practicable in all the 
circumstances

519 11.1

Tcp code - 
3.2.1

The information that the 
provider gives to a consumer 
must be accurate, relevant, 
current and timely

462 9.9

Tcp code - 
6.4.1

providers must both ensure and 
be able to demonstrate that 
their billing is accurate

371 7.9

Tcp code - 
7.3.4

providers must both have and 
apply free credit control tools 
to manage customer 
expenditure where appropriate

150 3.2

Tcp code - 
7.4.10(a)

a provider must not take credit 
management activity in 
relation to genuinely disputed 
amounts while that amount is 
the subject of an ongoing 
investigation

147 3.1

Tcp code - 
6.4.2

bills must contain enough 
information for a consumer to 
be able to easily determine 
whether they have been billed 
accurately or not

104 2.2

Tcp code - 
4.2.4(a)(iii)

if a consumer has made it clear 
that they are planning on using 
a product/service for a 
particular purpose, a provider 
must inform the consumer of 
anything it is aware of that 
might affect the consumer’s 
ability to use the product/
service for that purpose

73 1.5

Tcp code - 
9.2.6

a provider must make every 
reasonable effort to tell a 
complainant within 5 working 
days about the probable 
timeframe for finalisation 
given the complexity of their 
complaint. The provider must 
also keep the complainant 
updated about timeframe 
delays and about the 
complaint’s progress.

72 1.5

Tio in numbers

industry codes

Confirmed code breaches 

Complaint 
Handling (Ch9)

49%

Credit Management 
(Chapter 7) 19%

Customer
Transfer 
(Chapter 8)
2%
Prices, 
Terms &
Conditions 
(Chapter 4) 
5%

General Rules 
(Chapter 3) 11%
Billing 
(Chapter 6) 14%
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possible code issues in 2010-11
We recorded 450,364 possible code issues, almost 32 per cent 
more than in 2009-10. This increase is mainly due to the  
17.8 per cent increase in new complaints, but some changes  
to the keywords we use to more completely capture issues  
has also contributed to the increase.

We recorded possible code issues related to 391 different  
service providers, but more than 90 per cent of those possible 
breaches can be attributed to ten providers. 

of all the possible code issues recorded, 442,491 (98.25  
per cent) were related to the Tcp code. although still common, 
the complaint handling and credit management provisions  
of the Tcp code feature less than they do in confirmed code 
breaches. The billing chapter of the Tcp code features most  
in possible code issues, with more than 145,000 issues recorded. 

The most frequently recorded possible code issue was the 
alleged failure of providers to give their customers accurate, 
relevant, current or timely information. The next most  
common issue related to the alleged failure of providers  
to ensure and demonstrate billing accuracy. 

commonly recorded possible code breaches

clause description total 
confirmed

% 

Tcp code - 
3.2.1

The information that a provider gives 
to a consumer must be accurate, 
relevant, current and timely

72,202 16.0

Tcp code - 
6.4.1

providers must both ensure and  
be able to demonstrate that their 
billing is accurate

52,756 11.7

Tcp code - 
9.1.1(f)

providers must record, action and 
monitor the undertakings they make 
to resolve consumer complaints

43,084 9.5

Tcp code - 
9.4.1(b)

providers must supply information about 
alternative avenues of recourse when a 
consumer expresses dissatisfaction with 
the outcome to their complaint

38,082 8.4

Tcp code - 
6.4.2

bills must contain enough information 
for a consumer to be able to easily 
determine whether they have been 
billed accurately or not

24,603 5.4

Tcp code - 
4.2.4(a)(iii)

if a consumer has made it clear that 
they are planning on using a product/
service for a particular purpose, a 
provider must inform the consumer of 
anything it is aware of that might 
affect the consumer's ability to use 
the product/service for that purpose

22,382 4.9

Tcp code - 
6.3.2(e)

bills issued by a provider must 
include a description of the charges 
and credits being billed, including 
third party charges

21,877 4.8

Tcp code - 
6.3.1

The items listed on a consumer's bill 
must be described in sufficient detail 
to enable the consumer to identify and 
understand what each charge is for

21,530 4.7

Tcp code - 
7.3.4

providers must both have and apply 
free credit control tools to manage 
customer expenditure where 
appropriate

8,179 1.8

Tcp code - 
6.3.2(f)

providers must ensure that their bills 
specify the total amount billed, all 
applicable credits/payments/
discounts as well as the net amount 
payable by the consumer

7,355 1.6

Possible code issues

Billing (Ch6)

33%

Complaint Handling
(Chapter 7) 26%

Prices, Terms 
& Conditions 
(Chapter 4) 

Consumer 
Contracts 
(Chapter 5) 2%

Consumer 
Transfer
(Chapter 8) 1%

Credit Management 
(Chapter 7) 13%%

General Rules 
(Chapter 3) 17%

Tio in numbers  industry codes
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Tio in numbers  industry codes

She said that during the previous 
year she had accrued a debt of 
$2,500 that she could not afford 
to pay without a long term 
payment arrangement. Although 
she had been paying $50 every 
fortnight from her pension, she 
claimed her provider repeatedly 
contacted her to increase her 
payments, and that it had 
threatened to suspend her 
services when she said she  
could not afford to. 

With resolution attempts 
unsuccessful through referral and 
conciliation, the TIO investigated 
Jana’s complaint formally. At  
that stage, we made a series  
of findings based on the  
available evidence.

Despite Jana telling her service 
provider that she was a pensioner, 
could not keep up with her bills 
and could not increase payments, 
as well as her history of needing 
payment extensions and 
arrangements, the service 
provider failed to recognise that 
she was experiencing financial 
hardship. This meant that the 
service provider failed to discuss 
its financial hardship policy with 
Jana, a breach of clause 7.5.2 of 
the TCP Code.

The service provider told us that it 
could not have known Jana was 

experiencing financial hardship 
because she did not specifically 
say so. We found that the service 
provider’s financial hardship policy 
was insufficiently flexible and that 
its staff were not adequately 
trained. This was a breach of 
clause 7.5.1 of the TCP Code.

The original debt was the result of 
several unusually high bills that 
Jana had received. We found that 
the provider had failed to 
recognise and prevent Jana from 
becoming financially 
over-committed, acting in breach 
of clause 7.3.4 of the TCP Code.

Although Jana had demonstrated a 
willingness to honour the payment 
arrangement, her provider 
repeatedly contacted her to 
demand that she pay more. It also 
charged late payment fees and 
threatened to suspend her service 
while she kept to her agreed 
payment arrangement.  From our 
perspective this was a breach of 
clause 7.8.1 of the TCP Code.

As a result, the provider 
responded to our investigation 
with an offer to refund all the 
payments Jana had made since 
June 2009 (minus credits already 
provided), a total of $1,700. The 
provider acknowledged it should 
have noticed that Jana was 
experiencing financial difficulty.

CASE STUDY

CoDES in ACTion

Jana called the TIO  
in mid-2010 for help  
with a payment 
arrangement dispute. 

For more information on how the 
Tio shares its code data with 
service providers and regulators, 
see improving communications 
with service providers on page 53.
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Tio and industry 

our membership
The Tio is a compulsory, industry-based 
ombudsman service. by the terms of the 
Telecommunications (Consumer Protection 
and Services Standards) act 1999, if a 
company or business wishes to 
participate in the telecommunications 
industry in australia it must also become 
a member of the Tio.

The Tio provides a forum for alternate 
dispute resolution (adr). For our 
members, the overriding role of the Tio is 
to help resolve disputes. constitutionally, 
we have no power to punish, fine or 
imprison. it is the role of regulators such 
as the acma to enforce rules and 
statutes. 

at the end of the 2010-11 financial year 
there were 1,214 members of the scheme, 
companies and businesses of all shapes 
and sizes. some are household names 
that employ tens of thousands of people 
and have millions of customers. at the 
other end of the scale, there are 
community-based owner-operators with 
only a handful of subscribers.

a full list of our members can be 
seen on our website.

changes to our billing
We are funded by telecommunications 
service providers, which are required to be 
members of the Tio. Fees are charged only 
against those companies about which we 
receive complaints. our fees are based on 
recovering the costs for services provided, 
and are not designed to be punitive.

prior to 1 July 2010, our invoices were 
issued to service providers on a quarterly-

in-advance basis. This method included 
invoicing service providers for a forward 
estimate of their complaints for the 
following quarter, based on budgets and 
past data. each invoice also included a 
reconciliation of past estimates with 
actual complaints. This was a legacy of 
our origins as a small organisation with 
irregular cash flows. 

From 1 July 2010, we overhauled the way 
we charged members for complaint 
handling – moving away from a quarterly-
in-advance invoicing arrangement to 
monthly-in-arrears.

This is a much simpler method of 
invoicing service providers, providing a 
much clearer link between complaints 
handled by the Tio, and the costs of 
those complaints to Tio members. 

This process is fairer. smaller businesses 
will find it easier to manage their own 
cash. it also means that the Tio can 
provide real-time feedback to the industry, 
reflecting its fast moving nature. 

From 1 July 2010, we also waived the 
first level 1 complaint charge per month 
and the first four level 2 complaint 
charges per financial year. This provides 
the benefit of assisting companies who 
are new to the scheme to understand our 
processes and resolve matters with their 
customers rather than having to focus on 
complaint handling fees. 

removal of recharges
up until 1 January 2011, we would 
sometimes bill service providers more 
than once for complaints we had referred 
to them to resolve, and where the 
consumer contacted us for further 
information or advice. 

This charge was removed to simplify and 

have more efficient decision making when 
consumers re-contact us. it is also fairer for 
service providers, which will now be billed 
only once for new complaints we refer. 

improving communications 
with service providers
in February 2011 we launched an 
improved member portal – an online tool 
to communicate with service providers 
about their billing, complaint data and 
code issues. 

The member portal replaces a number of 
hard and soft copy reports that were sent 
to service providers from various sources 
at the Tio. This new approach 
consolidates all this information in a 
standard format, providing consistent 
reports to service providers about their 
complaint statistics.

The data we provide through the member 
portal is also more frequent, with reports 
updated weekly or monthly, to give 
service providers a snapshot of:

•	 the	number	of	complaints	lodged	
against them 

•	 the	issues	those	complaints	were	
about 

•	 their	compliance	with	industry	codes	
•	 the	state	of	the	industry.

We also provide weekly specific 
information about complaints in progress, 
escalations due to non-response and 
complaints issues. 

The analysis we provide in these reports 
helps service providers to understand the 
broad nature of the complaints that are 
made to the Tio about their services and 
is valuable feedback for improvements in 
their business.
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directors’ report
your directors present their report of Telecommunications industry ombudsman ltd (“Tio”) for the year ended 30 June 2011.

The Tio is a company limited by guarantee and incorporated in australia in 1993 under the corporations act. The Tio was 
established to investigate, resolve, make determinations and give directions relating to complaints by residential and small 
business consumers of telecommunications services. The principal place of business is level 3/595 collins street, melbourne, 
Victoria.

directors

The current composition and membership of the board up to the date of this report is as follows:

Two (2) directors appointed by Telstra:

•	 J	P	Scarlett,	with	C	Williams	as	an	alternate	director	(appointed	25	July	2011)
•	 P	J	Sporton

Two (2) directors appointed by optus:

•	 M	J	Elsegood
•	 A	R	Thomas,	with	G	R	Smith	as	alternate	director	for	both

one (1) director appointed by Vodafone Hutchison australia (VHa):

•	 M	L	Sexton	with	B	Currie	as	an	alternate	director

one (1) director appointed by members who are other than Telstra, optus, VHa and who are not internet service providers 
or internet service intermediaries:

•	 R	Bhatia,	with	J	Horan	as	an	alternate	director	(alternate	resigned	26	July	2011)

one (1) director appointed by internet service provider or internet service intermediary members: 

•	 S	J	Dalby

independent directors:

•	 J	M	Harvey
•	 J	F	Rohan	(Chairman).

changes to board composition are summarised in note 12 to the financial statements. The names of persons who were 
directors of Tio at any time during the financial year are as follows:

name of director date of appointment date of resignation
J rohan 01 august 2001 continuing
G smith (alternate) 4 march 2002 continuing
J Harvey 7 april 2003 continuing 
m elsegood 2 october 2006 continuing
s dalby 7 december 2006 continuing
a Thomas 12 september 2007 continuing
r bhatia 22 november 2009 continuing
J scarlett 27 november 2009 continuing
p sporton 27 november 2009 continuing
m sexton 8 december 2009 continuing
b currie (alternate) 8 december 2009 continuing
J Horan (alternate) 20 april 2010 26 July 2011

directors’ report
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operating results
The Tio recorded an operating surplus for the year of $961,819. The operating surplus for 2010-11 increased primarily  
due to: 

•	 An	increase	in	demand	for	the	TIO’s	services,	particularly	during	the	third	quarter	of	the	financial	year.	As	a	result,	
the requirement for increased staffing levels combined with efficient cost management resulted in a higher surplus 
compared to the previous financial year.

•	 An	accounting	adjustment	of	approximately	$349,000	for	finance	lease	payments,	increasing	the	surplus	for	statutory	
reporting at 30 June 2011. These finance lease payments related to funding a project to replace the complaint 
management system (known as the radar project). These costs were evenly distributed over 2010-11 within 
operating cost recovery fees and will continue through to december 2013 as part of a 36 month co-terminating lease 
agreement. 

The results for the year ended 30 June 2011 are as follows:

year Total revenue Total expenditure surplus/(deficit)

2009-2010 $28,634,716 $28,286,819 $347,897

2010-2011 $28,947,405 $27,985,586 $961,819

The accumulated surplus was increased from $6,712,365 at the start of the financial year to $7,674,184 at the end of 
2010-2011. 

review of operations
•	 Total	Complaint	Handling	Transactions	

complaint handling transactions include enquiries, new complaints, cases and reviews. Total transactions for 
2010-2011 are presented below.

year Total Transactions % change from previous year

2009-2010 256,609 2.0% decrease

2010-2011 269,892 5.2% increase

There was a sharp increase in complaints during the third quarter of 2010-2011. However, in the last quarter of 
2010-2011 new complaint numbers returned to a steady growth in line with the forecast. The long term trend in 
increasing complaint/case numbers has continued during the 2010-2011 year and this is expected to continue across 
the 2011-2012 financial year.

•	 Debt	Recovery
bad debts of $299,726 were written-off during the financial year, with the provision for bad debts reduced to 
$834,165. 

as at 30 June 2011 the accounts receivable balance reflects a higher balance than that of previous years due to 
changes in the billing of members. This change involved a transition from billing members quarterly in-advance (i.e. 
the last billing for the financial year would have been early april) to monthly in-arrears resulting in a significantly 
larger receivable balance at June 30, 2011 representing amounts owed from may invoices and complaints for June yet 
to be billed. 

•	 Cash	Flow
The Tio’s bankers, commonwealth bank of australia, provide the Tio with an overdraft facility of $150,000. This 
facility was created to alleviate any temporary cash flow variations associated with the Tio’s quarterly billing cycle. 
The overdraft was not utilised during the year.

•	 Performance
The Tio operational year featured a 5.2% increase in transactions. in response to this average full time equivalent 
(FTe) staff numbers increased from 222.3 to 235.1.

The Tio monitors levels of complainant satisfaction and confidence with the service provided by the Tio. issues 
identified through the monitoring process are addressed as they arise by the ombudsman and the executive team.

directors’ report (continued)
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•	 Industry	Engagement
during 2010-2011 the Tio continued to work collaboratively with industry to help reduce complaints about customer 
service and complaint handling.

•	 Communications
The Tio continued to focus on accessibility to the scheme focusing its work to assist vulnerable groups in the 
community, including through the work of an indigenous liaison Team and disability access Group. 

•	 Governance
The Tio implemented a comprehensive internal audit program during the course of 2010-2011, with audits focusing, 
inter alia, on a project to replace the Tio’s complaint handling system, risk management and iT security.

The board initiated a review of the Tio in late 2010 in accordance with article 19 of the Tio articles of association. 
The review considered future demands on the scheme, current performance and outcomes and a framework for the 
future.

•	 Financial	Reserve
The financial reserve increased to a total of $3,610,264 at 30 June 2011.

•	 Fee	Increases
The Tio did not increase volume related prices for 2010-2011 and had not increased volume related prices since July 1, 
2007. a review of pricing has resulted in raised prices being set for 2011-2012.

•	 Major	Projects	Program
The Tio continued major projects initiated in 2009-2010 including the implementation of a new complaint 
management system (known as radar), redevelopment of the Tio Website, transition to monthly billing, review of 
complaint Handling procedures and implementation of an iT infrastructure upgrade. The Tio also undertook a 
comprehensive remuneration review.

The radar project has proved to be more complex than originally anticipated. The scheduled delivery date is planned 
for early 2012, with a commensurate increase in costs.

•	 Membership
The Telecommunications (Consumer Protection and Services Standard) Act 1999 requires all carriers and eligible carriage 
service providers to be members of the Tio and comply with the constitution and memorandum and articles of 
association of the scheme. eligible carriage service providers are those which supply:

•	 a	standard	telephone	service	where	some	of	the	customers	are	residential	or	small	business	customers;	or

•	 a	public	mobile	telecommunications	service;	or

•	 a	carriage	service	which	enables	end	users	to	access	the	Internet.

a carriage service intermediary which arranges the supply of the services referred to above qualifies as an eligible 
carriage service provider.

The total number of members increased from 1,162 at 30 June 2010 to 1,214 at 30 June 2011. 100 new members 
joined the scheme and 48 members departed the scheme.

•	 Staffing
as at 30 June 2011, the Tio employed 267 staff. This is an increase from 30 June 2010 when the Tio employed 230 
staff, due to the increase in complaint numbers over the year, in addition to a requirement to increase staff allocated 
to specific projects, particularly the new complaint management system project, radar. 

diane carmody commenced as deputy ombudsman on 13 september 2010.

•	 Income	Tax	Exemption
The Tio has been granted an exemption from income tax under item 2.1 of section 50-10 of the income Tax 
assessment act 1997 until 30 June 2014. 
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principal activities

during the year, the principal continuing activity of the Tio was the investigation and resolution of telecommunications 
complaints from small businesses and residential consumers. There were no significant changes in the nature of the 
activities during the year. 

objectives and strategies

The Tio operates in the context of a three year strategic plan and an annual business plan. These detail long and short 
term objectives and Kpi’s.

member liability

The Tio is a company limited by guarantee. every member undertakes that in the event that Tio limited is wound up 
during the currency of the member’s membership or within one year of the member ceasing membership, it will contribute 
to the property of Tio limited for: 

(a)  payment of the debts and liabilities of Tio limited incurred before it ceased to be a member; 
(b) the costs, charges and expenses of winding up; and
(c) an adjustment of the rights of the contributories among themselves,

such amount as may be required, provided such amount shall not exceed one hundred dollars ($100).

dividends

under the terms of its memorandum and articles of association, the Tio is not permitted to pay dividends to members.

significant changes in the state of affairs

by June 2011 all members moved from quarterly billing in advance to monthly billing in arrears. monthly invoicing will 
provide members with a much simpler, more transparent and timely billing of complaints.

matters subsequent to the end of the Financial year

except for the matters noted above, at the date of this report no matter or circumstance has arisen since 30 June 2011 
that has significantly affected or may significantly affect

a) the operations of the Tio in future financial years: or
b) the results of those operations in future financial years: or
c) the state of affairs of Tio in future financial years.

likely developments and expected results of operations

The Tio has budgeted for an increase in new complaints and cases of 10% in 2011-2012 based on the stabilisation of case 
numbers towards the end of 2010-2011 and increased new complaints over the year, but the Tio will continue to carefully 
monitor complaint statistics and resources accordingly. 

environmental regulations

apart from statutory provisions of general applicability, the Tio is not subject to any specific environmental regulation.

insurance of officers

during the financial year, the Tio paid a premium of $13,662 (GsT inclusive) to insure certain officers of the company.

The officers of the company covered by the insurance policy included all directors as listed in this report, council 
members and the executive management Team.

The liabilities insured include costs and expenses that may be incurred in defending proceedings that may be brought 
against the officers in their capacity as officers of the company.
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information on directors

director experience responsibility
J F rohan,  
B Mech Eng, Grad Dip 
IE, MBA

John has held senior positions including md and ceo roles in cra ltd, James Hardie 
australia pty ltd, pirelli ericsson cables ltd, mcconnell dowell corporation ltd and 
Vodafone australia ltd. His board directorships have included university paton pty ltd, 
Kockums australia ltd and chairman of Hardex australia pty ltd. in addition to chairing 
the Tio board, John was a member of the inaugural Tio council. He is currently a director 
of aarnet pty ltd, a not for profit education and research network owned by australian 
universities and csiro.

chairman from 1 
august 2001

G r smith,  
B Econ / Politics 
(Hons)

manager regulatory operations, optus. Gary has formerly worked with ausTel, the 
reserve bank of australia and the Victorian state government.

alternate director 
from 4 march 2002

J m Harvey,  
BCom, MBA, FCA, FAICD

directorships include: iooF Holdings ltd, medibank private ltd, colonial Foundation 
Trust, and oversight board of the department of Treasury and Finance. Victorian council 
member of the australian institute of company directors.

director from  
7 april 2003

m J elsegood 
B Eng (Hons)

manager, regulatory compliance and safeguards, optus. michael has extensive experience 
in the australian telecommunications industry, having worked with regulators and 
carriers in a variety of planning, policy and compliance roles.

director from  
2 october 2006

s J dalby chief regulatory officer, iinet.

stephen has been involved in the telecommunications industry for more than 40 years. 
since 2003, he has been an executive with the iinet Group. stephen is also ceo of chime 
communications pty ltd, iinet’s carrier subsidiary, holds directorships at communications 
alliance ltd and prosubi ltd and is based in perth.

director from  
7 december 2006

a r Thomas alexandra Thomas is the director, customer solutions and service at optus. in this role, 
alex is responsible for professional and managed services at optus, as well as customer 
service operations for business and government customers.

director from  
12 september 2007

r bhatia  
B Tech Elec Eng

ravi has recently retired as the ceo and Founder of primus australia. He has held senior 
management positions in the us, Germany and other countries with primus, mci, oTc and 
siemens in sales, marketing and public policy. ravi is a member of the board of the 
alfred Foundation and the president of australia india business council – Victoria.

director from  
22 december 2009

J p scarlett 
BA LLB (Hons)

Jules is director, customer service & satisfaction for Telstra. Jules has responsibility for 
coordinating the customer service and satisfaction initiatives across the company. she is 
also responsible for corporate complaint management at Telstra. Jules has worked for 
Telstra for over 10 years.

director from  
27 november 2009

p J sporton 
B. App Sci (App Elec)

phill is the executive director of service delivery in Telstra operations. This area of 
Telstra is responsible for the installation, connection and repair of Telstra’s products, 
services and plant. Having started with Telstra as an engineer in 1983, phill has spent 26 
years at Telstra in range of roles, including several positions in senior management. 

director from  
28 november 2009

m l sexton

BA, LLM, 

MBA (Executive)

louise is Group General counsel and company secretary of Vodafone Hutchison australia 
(VHa) and company secretary of Hutchison Telecommunications (australia) limited 
(HTal). prior to the formation of VHa in June 2009, louise has been General counsel and 
company secretary of HTal since september 1998. louise has extensive legal and 
regulatory experience as General counsel and company secretary in listed public 
companies across a number of high technology industries in australia. 

director from  
8 december 2009

b currie brian is the General manager of regulatory affairs of Vodafone Hutchison australia. With 
over thirty years in the industry, brian has broad experience and knowledge that covers 
telecommunication engineering, management and regulatory affairs. He has formal 
qualifications in engineering and management.

alternate director 
from 8 december 2009

J G Horan  
BCom, LLB, LLM

John is General counsel for primus Telecommunications (australia). prior to joining 
primus Telecom in march 2007, John held advisory roles in legal private practice and 
national regulatory agencies. John has significant experience in relation to utility 
regulation, regulatory frameworks and competition law. 

alternate director 
from 20 april 2010 to 
26 July 2011

c Williams

BA, LLM

christine is deputy director, regulatory affairs at Telstra. christine has performed a 
range of roles as regulatory manager and legal counsel for many different aspects of 
Telstra’s business. prior to joining Telstra in 1996, christine was a senior associate in 
private legal practice.

alternate director 
from 25 July 2011
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information on company secretary 

company secretary experience responsibility
p J carruthers  
BA, MBA, MComLaw, 
MAICD

phillip has worked in similar roles with Vicroads and csiro and 
previously served as an officer in the australian army. phillip has also 
been a director on a mix of for-profit and not-for-profit boards.

company secretary from 5 march 2001

meetings of directors

The numbers of meetings of the company’s directors (excluding meetings of committees of directors) held during the year ended 
30 June 2011, and the number of meetings attended by each director were:

number of meetings held: 
8

Full meetings of directors

number of meetings 
attended by:

number 
eligible to 
attend

number 
attended

J F rohan 8 8
G r smith 0 0
J m Harvey 8 7
m J elsegood 8 8
s J dalby 8 5
a r Thomas 8 5
r bhatia 8 7
J p scarlett 8 7
p J sporton 8 5
m l sexton 6 3
b currie 2 2
J G Horan 0 0
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auditors

pitcher partners continued their role as auditors of the Tio.

auditor independence

a copy of the auditor’s independence declaration, as required under section 307c of the Corporations Act 2001, is set out 
on the following page.

proceedings on behalf of the company

no person has applied to the court under section 237 of the corporations act 2001 for leave to bring proceedings on 
behalf of the company, or to intervene in any proceedings to which the company is a party, for the purpose of taking 
responsibility on behalf of the company for all or part of those proceedings.

This report is made in accordance with a resolution of the directors.

J f rohan  J m harvey 
director  director

melbourne

28 september 2011

directors’ report (continued)
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auditor’s independence declaration
to the directors of Telecommunications industry ombudsman limited
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statement of comprehensive income
For the year ended 30 June 2011

note 2011 
$

2010 
$

revenue

revenue from members 4 28,158,804 27,785,004

other income 4 788,601 849,712

4 28,947,405 28,634,716

less: expenses
depreciation and amortisation expense 5 (617,115) (493,260)

employee benefits expense 5 (21,157,071) (20,235,606)

occupancy expenses 5 (1,589,685) (2,187,295)

marketing expense (455,742) (508,560)

Finance costs 5 (119,529) (144,637)

bad & doubtful debts expense 5 (243,224) (806,440)

information technology expense (1,059,274) (820,407)

consultancy expense (594,433) (986,881)

legal expense (249,960) (206,348)

relocation/fitout expense - (11,077)

Travel expense (233,899) (273,176)

Telephone and faxes (435,477) (518,086)

other expenses (1,230,177) (1,095,046)

total expenses (27,985,586) (28,286,819)

total surplus for the year 15 961,819 347,897

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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statement of Financial position
as at 30 June 2011

note 2011 
$

2010 
$

current assets

cash and cash equivalents 7 5,855,578 10,520,128

receivables 8 5,582,944 512,994

other current assets 9 176,680 229,179

total current assets 11,615,202 11,262,301

non-current assets
plant and equipment 10 2,891,206 2,373,503

total non-current assets 2,891,206 2,373,503

total assets 14,506,408 13,635,804

current liabilities
payables 11 2,120,776 3,021,431

borrowings 12, 16 525,667 237,018

provisions 13 1,577,671 1,436,704

other liabilities 14 139,997 139,997

total current liabilities 4,364,111 4,835,150

non-current liabilities
borrowings 12, 16 1,290,465 931,900

provisions 13 524,331 363,075

other liabilities 14 653,317 793,314

total non-current liabilities 2,468,113 2,088,289

total liabilities 6,832,224 6,923,439

net assets 7,674,184 6,712,365

Accumulated surplus
accumulated surplus 15 7,674,184 6,712,365

total Accumulated surplus 7,674,184 6,712,365

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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statement of changes in equity
For the year ended 30 June 2011

2011 
$

2010 
$

Accumulated surplus

balance at beginning of the year 6,712,365 6,364,468

movements in equity from:

accumulated surplus 961,819 347,897

balance at the end of the year 7,674,184 6,712,365

Accumulated surplus
balance at beginning of the year 6,712,365 6,364,468

surplus for the year 961,819 347,897

balance at the end of the year 7,674,184 6,712,365

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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statement of cash Flows
For the year ended 30 June 2011

note 2011 
$

2010 
$

cash flow from operating activities

receipts from members 25,801,496 30,450,321

payments to suppliers and employees 30,230,232) (29,525,182)

rental receipts - 257,291

interest received 382,761 247,239

interest paid (119,529) (144,637)

net cash provided by operating activities 19(b) (4,165,504) 1,285,032

cash flow from investing activities
payment for plant and equipment (1,134,818) (340,886)

net cash used in investing activities (1,134,818) (340,886)

cash flow from financing activities
repayment of borrowings 1,016,890 -

repayment of leases (381,118)  (211,908)

net cash used in financing activities 635,772  (211,908)

reconciliation of cash
cash at beginning of the financial year 10,520,128 9,787,890

net increase/decrease in cash held (4,664,550) 732,238

cash at end of financial year 19(a) 5,855,578 10,520,128

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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notes to Financial statements
For the year ended 30 June 2011

noTe 1: sTaTemenT oF siGniFicanT accounTinG policies

The financial report is a general purpose financial report that has been prepared in accordance with australian 
accounting standards, interpretations and other authoritative pronouncements of the australian accounting standards 
board and the Corporation Act 2001.

The financial report is for the entity Telecommunications industry ombudsman limited (“the Tio”) as an individual 
entity. Telecommunications industry ombudsman limited is a company limited by guarantee, incorporated and domiciled 
in australia.

The following is a summary of the material accounting policies adopted by the company in the preparation and 
presentation of the financial report. The accounting policies have been consistently applied, unless otherwise stated.

(a) basis of preparation of the financial report
Compliance with IFRS

The financial statements of company also comply with the international Financial reporting standards (iFrs) as 
issued by the international accounting standards board (iasb).

Historical Cost Convention

The financial report has been prepared under the historical cost convention, as modified by revaluations to fair value 
for certain classes of assets as described in the accounting policies.

(b) Income tax
The company is exempt from income tax under item 2.1 of section 50-10 of the income Tax assessment act 1997. The 
Tio has been notified of its continuing tax exempt status up to 30 June 2014 by the australian Tax office.

(c) revenue
Volume and operating fees are charged to members for complaint resolution services. members are invoiced monthly 
based on actual charges for each month.

in prior periods, members were invoiced quarterly in advance based on estimated costs. estimated costs and actual 
costs were reconciled at period end, resulting in either a receivable or payable due to members. 

interest revenue is recognised when it becomes receivable on a proportional basis taking in to account the interest 
rates applicable to the financial assets.

all revenue is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax (GsT).

(d) trade receivables
amounts due from all members are recognised as amounts receivable. collectability is reviewed on an ongoing basis. 
debts which are known to be uncollectible are written off. a provision for impairment of trade receivables is 
established when there is objective evidence that the Tio will not be able to collect all amounts due according to the 
original terms of the receivables. significant financial difficulties of the debtor, probability that the debtor will enter 
bankruptcy or financial reorganisation, and default or delinquency in payments are considered indicators that the 
trade receivable is impaired.

(e) Plant and equipment
each class of plant and equipment is carried at cost or fair value less, where applicable, any accumulated 
depreciation.

Plant and equipment

plant and equipment is measured on the cost basis.

Depreciation

The depreciable amount of all fixed assets are depreciated over their estimated useful lives commencing from the 
time the asset is held ready for use.

leasehold improvements are depreciated over the shorter of either the unexpired period of the lease or the estimated 
useful lives of the improvements.
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notes to Financial statements continued
For the year ended 30 June 2011

(e) Plant and equipment continued
The depreciation rates used for each class of asset are:

class of fixed asset depreciation rates depreciation basis
leasehold improvements 14% straight line
plant and equipment 33% straight line
Furniture, fixtures and fittings 14% straight line
software 40% straight line

(f) leases
leases are classified at their inception as either operating or finance leases based on the economic substance of the 
agreement so as to reflect the risks and benefits incidental to ownership.

Finance Leases

leases of fixed assets, where substantially all the risks and benefits incidental to the ownership of the asset, but not 
the legal ownership, are transferred to the company are classified as finance leases. Finance leases are capitalised, 
recording an asset and a liability equal to the present value of the minimum lease payments, including any 
guaranteed residual values. The interest expense is calculated using the interest rate implicit in the lease and is 
included in finance costs in the statement of comprehensive income. leased assets are depreciated on a straight line 
basis over their estimated useful lives where it is likely that the company will obtain ownership of the asset, or over 
the term of the lease. lease payments are allocated between the reduction of the lease liability and the lease 
interest expense for the period.

Operating leases

lease payments for operating leases, where substantially all the risks and benefits remain with the lessor, are 
recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease.

lease incentives received under operating leases are recognised as a liability. This lease liability is reduced on a 
straight-line basis over the lease term.

(g) employee benefits
liabilities arising in respect of wages and salaries, annual leave, sick leave and any other employee benefits expected 
to be settled within twelve months of the reporting date are measured at their nominal amounts based on 
remuneration rates which are expected to be paid when the liability is settled. all other employee benefit liabilities 
are measured at the present value of the estimated future cash outflow to be made in respect of services provided by 
employees up to the reporting date.

contributions made by the company to an employee superannuation fund are recognised in the balance sheet as a 
liability, after deducting any contributions already paid and in the income statement as an expense as they become 
payable. prepaid contributions are recognised as an asset to the extent that a cash refund or a reduction in the 
future payment is available.

(h) finance costs
Finance costs are recognised as expenses in the period in which they are incurred, and include finance lease charges.

(i) Impairment
assets with an indefinite useful life are not amortised but are tested annually for impairment in accordance with 
aasb 136. assets subject to annual depreciation or amortisation are reviewed for impairment whenever events or 
circumstances arise that indicate that the carrying amount of the asset may be impaired. an impairment loss is 
recognised where the carrying amount of the asset exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable amount of an 
asset is defined as the higher of its fair value less costs to sell and value in use.

(j) financial instruments
Cash and cash equivalents

cash on hand and at bank are valued at face value. interest revenue is recognised as it accrues.
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Trade and other receivables

receivables are carried at nominal amounts due, less any provision for impairment.  
a provision for impairment is recognised when collection of the full nominal amount is no longer probable.

collectability of overdue accounts is assessed on an ongoing basis.

Prepayments

prepayments are carried at cost representing their expected future benefit.

Trade and other payables

liabilities are recognised for amounts to be paid in future for goods and services received. 

Interest bearing loans and borrowings

loans are carried at their principal amounts, which represent the present value of future cash flows associated with 
servicing the debt. interest is accrued over the period it becomes due and recognised as part of payables.

Finance leases are accounted for at their principal amounts, with the lease payments discounted to present value 
using the interest rate implicit in the lease.

(k) trade and other creditors
These amounts represent liabilities for goods and services provided to the company prior to the end of the financial 
year and which are unpaid. The amounts are unsecured and are usually paid within 30 days of recognition.

(l) Amounts due to members
in prior periods, amounts due to members represented funds owing as a result of estimated costs billed at the start 
of the quarter differing to complaints received during the quarter. each quarter actual and estimated charges were 
reconciled with the resulting adjustments representing amounts owed to members.

There are no amounts due to members in the current year due to a change to billing members monthly in- arrears 
from July 2010. 

(m) cash and cash equivalents
cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand and at banks, short-term deposits with an original maturity of three 
months or less held at call with financial institutions, and bank overdrafts. bank overdrafts are shown within 
borrowings in current liabilities on the statement of financial position.

(n) goods and services tax (gst)
revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GsT, except where the amount of GsT incurred is 
not recoverable from the Tax office. in these circumstances the GsT is recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of 
the asset or as part of an item of the expense. receivables and payables in the statement of financial position are 
shown inclusive of GsT.

cash flows are presented in the statement of cash flows on a gross basis, except for the GsT component of investing 
and financing activities, which are disclosed as operating cash flows.

(o) unearned lease incentive
all incentives for entering into an operating lease shall be recognised as an integral part of the net consideration 
agreed for the use of the leased asset, irrespective of the incentive’s nature or form or the timing of payments.

The Tio has recognised the aggregate benefit of incentives as a reduction of rental expenses over the lease term, on 
a straight-line basis, representative of the pattern of the benefit from the use of the leased asset.

The lease incentive has been recognised as unearned revenue and amortised over the term of the lease, being 10 
years.

(p) rounding of amounts
The company has applied the relief available to it under asic class order 98/100 and accordingly, amounts in the 
financial report have been rounded off to the nearest $1.

noTe 2: neW accounTinG sTandards and inTerpreTaTions

a number of accounting standards and interpretations have been issued at the reporting date but are not yet effective. 
The directors have not yet assessed the impact of these standards or interpretations.
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noTe 3: criTical accounTinG esTimaTes and JudGemenTs

estimates and judgements are based on past performance and management’s expectation for the future.

estimates and judgements are continually evaluated and are based on historic experience and other factors including expectations of 
future events that may have financial impact on the entity and that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances.

2011 
$

2010 
$

noTe 4: reVenue

complaint handling fees 28,158,804 27,785,004

interest income 417,540 247,239

rental income - 257,291

other revenue 371,061 345,182

28,947,405 28,634,716

noTe 5: operaTinG proFiT

surplus from continuing activities has been determined after:

expenses:

Finance costs 119,529 144,637

depreciation

 - plant and equipment 139,372 20,721

 - furniture and fittings 241,692 236,488

 - leasehold improvements 236,051 236,051

617,115 493,260

bad and doubtful debts 243,224 806,440

remuneration of auditors for:

rental expense on operating leases:

 - lease payments – rent, communications, iT and other 1,589,685 2,187,295

employee benefits:

 - short term benefits 21,157,071 20,235,606

net loss on disposal of non-current assets

 - loss on disposal of non current assets - 1,061

remuneration of auditors for
 - auditor’s remuneration – audit fees 33,000 29,500

noTe 6: Key manaGemenT personnel compensaTion

compensation received by key management personnel of the company 

 - short term employee benefits 1,374,462 1,285,987

1,374,462 1,285,987

notes to Financial statements continued
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noTe 6: Key manaGemenT personnel compensaTion conTinued

The names of directors who have held office during the year are listed below

all directors were in office for the full year unless otherwise noted:

name appointment / resignation details
J F rohan
J m Harvey
s J dalby
a r Thomas
m J elsegood
G r smith (alternate)
e sexton
b currie (alternate)
r bhatia
J scarlett
J G Horan (departed 26 July 2011)
p sporton

The following persons also had authority and responsibility for the planning, directing and controlling the activities  
of the Tio, directly or indirectly during the year; 

name appointment / resignation details position
s cohen ombudsman
d carmody (appointed 13 september 2010) deputy ombudsman
p carruthers company secretary
J Zammit chief Financial officer
V Hickey (departed 21 december 2010) chairman of council
a dyer (appointed 22 december 2010) chairman of council
J Giles (departed 30 march 2011) member of council
l parkinson (departed 10 February 2011) member of council
p Harrison (appointed 1 July 2010) member of council
J matthews (appointed 13 april 2011) member of council
J Wilkes (appointed 29 april 2011) member of council
W Warburton member of council
l Kreet member of council
T corbin member of council
c dodds member of council
T c Hill member of council
s sdregas member of council
r Wheeler member of council
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2011 
$

2010 
$

noTe 7: casH and casH eQuiValenTs

cash on hand 1,100 1,100

cash at bank 138,349 436,395

cash on deposit 5,716,129 10,082,633

5,855,578 10,520,128

noTe 8: receiVables

currenT

Trade debtors 6,414,840 1,373,524

provision for doubtful debts (834,166) (860,530)

5,580,674 512,994

other receivables 2,270 -

5,582,944 512,994

as at 30 June 2011 the accounts receivable balance reflects a higher balance than that of previous years due to changes to the 
billing of members. previously members were invoiced quarterly in advance (last billing for the financial year would have been 
april) and as a result much of the debt would have been paid before year end based on 30 day payment terms. members are now 
invoiced monthly in-arrears resulting in a significantly larger receivable balance as it reflects amounts owed from may invoices and 
complaints for June not yet billed.

at 30 June 2011 current trade receivables had a nominal value of $6,414,840 (2010 $1,373,524). a provision for non recoverability 
of $834,116 (2010 $860,530) was considered appropriate. 

the ageing of these receivables is as follows:

1 to 3 months 5,396,392 252,511

Greater than 3 months 1,018,448 1,121,013

6,414,840 1,373,524

noTe 9: oTHer asseTs

currenT

prepayments 141,901 229,179

accrued income 34,779 -

176,680 229,179

notes to Financial statements continued
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2011 
$

2010 
$

noTe 10: planT and eQuipmenT

leasehold improvements
at cost 1,652,341 1,652,341

accumulated depreciation (727,827) (491,776)

924,514 1,160,565

Plant and equipment
plant and equipment at cost 592,530 194,500

accumulated depreciation (301,656) (162,284)

290,874 32,216

Furniture and fittings at cost 1,715,857 1,708,786

accumulated depreciation (1,056,929) (815,237)

658,928 893,549

capital works in progress (radar) 1,016,890 287,173

Total plant and equipment 2,891,206 2,373,503

(a) reconciliations
reconciliation of the carrying amounts of plant and equipment at the beginning  
and end of the current financial year

Leasehold improvements
opening carrying amount 1,160,565 1,396,616

depreciation expense (236,051) (236,051)

closing carrying amount 924,514 1,160,565

Plant and equipment
opening carrying amount 32,216 39,257

additions 110,857 14,741

disposals - (1,061)

Transfers in 287,173 -

depreciation expense (139,372) (20,721)

closing carrying amount 290,874 32,216

Furniture and fittings
opening carrying amount 893,549 1,091,065

additions 7,071 38,972

depreciation expense (241,692) (236,488)

closing carrying amount 658,928 893,549

notes to Financial statements continued
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2011 
$

2010 
$

noTe 10: planT and eQuipmenT (conTinued)

Capital works in progress (RADaR)
opening carrying amount 287,173 -

additions 1,016,890 287,173

Transfers out (287,173) -

closing carrying amount 1,016,890 287,173

Total plant and equipment
carrying amount at 1 July 2010 2,373,503 2,526,938

additions 1,134,818 340,886

disposals - (1,061)

depreciation expense (617,115) (493,260)

carrying amount at 30 June 2011 2,891,206 2,373,503

noTe 11: payables

currenT

Unsecured liabilities

amounts payable to:

 - amounts due to members - 759,331

Trade creditors 419,728 506,726

sundry creditors and accruals 1,701,048 1,755,374

2,120,776 2,262,100

2,120,776 3,021,431

Amounts due to members 

at 30 June 2011 amounts due to members is a $nil balance as a result of a change during the year to billing members from quarterly 
in advance to monthly in-arrears. at 30 June 2010 amounts due to members represented funds owing as a result of estimated costs 
billed at the start of the quarter differing to complaints received during the quarter. at 30 June 2010 this balance was $759,331.

notes to Financial statements continued
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2011 
$

2010 
$

noTe 12: borroWinGs

currenT

Secured liabilities

Finance lease liability 265,101 237,018

Finance lease liability - project radar 260,566 -

525,667

non currenT 237,018

Secured liabilities

Finance lease liability 666,799 931,900

Finance lease liability - project radar 623,666 -

1,290,465 931,900

finance lease - Project rAdar (tIo’s project to implement a new complaint management system)
during the year ended 30 June 2011 $377,544 ($47,193 per month) was originally expensed and included within the operating cost 
recovery fees charged to members in relation to radar project funding. This was based upon the total expected cost of the project 
being expensed and recovered evenly over 36 months, coinciding with the associated lease funding arrangements.

For statutory reporting purposes however, accounting standards required different treatment, particularly in respect of depreciation 
of the radar asset which can only commence when radar becomes operational, expected in 2012 quarter 4. The effect of the 
differing treatment is to increase the total surplus reported for the year ended 30 June 2011 by $349,510.

(a) business card facility 

The company has a business card facility of $131,000, reduced from $300,000 at 30 June 2010, which may be utilised at any time and 
is subject to an annual review. all credit use is subject to approval by appropriate delegates in accordance with the Tio’s policies.

(b) overdraft facility 

The company has an overdraft facility of $150,000 which may be utilised at any time and terminated by the bank without notice. This 
facility is unused at balance date. The overdraft facility is secured by a charge over the assets of the company. 

noTe 13: proVisions

currenT

employee benefits (a) 1,577,671 1,436,704

non currenT
employee benefits (a) 524,331 363,075

(a) aggregate employee benefits liability 2,102,002 1,799,779

(b) number of employees at year end 267 230

notes to Financial statements continued
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2011 
$

2010 
$

noTe 14: oTHer liabiliTies

currenT

unearned lease incentives 139,997 139,997

non currenT

unearned lease incentives 653,317 793,314

noTe 15: accumulaTed surplus

accumulated surplus at beginning of year 6,712,365 6,364,468

surplus for the year 961,819 347,897

accumulated surplus at the end of the year 7,674,184 6,712,365

during the year ended 30 June 2011 $377,544 ($47,193 per month) was originally expensed and included within the operating cost 
recovery fee charged to members in relation to radar project funding. This was based upon the total expected cost of the project 
being expensed and recovered evenly over 36 months, coinciding with the associated lease funding arrangements.

For statutory reporting purposes however, accounting standards required different treatment, particularly in respect of depreciation 
of the radar asset which can only commence when radar becomes operational, expected in 2012 quarter 4. The effect of this 
differing treatment is to increase the total surplus reported for the year ended 30 June 2011 by $349,510.

noTe 16: capiTal and leasinG commiTmenTs

(a) Finance leasing commitments

payable

 - not later than one year 677,721 356,547

 - later than one year and not later than five years 1,427,122 1,083,381

minimum lease payments 2,104,843 1,439,928

less future finance charges (288,711) (271,010)

Total finance lease liability 1,816,132 1,168,918

represented by:

current liability 265,101 237,018

non-current liability 666,799 931,900

931,900 1,168,918

The finance lease relates to the finance of the leasehold improvements and capital 
works in progress (project radar).
(b) Hire purchase commitments

payable

represented by:

current liability 260,566 -

non current liability 623,666 -

884,232 -

notes to Financial statements continued
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2011 
$

2010 
$

(c) operating lease commitments

payable
 - not later than one year 2,031,666 1,775,375

 - later than one year and not later than five years 7,475,054 6,294,711

 - later than five years 1,326,163 4,211,813

10,832,883 12,281,899

noTe 17: conTinGenT liabiliTies

The Tio has the following contingent liabilities:

during the 2006-2007 financial year, the Tio signed a bank guarantee in favour of investa nominees pty ltd (the Tio’s landlord) for 
an amount equal to 6 months rent, outgoings, car park licence fees and GsT. The amount of the guarantee is $172,870. in the event 
where the Tio is unable to meet its financial obligations under its lease for level 3, 595 collins street, investa nominees pty ltd may 
call on the bank guarantee held by the commonwealth bank of australia.

during the 2007-2008 financial year, the Tio signed a further bank guarantee in favour of investa nominees pty ltd (the Tio’s 
landlord) for an amount equal to 6 months rent, outgoings and GsT. The amount of the guarantee is $387,877. in the event where the 
Tio is unable to meet its financial obligations under its lease for level 4, 595 collins street, investa nominees pty ltd may call on 
the bank guarantee held by the commonwealth bank of australia.

noTe 18: relaTed parTy TransacTions

(a) one current director, l sexton, and one alternate director, b currie, are employees of Vodafone Hutchison australia ltd. The Tio 
invoiced Vodafone Hutchison australia ltd and the related company Vodafone australia ltd for $4,101,220 (2010: $2,435,735) and 
$2,394,062 (2010: $1,598,900) respectively, during the year for complaint handling fees. 

(b) Two current directors, J scarlett and p sporton, are employees of Telstra corporation. The Tio invoiced Telstra corporation ltd 
and related entities for $9,781,868 (2010: $15,377,749) during the year for complaint handling fees. Telstra corporation invoiced 
the Tio for $145,684 (2010: $144,259) for the provision of telecommunication services during the year.

(c) Two current directors, a r Thomas and m J elsegood, and one alternate director, G r smith, are employees of singTel optus pty 
ltd. The Tio invoiced singTel optus pty ltd and related entities for $2,119,983 (2010: $2,967,159) during the year for complaint 
handling fees. singTel optus pty ltd and related entities invoiced the Tio for $359,939 (2010: $432,685) for the provision of 
telecommunication services during the year.

(d) one current director, s dalby, is an employee of iinet ltd. The Tio invoiced iinet ltd for $1,342,499 (2010: $230,261) during the 
year for complaint handling fees. 

(e) one current director, r bhatia and one alternate director, J Horan (in 2010 11) are employees of primus Telecommunications pty ltd. 
The Tio invoiced primus Telecommunications pty ltd for $240,621 (2010: $284,666) during the year for complaint handling fees.

(f) all of the above transactions with directors and director related entities were based on normal commercial terms and conditions.
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2011 
$

2010 
$

noTe 19: casH FloW inFormaTion

(a) reconciliation of cash
cash at the end of the financial year as shown in the statement of cash flows is reconciled 
to the related items in the statement of financial position is as follows:
cash on hand 1,100 1,100

cash at bank and on hand 138,349 436,395

at call deposits with financial institutions 5,716,129 10,082,633

5,855,578 10,520,128

(b) reconciliation of cash flow from operations with profit after income tax
profit from ordinary activities 961,819 347,897

Adjustments and non cash items

depreciation 617,115 493,260

net loss on disposal of plant and equipment - 1,061

interest expense 11,442 -

changes in assets and liabilities

(increase) / decrease in receivables (5,067,680) (411,446)

(increase) / decrease in other assets 50,229 (201,602)

(increase) / decrease in inventories (139,997) -

increase / (decrease) in payables (86,998) 97,122

increase / (decrease) in amounts due to members (759,331) 381,320

increase / (decrease) in provisions 302,223 577,420

increase/ (decrease) in sundry creditors (54,326) -

(5,127,323) 937,135

cash flows from operating activities (4,165,504) 1,285,032

(c) credit standby arrangements with banks

credit facility 131,000 300,000

amount utilised - -

unused credit facility 131,000 300,000

(d) loan facilities
loan facilities 150,000 150,000

amount utilised - -

unused loan facilities 150,000 150,000

notes to Financial statements continued
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noTe 20: Financial risK manaGemenT

The company is exposed to a variety of financial risks comprising:

(a) interest rate risk
(b) credit risk
(c) liquidity risk
(d) Fair values

The board of directors have overall responsibility for identifying and managing operational and financial risks.

(a) Interest rate risk

interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate as a result of 
changes in market interest rates.

The company’s exposure to interest rate risk in relation to future cashflows and the effective weighted average interest 
rates on classes of financial assets and financial liabilities, is as follows:

2011  
Financial instruments

interest bearing 
$

non interest bearing 
$

Total carrying amount 
$

Weighted average 
effective interest rate

Financial assets

cash 139,449 - 139,449 3.2% Floating

cash on deposit 5,716,129 - 5,716,129 4.9% Floating

Trade and other receivables - 3,300,775 3,300,775 0.0%

5,855,578 3,300,775 9,156,353

2011  
Financial instruments

Floating interest rate 
$

non interest bearing 
$

Total carrying amount 
$

Weighted average 
effective interest rate

Financial liabilities

Trade creditors - 419,728 419,728 0.0%

leases 1,816,132 - 1,816,132 11.3% Fixed

other payables - 1,613,480 1,613,480 0.0%

1,816,132 2,033,208 3,849,340

2010  
Financial instruments

interest bearing 
$

non interest bearing 
$

Total carrying amount 
$

Weighted average 
effective interest rate

Financial assets

cash 437,495 - 437,495 2.3% Floating

cash on deposit 10,082,633 - 10,082,633 3.3% Floating

Trade and other receivables - 512,994 512,994 0.0%

10,520,128 512,994 11,033,122

2010  
Financial instruments

interest bearing 
$

non interest bearing 
$

Total carrying amount 
$

Weighted average 
effective interest rate

Financial liabilities

Trade creditors - 506,726 506,726 0.0%

leases 1,168,918 - 1,168,918 11.3% Fixed

amounts payable to members - 759,331 759,331 0.0%

other payables - 1,755,374 1,755,374 0.0%

1,168,918 3,021,431 4,190,349

notes to Financial statements continued
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noTe 20: Financial risK manaGemenT conTinued

Sensitivity

The Tio’s borrowing and finance lease are at fixed rates of interest and therefore not exposed to movements in interest 
rates. The main risk arises from cash and cash equivalents, and the interest income they derive.

The aggregate net fair values and carrying amounts of financial assets and financial liabilities are disclosed in the 
balance sheet and in the notes to the financial statements.

(b) credit risk

credit risk is the risk that one debtor will not repay all or a portion of an amount outstanding in a timely manner and 
therefore will cause a loss to the Tio. 

debtors are actively monitored and follow up actions are taken as required.

The maximum exposure to credit risk, excluding the value of any collateral or other security, at balance date of 
recognised financial assets is the carrying amount of those assets, net of any provisions for impairment of those assets, 
as disclosed in statement of financial position and notes to financial statements.

The company does not have any material credit risk exposure to any single debtor or group of debtors under financial 
instruments entered into by the company.

The company’s debtors are concentrated in one industry.

(c) liquidity risk

liquidity risk is the risk that the company may not have, or may not be able to raise, funds when needed and therefore 
encounter difficulty in meeting obligations associated with financial liabilities.

The Tio maintains a cash reserve and actively monitors its cash flow position to ensure its ability to meet its debts as 
and when they fall due. in addition, the Tio’s articles of association provide that it can impose a special levy on Tio 
member companies.

(d) fair values

The net fair value of financial assets and financial liabilities approximates their carrying values as disclosed in statement 
of financial position and notes to financial statements. 

noTe 21: company deTails

The registered office of the company is:

 Telecommunications industry ombudsman limited
 level 3
 595 collins street
 melbourne Vic 3000
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The directors of the company declare that:

1.  The financial statements and notes, as set out on pages 2 - 22, are in accordance with the Corporations Act 2001:
(a) comply with accounting standards in australia and the Corporations Regulations 2001; and

(b) as stated in note 1, the financial statements also comply with International Financial Reporting Standards; and

(c)  give a true and fair view of the financial position as at 30 June 2011 and performance for the year ended on that 
date of the company.

2.  in the directors’ opinion there are reasonable grounds to believe that the company will be able to pay its debts as 
and when they become due and payable.

This declaration is made in accordance with a resolution of the board of directors.

J f rohan     J m harvey 
director      director

dated this day of 2011

directors’ declaration
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independent auditor’s report 
to the members of Telecommunications industry ombudsman limited
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Investigation outcome
slow internet speeds assessed complaints and liaised with provider and monitored until wholesale migration 

complete.

unbundling charges assessed complaint and liaised with provider, monitored and closed.

Failure to negotiate payment arrangements assessed complaints, gathered information from provider, monitored and closed.

disputed charges, billing accuracy, point of sale advice, 
customer service

assessed complaints and investigated current accc enforcement actions and referred 
matter to accc.

Final migration of adsl customers investigated complaint issues and raised them with provider who made a number of 
undertakings which satisfied the Tio that consumer detriment was being managed 
effectively, monitored and closed.

unauthorised adsl transfers Gathered information and provided this to the acma as part of an active investigation of 
the issue by the regulator.

point of sale advice assessed and investigated issue, notified the provider, who responded, liaised with accc 
and the acma. The provider sold its customer base so no further action could be taken.

point of sale advice and unauthorised direct debits assessed and investigated issue, notified the provider, who responded, liaised with accc 
and the acma. The provider sold its customer base so no further action could be taken.

unauthorised transfers/cooling off periods investigated a significant increase in complaints , raised issue with provider but was 
unable to formalise investigation with this provider as it sold customer base.

marketing practices assessed complaints and contacted provider who indicated a third party issue was driving 
complaints and that it had been addressed, monitored and closed.

continuation of credit management on disputed debts investigated complaints and raised issue with provider as part of credit management 
project.

csG Waiver assessed complaints and escalation rate and referred issues to provider who undertook to 
make significant amendments to process. The investigation remains open and subject to 
active monitoring.

discontinuation of unlimited plan identified issue in media announcement, undertook assessment of complaints and 
contacted provider to ensure the unilateral change was made consistent with contract and 
terms and conditions.

billing obligations as a result of customer transfer assessed complaints and liaised with provider and internally with legal counsel to form a 
response to these complaints.

members charging for tethering feature assess complaint issue, researched relevant point of sale and marketing information and 
advised provider of issue. investigation closed after Tio satisfied that issue has been 
addressed by provider.

refusal to deal with authorised representative investigated complaints and sought information from provider, who provided information 
about its policies around authorised representatives. made recommendations and closed 
complaint on the basis that satisfactory processes were in place.

charging for calls made to and from ships in the 
870/872 prefix zones

assessed complaints and sourced relevant technical information and closed after 
satisfaction with the scheduled resolutions outlined by the provider

sim memory product liaised with provider who provided detailed information about product and agreed to 
rectify information on website that was out of date and potentially confusing to 
consumers.

blocking of third party numbers researched issue and liaised with provider and agreed to close investigation after being 
provided with information that issue related to an intra-industry dispute.

Failure to provide reasons for declining application for 
service

investigation of issues, interaction with provider resulting in changes being made to 
scripting and removal of three month re-application advice.

point of sale advice investigation of issues, interaction with provider resulting in several changes to website, 
standard form of agreement and marketing scripts.

Wholesale migration issues identification of issues, provision of advice to investigation staff, assistance provided to 
provider in identifying complaint drivers.

unlimited internet plans being shaped investigated complaints and raised issue with provider who agreed to remove unlimited 
plans and address consumer detriment.

Hybrid plans and use of “bucket” charging investigated complaints, sought further information from provider and committed to 
monitoring issue for a designated period.

saver plans assessed complaints, raised issues with provider, investigation ongoing.

loss of mobile numbers liaised with provider, wholesaler and regulator to develop a case management approach.

marketing practices assessed complaints and liaised with provider to ensure the correct information was being 
provided to customers about the identity of the provider in marketing tools such as 
scripting.

Telemarketing assessed complaints and liaised with provider. changes were made to scripting and 
transfer processes to address complaint issues.

appendix 1

systemic issues* 
1 July 2010- 30 June 2011

*systemic investigations include issues that we acted on formally or informally
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Investigation outcome
disconnection from service due to lack of information investigated complaints and liaised with provider, appeared as though issue is being dealt 

with effectively by provider, monitored and closed.

billing of mobile plans identified issues for consumers about the appearance of credits on mobile invoices, 
notified provider who indicated an ongoing project to address this issue. investigation 
closed in July 2010 after provider made relevant amendments to their invoices.

Failure to action undertakings investigated complaints and raised the issue with the provider who agreed to a number of 
undertakings, monitored and closed.

premium messages (unauthorised subscription services) reopened a systemic investigation after complaint data indicated the issue was ongoing 
or had recurred, currently subject of formal interaction with provider.

premium weekly service assessed complaints and sought technical information, liaised internally and monitored 
complaints awaiting further development of issue.

presentation of international data charges provider changed the presentation of the charges on the invoice to reflect the way in 
which they were being charged.

double charging for adsl in response to Tio assessment, provider explained apparent double charging with respect 
to presentation to miscellaneous credit and legacy email accounts. provider indicated a 
program of works aimed at addressing this issue.

sms capacity of home phone/ internet product investigated complaints and liaised with provider to seek further information on the 
product which was forwarded to investigation staff to assist in the investigation of future 
complaints.

Time frame for recharge on mobile service in response to Tio complaints assessment, provider took steps to amend the format of the 
recharge voucher to mark the separation between the “recharge” portion and the “other 
offers” portion of the voucher.

mail-merge provider informed Tio of mail merge issue. Tio sought further information including 
sample letters and undertook to monitor complaints for three months and then closed.

Failure to apply bundle discounts provider demonstrated a program of works aimed at streamlining the bundling process.

auxiliary line itemisation investigated complaints and liaised with provider, formed a view that the issue was not 
systemic and closed the investigation.

pre-paid activation number not working identified issue and raised it with the provider who advised the error on the website was 
being attended to and outlined a number of other methods for activation available to 
consumer. Tio satisfied with response and closed.

Failure to escalate to manager on request assessed complaints and raised the issue with provider who outlined a course of works 
already being undertaken to address the issues, will monitor for a designated period to 
assess the effectiveness of these undertakings.

billing increment change provider informed Tio of change to billing increment, liaised with provider and internal 
stakeholders including legal counsel to form a view on how to manage cases of this nature 
moving forward.

online usage meter accuracy provider responded by advising that changes had been made to clarify the need to close a 
data session before data would appear on meter, that notification at 80% and 100% of 
usage would now warn of excess usage and that data meters would reflect closer to real 
time usage.

marketing practices assessed complaint and liaised with provider to ensure the correct impression was being 
provided to customers about the identity of the provider in marketing tools such as 
scripting.

cap saver plan: billing, point of sale and credit 
management

Formal investigation of the issues, including liaising with ceo, a number of resolutions 
agreed and reporting of the outcomes to the acma.

agreement of Terms and conditions investigated complaints and raised the issue with the provider, focusing on the 
presentation of terms and the content of verbal recordings, response received and further 
assessment ongoing.

change of terms and conditions assessed complaints, liaised with provider who advised it was addressing consumer 
detriment, monitored and closed.

restricting access to mobile numbers provider advised Tio of business decision to restrict access to certain numbers, monitored 
complaints and agreed to close investigation after being provided with information that 
issue related to intra-industry dispute.

Text restrictions provider advised Tio of changes to unlimited plan with respect to texting, Tio 
investigated complaints and noted few complaints on the issue, monitored and closed.

sim swap problems provider advised Tio of issue with sim cards and outlined a plan of works to address any 
detriment. Tio satisfied with the undertakings and monitored complaints for a designated 
period before closure.

multiple billing sms issue assessed complaints, analysed information given by provider, suggested resolutions, many 
of which were implemented by provider but the Tio continues to monitor this issue.

appendix 1: systemic issues* 
1 July 2010- 30 June 2011

*systemic investigations include issues that we acted on formally or informally
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Investigation outcome
data roaming charges (domestic) accessed complaint data, raised the issue informally with the provider.

bills not received provider informed Tio that there was a system error which meant that approximately 0.2% 
of customers were not receiving their bills each month. in addressing each complaint its 
staff had been instructed to take a soft approach on debt recovery, and a fix had been 
created which was to be deployed on 27 november 2010. The Tio monitored complaints 
and, noting no further complaints after a three month period, closed the investigation.

coverage issues investigated complaints, sought technical information and raised the issue with the 
provider. response from provider to accc, the acma and Tio considered to be reasonable 
at this time, ongoing monitoring of undertakings made by provider.

charging for previously unbilled data provider informed Tio of previously unbilled data on a particular point of access. Tio 
ensured provider’s response was reasonable and sought further information to ensure all 
consumer detriment had been addressed. monitored and closed.

multiple invoice charges investigated issue and raised it with provider who outlined a course of work designed to 
address the issue. Tio satisfied with provider’s response, monitored and closed.

Transferring consumers with poor coverage from one 
network to another

assessed complaint data, raised the issue informally with provider who is preparing a 
response.

information about recharging prepaid vouchers liaised with provider who provided information about product, Tio closed investigation 
after being satisfied the issue was being sufficiently dealt with by provider.

nature of reason for declining a service monitored complaints and clarified a number of issues with the providers, provided 
internal updates and advice to investigation staff on how to deal with complaints.

*systemic investigations include issues that we acted on informally or formally.

appendix 1: systemic issues* 
1 July 2010- 30 June 2011
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submissions to the australian communications and media authority (acma) 
1. June 2011. numbering plan: allocation and charging of numbers (consultation paper 3). This Tio submission to the 

acma primarily focussed on the potential impact on consumers of the proposed changes to australia’s telephone 
numbering plan.

2. February 2011. inquiry progress report: “reconnecting the customer.” Tio submission for the acma’s progress report 
on its public inquiry into customer service in the telecommunications industry.

3. February 2011. review Telemarketing standard. Tio submission to the acma’s review of the Telemarketing standard.
4. december 2010. numbering plan (consultation paper 1). Tio’s comments on the first consultation paper about the 

structure of australia’s telephone numbering plan.
5. november 2010. draft Fax marketing industry standard. Tio’s comments on the acma’s discussion paper “draft 

Telecommunications (do not call register) Fax marketing industry standard.”
6. september 2010. “reconnecting the customer.” Tio’s submission to the acma’s public inquiry into customer service 

in the telecommunications industry.
7. august 2010. Fax marketing standard. Tio’s comments on the acma discussion paper “developing an industry 

standard for the fax marketing industry.”
8. July 2010. Tio data for the acma communications report 2009-2010. Tio complaint data as requested by the acma, 

consisting of complaint issues, possible code issues, confirmed code breaches, with explanations of all data.

submissions to communications alliance 
9. July 2010. review of the mps code. Tio’s submission to the communications alliance with regard to the review  

of the mobile premium services code.
10. July 2010. review of the Tcp code. Tio’s submission to the communications alliance with regard to the review  

of the Telecommunications consumer protections code.
11. July 2010. review of the customer requested barring Guideline. Tio’s submission to communications alliance  

re the review of the customer requested barring Guideline (aciF G612:2003).

submissions to the department of broadband, communications and the digital economy 
(dbcde) 
12. June 2011. convergence review Framing paper. in this submission to dbcde the Tio makes suggestions and 

comments in response to the proposed principles in the Framing paper insofar as they relate to telecommunications. 
The Tio reiterates its view that it is critical for the convergence review to have as a key principle the appropriate 
regulatory, industry and policy settings for the protection of consumers in a converged world.  

13. april 2011. discussion paper on Tio scheme. submission to the dbcde on its discussion paper examining 
opportunities to reform the Tio scheme.

14. march 2011. draft requirements and circumstances (uso) determination. submission to the dbcde with regard  
to the draft Telecommunications universal service obligation (standard Telephone service: requirements and 
circumstances) determination (no.1) 2011.

15. January 2011. draft Terms of reference: convergence review. submission to the dbcde with regard to terms  
of reference for its convergence review.

16. november 2010. uso policy and nbn network. submission to the dbcde with regard to universal service policy  
for the transition to the nbn.

other submissions 
17. may 2011. exposure drafts of australian privacy amendment legislation (part 2: credit reporting). Tio submission 

on draft credit reporting legislation to senate Finance and public administration committee.
18. February 2011. study into protecting consumers, business and the community online. Tio response to cybercrime 

study by the Federal attorney General’s department.
19. october 2010. draft regulations under the acl. submission to Treasury (australian consumer law) regarding draft 

regulations under new australian consumer law.
20. october 2010. draft Guides for the acl. submission to consumer affairs (australian consumer law) regarding draft 

Guides for the new australian consumer law.

appendix 2

list of public submissions made  
by the Tio 2010-11
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appendix 3

calendar of outreach activities

subject date categories location
national small business summit 7/07/2010 consumer brisbane, Qld

business educators association of Queensland conference 15/07/2010 youth brisbane, Qld

national adr research forum 16/07/2010 industry brisbane, Qld

Financial counsellors association of nsW annual conference 3/08/2010 consumer bondi, nsW

Financial counsellors association of Queensland training day 6/08/2010 consumer brisbane, Qld

socap symposium workshop 24/08/2010 consumer melbourne, Vic

ombudsman’s visit to Western australia 27/08/2010 consumer perth, Wa

aTuG regional roadshow 6/09/2010 industry Warrnambool, Horsham, 
bendigo, shepparton, 
Vic

Financial and consumer rights council inc (Victorian financial counsellors) 6/09/2010 Financial counsellors; 
consumer

Geelong, Vic

meeting with south australian commissioner for consumer affairs 21/09/2010 consumer adelaide, sa

community consultation 21/09/2010 Financial counsellors adelaide, sa

Think smart seminar department of Fair Trading new south Wales 30/09/2010 consumer sydney, nsW

Knock out rugby league challenge 2/10/2010 indigenous Woy Woy, nsW

bring your bill clinic 13/10/2010 cald preston, Vic

meeting with lifeline community care 18/10/2010 consumer cairns, Qld

meeting with the office of the Hon. Warren entsch mp 18/10/2010 mps cairns, Qld

meeting with the office of Jason o’brien mp 18/10/2010 mps cairns, Qld

indigenous consumer assistance network 18/10/2010 indigenous cairns, Qld

meeting with the office of mr andrew Fraser mp (state) 19/10/2010 mps coffs Harbour, nsW

meeting with the office of luke Hartsuyker mp 19/10/2010 mps coffs Harbour, nsW

utilities forum for community workers to coincide with anti-poverty Week. 
attended with eWon

20/10/2010 consumer coffs Harbour, nsW

national association of community legal centres conference 2010 24/10/2010 consumer melbourne, Vic

chief customer officer Forum 27/10/2010 consumer melbourne, Vic

national investigations symposium 3/11/2010 Tio internal sydney, nsW

accan research linkage Forum 2010 10/11/2010 consumer;industry sydney, nsW

interview between ombudsman and abc capricornia 17/11/2010 outreach  

interview with abc Western Queensland (longreach)with abc Western 
Queensland (longreach)

17/11/2010 outreach;media  

interview with abc mount isa 17/11/2010 outreach  

aTuG regional roadshow 22/11/2010 rural and regional mount isa, Qld

aTuG regional roadshow 23/11/2010 rural and regional longreach, Qld

aTuG regional roadshow 24/11/2010 rural and regional emerald, Qld

aTuG regional roadshow 25/11/2010 rural and regional roma, Qld
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subject date categories location
indigenous workshop asic 30/11/2010 indigenous melbourne, Vic

comView conference (Victorian secondary teachers conference) 7/12/2010 youth melbourne, Vic

Having a say conference “you are the voice” 9/02/2011 people with 
disabilities; 
people with disability

Geelong, Vic

mardi Gras Fair day 2011 20/02/2011 consumer sydney, nsW

australian mobile Telecommunications association forum 17/03/2011 industry sydney, nsW

monthly meeting with financial counsellors 18/03/2011 Financial counsellors sydney nsW

disability professionals Victoria 22/03/2011 people with disabilities melbourne, Vic

Financial counsellors association of Queensland annual conference 23/03/2011 Financial counsellors; 
consumer

brisbane, Qld

meeting with the electorate offices of Wayne swan, Teresa Gambaro,  
and Grace Grace 

23/03/2011 mps brisbane, Qld

latrobe Valley community service providers 29/03/2011 consumer morwell, Vic

bring your bill 29/03/2011 Financial counsellors melbourne, Vic

aTuG conference and 30th birthday celebrations 31/03/2011 small business sydney, nsW

ames community guides briefing 19/04/2011 cald melbourne, Vic

royal easter show 19/04/2011 outreach sydney, nsW

bring your bill 4/05/2011 cald melbourne, Vic

agfest Field day 5/05/2011 rural and regional launceston, Tas

deaf australia conference 13/05/2011 people with disabilities Hobart, Tas

indigenous Workers day 17/05/2011 indigenous sydney, nsW

aFFcra/external dispute resolution conference 17/05/2011 anZoa;Financial 
counsellors

sydney, nsW

meeting with the Hills Holroyd and parramatta migrant resource centre 19/05/2011 cald sydney, nsW

meeting with nepean migrant access 19/05/2011 cald sydney, nsW

meeting with cabramatta migrant resource centre 19/05/2011 cald sydney, nsW

meeting with the electorate office of david bradbury mp 19/05/2011 members of parliament sydney, nsW

presentation to Financial counsellors 24/05/2011 Financial counsellors melbourne, Vic

consumers 2011: australian consumer policy, law and practice 7/06/2011 consumer conference sydney, nsW

bring your bill 8/06/2011 cald melbourne, Vic

bring your bills day 28/06/2011 cald melbourne, Vic

appendix 3
calendar of outreach activities continued
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For every new complaint or case the Tio registers, we may record one or more issues to identify the types of issues that are 

presented in the new complaint.    

category Issues for new complaints fy 
2008-09

fy 
2009-10

fy 
2010-11

bIllIng And 
PAyments

charges from a past billing period appearing on a recent bill received by the consumer  394  430  343 

charges imposed for a telecommunications service that the consumer claims to have never 
requested or used

 1,150  1,185  1,239 

consumer billed on a different plan or at different rates to what they requested or agreed to 
at the point of sale

 5,531  4,932  5,130 

credits/adjustments that are incorrectly applied, or not applied at all  8,990  8,353  7,385 

debts that have accrued on pre-paid telecommunications services, including charges for 
mobile premium services

 67  46  69 

direct debit arrangements, including direct debits not being activated, being taken without 
authorisation, being taken at the wrong time, not being cancelled upon request, or being 
taken prior to a bill being received by the consumer

 3,735  3,006  3,818 

disputed administrative charges associated with a mobile premium service, including charges 
imposed for double opt-in messages, error messages, expenditure/reminder notices, marketing 
messages, opt-out requests and charges for the provision of information about mobile 
premium services

 36  8  8 

disputed internet usage charges, including where the internet has been accessed via a mobile 
service

 7,115  8,701  7,215 

disputed usage charges relating to a mobile premium service, including charges imposed for 
mps products that were never requested by the consumer, carriage fees for mps, mps products 
charged at the incorrect price, charges imposed for mps after a customer has opted-out, and 
mps products that were not supplied after a request for them was submitted

 15,210  4,117  2,021 

mps barring charges, including charges imposed for the barring itself, mps charges incurred 
during a delay in activating barring, and charges incurred because a customer was not 
advised that mps barring was available New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

 n/a  n/a  155 

other types of disputed usage charges, such as those imposed for sms/mms, timed and untimed 
calls, operator assisted calls and dial-up internet calls

 4,863  5,025  4,355 

payments that have been incorrectly applied to a consumer’s account, or not applied at all  2,455  3,000  2,690 

premium or international charges resulting from an internet dialer, including where the 
consumer claims the website did not disclose such costs, or where the consumer denies all 
knowledge of having ever visited the website

 31  29  36 

recurring charges on a consumer’s account, such as monthly access fees or equipment charges  12,848  12,225  11,716 

roaming charges, including both international roaming and roaming within australia on 
another provider’s network

 873  1,770  2,584 

The consolidation of all of a customer’s services onto a single bill account, or the 
deconsolidation of such an arrangement so that the customer receives a different bill and 
account number for each service

 1,621  1,837  1,687 

The format/readability of a provider’s bills and the itemisation of billed charges  3,003  2,620  2,586 

The imposition or calculation of administrative charges billed to a consumer’s account, such 
as late payment fees, connection fees, re-connection fees and termination fees

 13,167  16,338  13,499 

The non-receipt of bills, at all or in a timely manner  6,581  6,286  6,874 

The specific form of a credit/refund provided to a consumer for disputed mobile premium 
service charges 
New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2009

 n/a  10  1 

unusually high bills where the cause is not clear, where multiple aspects of the bill are in 
dispute, where the bill is from a provider other than the preferred provider, or where the 
consumer’s call cap has been exceeded

 11,481  14,546  19,137 

totAl  99,151  94,464  92,548 

appendix 4

issues by category
issues for new complaints – 2008-09, 2009-10, 2010-11
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category Issues for new complaints fy 
2008-09

fy 
2009-10

fy 
2010-11

comPlAInt 
hAndlIng

a provider charging a fee to itemise a bill that the consumer is disputing, or imposing a fee 
for the handling of the consumer’s complaint

 44  60  33 

Failure of a content supplier or a carriage service provider to assist a consumer with their 
mobile premium service complaint New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2009

 n/a  1,247  397 

Failure of a content supplier or carriage service provider to deal with a consumer’s mobile 
premium service complaint in a timely manner, or to keep the consumer updated on the 
progress of their complaint New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2009

 n/a  28  10 

Failure of a content supplier to release evidence/information relevant to a consumer’s mobile 
premium service complaint New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2009

 n/a  7  6 

Failure of a provider to acknowledge a consumer’s written complaint (including complaints 
about mobile premium service content suppliers)

 2,721  3,144  3,214 

Failure of a provider to make or retain a record of a consumer’s complaint (including 
complaints about mobile premium service content suppliers)

 1,774  2,161  1,279 

Failure or refusal of a provider to advise the consumer about the Tio when it has been unable 
to satisfactorily resolve the complaint (including complaints about mobile premium service 
content suppliers)#

 6,296  4,507  36,530 

Failure to action undertakings made to resolve a consumer’s complaint (including complaints 
about mobile premium service content suppliers)

 24,722  32,881  42,259 

Failure to advise a consumer about the outcome to their complaint (including complaints 
about mobile premium service content suppliers)

 6,111  6,351  5,838 

Failure to escalate a complaint upon request or where the consumer is dissatisfied (including 
complaints about mobile premium service content suppliers)

 6,702  4,740  5,183 

totAl 48,370 55,126  94,749 

connectIon 
(Formerly 
proVisioninG)

a supplier giving incorrect or inconsistent advice about the availability of a new 
telecommunications service at the customer’s location

 408  412  456 

delay in connecting a telecommunications service that is csG eligible, whether or not a 
connection at the property has existed before

 5,503  2,801  2,916 

delay in connecting a telecommunications service that is not csG eligible, whether or not a 
connection at the property has existed before

 3,594  3,235  4,519 

delay in connection of a landline service resulting from the failure of a previous occupier to 
disconnect the line to the premises

 238  134  117 

delay in connection of a telecommunications service where the consumer is seeking 
compensation for loss resulting from the delay

 227  276  620 

delay in the connection of a landline service where the provider has said that the csG 
standard does not apply because of a natural disaster or bad weather

 1  1  3 

interim/alternative services provided to a consumer during a landline connection delay, 
including the failure/refusal of a provider to offer an interim/alternative service, delays in 
the connection of the interim/alternative service and the quality of an interim/alternative 
service

 219  75  58 

missed appointments in relation to the connection of a csG eligible telecommunications 
service

 721  337  400 

missed appointments in relation to the connection of a non-csG eligible telecommunications 
service

 103  138  203 

pre-provisioning of a telephone service, including the adequacy of advice about the process of 
obtaining a connection after pre-provisioning is complete.

 127  102  170 

Temporary landline cabling, including associated infrastructure upgrade delays* New issue 
keywords introduced 1 January 2010

 n/a  142  155 

The allocation of telephone numbers to consumers, including the loss and retrieval of 
telephone numbers from quarantine

 767  817  778 

delay in connecting an incoming calls only service, including the refusal of a provider to 
supply the service and the quality of the service itself

 35  14  18 

delay in connecting enhanced call features such as call waiting, call forwarding and calling 
number display

 68  42  39 

totAl  12,011  8,526  10,452 

appendix 4 issues by category 
issues for new complaints – 2008-09, 2009-10, 2010-11 continued
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category Issues for new complaints fy 
2008-09

fy 
2009-10

fy 
2010-11

contrActs a consumer being held to the terms of a contract despite having requested the cancellation 
of the contract within the cooling off period New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

 n/a  n/a  1,061 

a consumer being refused a mobile service because they want mps barring, or where a 
consumer’s access to other aspects of their mobile service is limited by the application of 
mps barring New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

 n/a  n/a  1 

a contract that only allows the provider (and not the consumer) to renew or not renew the 
contract New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

 n/a  n/a  307 

a contract under which multiple services were offered as a bundled package  345  307  641 

a fixed term being imposed on a consumer’s agreement to receive mobile premium services  9  38  19 

a provider attempting to enforce terms of a contract where the consumer believes that this is 
unfair in the circumstances

 3,814  4,957  5,327 

a provider cancelling a contract at will (includes cancelling a contract for making a complaint 
to the Tio) New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

 n/a  n/a  193 

a provider’s failure to advise a consumer at the point of sale about the name of the provider, the 
network used to provide the service or the supplier of any of the equipment under the contract

 138  145  170 

a variation being made to the terms of a consumer’s contract, whether or not notice to the 
affected consumer is supplied (includes complaints about the variation of mobile premium 
service subscription charges)

 2,828  2,444  2,233 

contract termination fees that appear to be a penalty rather than a genuine estimation of the 
provider’s likely losses New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

 n/a  n/a  335 

difficulties encountered when attempting to change the account holder for an existing 
service/contract

 619  699  732 

mobile premium service advertising being targeted at children under the age of 15, or mobile 
premium services being advertised without appropriate warnings where the advertisement 
could be seen by children under the age of 18 New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2009

 n/a  38  7 

complaint about a mobile premium service being accessed by a minor, including complaints 
where the minor has accessed content of an inappropriate nature because of incorrect 
classification and/or insufficient supplier controls Issue keyword removed 30 June 2009

 70  n/a  n/a 

Telecommunications equipment that is locked to a provider’s network, including the 
calculation of unlocking fees and delays in unlocking New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

 n/a  n/a  824 

The adequacy of information provided to a consumer about their level of risk where they have 
contracted a service for somebody else, such as a child or spouse

 117  112  114 

The adequacy/accuracy of advice provided at the point of sale about a product or terms 
associated with a contract

 17,934  21,088  22,937 

The conduct of sales representatives when they attempt to elicit agreement from a consumer, 
including behaviour that is harassing or coercive

 1,184  841  852 

The consumer denies having ever entered into the contract  3,016  3,569  3,155 

The legitimacy of a contract where the consumer’s decision making ability was impaired at the 
time the contract was entered into, for example by mental illness, intoxication or inexperience

 659  837  700 

The length of time taken to action a contract termination request, or the length of notice 
required under the contract before a termination request can be actioned

 3,057  3,013  3,353 

The quality of advice given at the point of sale about the coverage/availability of the service 
at the consumer’s chosen location

 2,494  3,084  4,758 

The quality of advice provided at the point of sale about cooling off periods  703  669  264 

The quality of information a consumer has been given about how they can cancel a mobile 
premium service subscription, delays in the processing of mps cancellation requests and the 
refusal of a provider to action a consumer’s mps cancellation request  
New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2009

 n/a  185  74 

The quality of information provided to the consumer about contract termination fees, either 
at the point of sale, during the course of the contract or when contract termination is 
requested/imposed

 2,304  2,137  2,184 

The quality of point of sale advice relating to mobile premium services and the quality of 
mobile premium services advertising, such as the failure of a supplier to offer double opt-in, 
the failure of a supplier to advise of service limitations, the provision of misleading/
deceptive advice and lack of information provided about mps barring

 649  281  203 

The refusal or failure of a provider to give a consumer a copy of their contract, or about the 
legibility/clarity of the contract document itself

 1,015  1,096  966 

totAl  40,955 45,540  51,410 

appendix 4 issues by category 
issues for new complaints – 2008-09, 2009-10, 2010-11 continued
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category Issues for new complaints fy 
2008-09

fy 
2009-10

fy 
2010-11

credIt 
mAnAgement

a mobile premium service provider’s failure to issue end of month reminder notices  
or $30 expenditure updates in accordance with their obligations under the mps code  
New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2009

 n/a  72  51 

a provider approving an application for service where the consumer is not in a financial 
position to afford the contract, or where the provider does not limit the consumer’s access to 
the service in line with the findings of a credit assessment

 156  143  164 

a provider declining an application for service for credit reasons where it has not provided an 
adequate explanation for its decision, or where it only approves a service with restrictions

 243  372  532 

a provider failing to cease collections activity when a consumer has declared bankruptcy or 
the debt is very old (may or may not be outside of the statute of limitations threshold of 6 
years)

 72  63  122 

a provider failing to suspend credit management activity whilst a payment arrangement is in 
place or while a payment arrangement is being negotiated with the consumer

 162  308  457 

a provider recording a credit default in relation to a debt that is in dispute  2,178  2,895  3,688 

a telecommunications service being suspended or disconnected without prior or reasonable 
notification being given to the consumer

 4,492  5,224  5,834 

collections agents continuing to pursue payment of a debt despite being advised it is in 
dispute

 3,988  5,315  5,430 

collections agents using harsh, harassing or otherwise offensive methods to recover payment 
of a telecommunications debt

 338  346  494 

consumer is unable to monitor their expenditure because the provider does not provide a 
mechanism to do this, or the mechanism provided is faulty or not up to date

 697  1,080  1,245 

Failure of a provider to make or retain a record of a consumer’s payment arrangement  483  756  774 

Failure of a provider to monitor consumer expenditure or take reasonable action to limit a 
consumer’s exposure to debt, resulting in financial over-commitment

 3,208  6,278  10,469 

Failure of a provider to notify a consumer that they could or would be credit default listed  2,106  2,836  3,217 

Failure of a provider to suspend credit management in relation to genuinely disputed charges 
whilst the provider or the Tio is investigating the consumer’s complaint (including credit 
management on disputed mobile premium service charges)

 1,097  2,027  1,516 

Failure of a provider to update a credit default listing once payment of the debt has been 
made

 455  352  579 

refusal of a provider to negotiate with a consumer about a payment arrangement, or refusing 
to renegotiate an existing payment arrangement when a consumer’s financial circumstances 
change

 2,522  3,118  3,469 

The quality of advice a provider gives to a consumer about the availability of credit control 
tools and how they work

 1,085  1,166  1,063 

The suspension or disconnection of telecommunications services where the outstanding 
balance consists of genuinely disputed charges (includes complaints about disputed mobile 
premium service charges)

 3,354  3,784  4,035 

totAl  26,636  36,135  43,139 

customer 
servIce

a provider refusing to deal with an advocate nominated by the consumer or their authorised 
representative

 293  291  279 

a provider’s representative being rude or discourteous towards a consumer  5,689  4,813  4,506 

customer service issues relating to mobile premium service barring, including information 
given to a consumer about barring, methods for requesting barring and how to get mps 
barring removed New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

 n/a  n/a  124 

The adequacy of assistance that a consumer receives from a provider’s customer service staff 
New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

 n/a  n/a  35,810 

The failure of a provider or mobile premium service content supplier to action a request made 
by a consumer

 22,584  17,344  13,688 

The failure of a provider to assist a consumer with their mobile premium service problem or 
query (now captured under the ‘failure to provide adequate assistance’ complaint issue 
category above) Issue keyword removed 30 June 2009

 4,996  n/a  n/a 

The length of time a consumer has had to wait on hold to speak to their telecommunications 
provider, or where a consumer is unable to contact their provider at all (includes mobile 
premium service complaints relating to content suppliers)

 12,717  5,871  10,260 

The quality of advice a provider has given to its consumer  29,928  44,301  50,928 

totAl  76,207  72,620 115,595 
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category Issues for new complaints fy 
2008-09

fy 
2009-10

fy 
2010-11

dIrectorIes a consumer’s telephone number not being made available via directory assistance  9  8  1 

a consumer’s listing being omitted from the printed White pages directory and/or the online 
White pages directory

 118  137  103 

a yellow pages listing  211  409  389 

an error made in the consumer’s listing in the printed White pages directory and/or the 
online White pages directory

 331  375  309 

difficulties in accessing directory assistance services, including excessive wait times  13  14  5 

directory assistance providing a consumer with the incorrect number  25  31  16 

disputed White pages directory listing charges, for example, being billed for an enhanced 
listing that was not requested

 393  460  566 

totAl  1,100  1,434  1,389 

dIsAbIlIty a provider’s decision to reject a consumer’s application for priority assistance status  9  7  14 

delay in the connection of a service where the consumer or a member of their household 
suffers from a life threatening medical condition

 69  41  51 

delay in the repair of a faulty service where the consumer or a member of their household 
suffers from a life threatening medical condition

 64  89  101 

disability equipment related issues, including delays in delivery, errors in delivery, billing for 
the equipment, delays in connecting equipment and delays in repairing faulty equipment

 38  18  24 

Failure of a provider to advise its customer that priority assistance is or is not available, as 
well as how a consumer might go about applying for priority assistance status

 17  25  15 

Failure of a provider to ensure that sufficiently detailed and accurate information about 
disability equipment is readily available to its customers, either at the point of sale or on an 
ongoing basis New issue keywords introduced 1 July 2009

 n/a  12  15 

totAl  197  192  220 

fAults a fault with an enhanced or add-on service, such as email or voicemail  1,767  2,059  2,759 

a technician failing to attend an appointment in relation to a fault on a csG eligible 
telecommunications service

 448  385  448 

a technician failing to attend an appointment in relation to a fault on a non-csG eligible 
telecommunications service

 134  179  222 

delay in rectifying call drop outs on a non-csG eligible service  3,778  4,075  10,113 

delay in the repair of a fault on a csG eligible service where the provider has said that the 
csG standard does not apply because of a natural disaster or bad weather

 19  9  22 

Faults affecting equipment purchased through the provider that is used to access a 
telecommunications service, including repair delays, disputes over appropriate remedies and 
equipment warranties and insurance issues

 10,540  12,921  17,091 

interim/alternative services provided to a consumer during a landline fault rectification 
delay, including the failure/refusal of a provider to offer an interim/alternative service, 
delays in the connection of the interim/alternative service and the quality of an interim/
alternative service

 334  295  258 

poor coverage on mobile services and satellite/wireless internet services  3,276  5,397  30,623 

Telecommunications services which have been disconnected in error  2,472  1,899  2,108 

Temporary cabling installed to rectify a fault on a standard telephone service, delays in 
replacing faulty infrastructure once a temporary cable has been put in place, or faults within 
temporary cabling* New issue keyword introduced 1 January 2010

 n/a  212  290 

delay in rectifying a fault on a csG eligible service, whether the fault cuts off the service 
completely or leaves it partially usable

 6,638  5,049  5,230 

delay in rectifying a fault on a service that is not csG eligible and leaves the service 
completely unusable

 5,959  5,723  5,710 

delay in rectifying a network outage on a non-csG eligible service, or the frequency of 
outages occurring on that service.

 527  518  799 

delay in rectifying a fault on a csG eligible service where the fault is recurring or 
intermittent in nature

 1,644  1,505  1,511 

delay in repairing a service (both csG eligible and non-csG eligible services) where the 
consumer is seeking compensation for losses resulting from the delay

 785  1,019  1,685 

delay in rectifying faults with enhanced call features such as call waiting, call forwarding 
and calling number display

 375  325  253 

slow speed of data transfer on internet and mobile services  2,714  3,369  4,965 

totAl  41,410  44,939 84,087 
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category Issues for new complaints fy 
2008-09

fy 
2009-10

fy 
2010-11

lAnd Access a provider claims that the consumer is liable for damage they have caused to a provider’s 
cable or telecommunications facility

 123  232  181 

a provider not giving notice prior to entering an owner’s/occupier’s land to install or carry 
out maintenance on cabling or a low impact telecommunications facility

 55  46  41 

access method/height restrictions related to installation of a subscriber connection, such as 
a cable installed too low across a driveway

 117  87  50 

objections made by owners/occupiers of land to a provider’s proposal to install or carry out 
maintenance on low impact telecommunications facilities on that land (includes premature 
objections by the owner/occupier, and failure of the provider to give the owner/occupier the 
opportunity to formally object)

 54  26  21 

owner/occupier of land claims damage was caused to their property during the installation of 
cabling or low impact telecommunications facilities by a provider

 364  284  187 

totAl  713  675  480 

PAyPhones a payphone that is faulty, has been vandalised or has charged a customer incorrectly  33  27  23 

totAl  33  27  23 

PhonecArds a consumer has not been provided with a copy of the terms and conditions applicable to the 
phonecard they have purchased

 25  9  6 

a phonecard cannot be used by consumer because it has expired or is otherwise invalid  82  53  29 

a phonecard provider failing/refusing to advise a consumer about the existence of the Tio 
when it has been unable to satisfactorily resolve the complaint

 22  6  11 

a phonecard provider’s failure to action a consumer’s request, at all or in a timely manner 
New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

 n/a  n/a  13 

a provider’s failure to provide a promised/advertised credit or adjustment to a consumer’s 
phonecard account

 85  35  15 

a representative of a phone card provider being rude or discourteous towards a consumer  42  15  2 

Failure of a phonecard provider to acknowledge a consumer’s written complaint  12  15  3 

Failure of a phonecard provider to action the undertakings it has made to resolve a 
consumer’s complaint

 92  37  19 

Failure of a provider to advise a consumer about the outcome to their phonecard related 
complaint

 33  4  5 

Failure of a provider to escalate a consumer’s phonecard related complaint upon request or 
when the consumer expresses dissatisfaction with the outcome to their complaint

 47  25  10 

Failure of a provider to make and retain a record of a consumer’s phonecard related complaint  11  10  1 

phonecard advertising material does not disclose that there is a flagfall fee applying to each 
call made

 22  9  2 

rates or other terms advertised by a phonecard provider at point of sale being inaccurate, 
incomplete or out of date

 138  59  21 

The amount of credit used up on consumer’s phonecard based on the consumer’s claimed use 
of the service

 348  141  69 

The length of time a consumer has had to wait on hold before they can speak to their 
phonecard provider, or the inability of the consumer to get in contact with the phonecard 
provider at all

 100  56  24 

The quality of advice provided to a consumer by a phonecard provider 
New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

 n/a  n/a  22 

The quality of calls or connections made via a phonecard  58  29  26 

totAl  1,117  503  278 
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category Issues for new complaints fy 
2008-09

fy 
2009-10

fy 
2010-11

PrIvAcy a provider not following correct procedure for dealing with life threatening communications  39  26  38 

a provider not following correct procedure for dealing with unwelcome communications  762  792  676 

a telecommunications provider has continued telemarketing the consumer or sending mps 
marketing messages after being asked to stop

 433  441  355 

access to information being denied, or information held by the provider being inaccurate  1,529  2,057  1,893 

complaint about information being collected, stored or disposed in a manner that is contrary 
to australian privacy law

 198  220  214 

Failure of a telecommunications provider to give adequate advice or assistance to a consumer 
in relation to spam prevention

 19  23  24 

Failure of an mps content supplier to warn a consumer about the danger of disclosing personal 
information via chat services New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2009

 n/a  3  1 

spam being received from a telecommunications service provider  19  28  32 

The disclosure of a consumer’s silent telephone number  241  216  228 

The disclosure of personal information relating to a consumer’s account, other than the 
disclosure of a silent telephone number

 618  465  787 

totAl  3,858  4,271  4,248 

trAnsfer a salesperson’s failure to properly disclose which provider they represent when attempting to 
elicit a transfer of service

 64  72  49 

a service being transferred by a provider where the request for transfer was made by 
somebody other than the account holder, such as a spouse or child

 420  324  273 

a service being transferred or a consumer being presented with a bill after having cancelled a 
transfer request within the cooling off period.

 447  396  233 

insufficient advice or unkept promises regarding any termination fees payable under an 
existing contract when a consumer authorises/requests a transfer

 47  78  60 

The adequacy/accuracy of advice provided at the point of sale about the service transfer or 
the terms associated with the transfer contract

 457  484  351 

The conduct of sales representatives when they attempt to elicit agreement to transfer a 
service, including behaviour that is harassing or coercive

 107  93  64 

delay in reversing an unauthorised transfer, the refusal of a provider to initiate a transfer 
reversal or a completed reversal that changes the nature of the service

 432  304  254 

delay in transferring a consumer’s telecommunications service from one provider to another  2,996  2,060  2,826 

The quality of advice provided to a consumer about cooling off periods at the time they agree 
to a service transfer

 42  55  24 

The transfer of a consumer’s service where the consumer has not given informed consent to 
the transfer

 1,637  1,000  921 

The transfer of a service where the transfer has been a result of an administrative error 
occurring during the authorised transfer of another service

 201  126  127 

totAl  6,850  4,992  5,182 

total Issues for new complaints 358,608 369,444 503,800 

Footnotes:

*  The Tio began to record data relating to complaints about temporary cabling and network improvements from 1 January 2010 onwards

#  The significant growth in relation to this complaint issue in 2010-11 is because of a change in internal Tio procedures, where every consumer 
who approached the Tio for assistance was asked if their provider had referred them to the Tio when they expressed dissatisfaction about the 
outcome of their complaint
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appendix 4 conTinued

issues by category
issues for investigations – 2008-09, 2009-10, 2010-11

We record issues to identify the types of cases that require further Tio involvement. These issues reflect the initial issues 
recorded when the case is first recorded and are updated when conciliation or investigation by the Tio commences. 

category Issues for investigations fy 
2008-09

fy 
2009-10

fy 
2010-11

bIllIng And 
PAyments

charges from a past billing period appearing on a recent bill received by the consumer 73 81 55

charges imposed for a telecommunications service that the consumer claims to have never 
requested or used

189 208 195

consumer billed on a different plan or at different rates to what they requested or agreed 
to at the point of sale

1,050 1,033 799

credits/adjustments that are incorrectly applied, or not applied at all 1,187 1,373 856

debts that have accrued on pre-paid telecommunications services, including charges for 
mobile premium services

4 10 9

direct debit arrangements, including direct debits not being activated, being taken without 
authorisation, being taken at the wrong time, not being cancelled upon request, or being 
taken prior to a bill being received by the consumer

536 717 600

disputed administrative charges associated with a mobile premium service, including 
charges imposed for double opt-in messages, error messages, expenditure/reminder notices, 
marketing messages, opt-out requests and charges for the provision of information about 
mobile premium services

3 0 2

disputed internet usage charges, including where the internet has been accessed via a 
mobile service

1,050 1,207 714

disputed usage charges relating to a mobile premium service, including charges imposed for 
mps products that were never requested by the consumer, carriage fees for mps, mps 
products charged at the incorrect price, charges imposed for mps after a customer has 
opted-out, and mps products that were not supplied after a request for them was submitted

935 365 149

mps barring charges, including charges imposed for the barring itself, mps charges incurred 
during a delay in activating barring, and charges incurred because a customer was not 
advised that mps barring was available New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

n/a n/a 12

other types of disputed usage charges, such as those imposed for sms/mms, timed and 
untimed calls, operator assisted calls and dial-up internet calls

798 854 540

payments that have been incorrectly applied to a consumer’s account, or not applied at all 321 490 325

premium or international charges resulting from an internet dialer, including where the 
consumer claims the website did not disclose such costs, or where the consumer denies all 
knowledge of having ever visited the website

4 3 2

recurring charges on a consumer’s account, such as monthly access fees or equipment 
charges

2,020 2,327 1,624

roaming charges, including both international roaming and roaming within australia on 
another provider’s network

168 197 231

The consolidation of all of a customer’s services onto a single bill account, or the 
deconsolidation of such an arrangement so that the customer receives a different bill and 
account number for each service

358 438 347

The format/readability of a provider’s bills and the itemisation of billed charges 563 600 345

The imposition or calculation of administrative charges billed to a consumer’s account, such 
as late payment fees, connection fees, re-connection fees and termination fees

1,558 2,325 1,451

The non-receipt of bills, at all or in a timely manner 1,008 1,380 1,055

unusually high bills where the cause is not clear, where multiple aspects of the bill are in 
dispute, where the bill is from a provider other than the preferred provider, or where the 
consumer’s call cap has been exceeded

1,998 2,700 2,644

totAl 13,823 16,308 11,955
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category Issues for investigations fy 
2008-09

fy 
2009-10

fy 
2010-11

comPlAInt 
hAndlIng

a provider charging a fee to itemise a bill that the consumer is disputing, or imposing a fee 
for the handling of the consumer’s complaint

19 32 7

Failure of a content supplier or a carriage service provider to assist a consumer with their 
mobile premium service complaint  
New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2009

n/a 124 25

Failure of a content supplier or carriage service provider to deal with a consumer’s mobile 
premium service complaint in a timely manner, or to keep the consumer updated on the 
progress of their complaint 
New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2009

n/a 9 0

Failure of a content supplier to release evidence/information relevant to a consumer’s 
mobile premium service complaint 
New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2009

n/a 1 0

Failure of a provider to acknowledge a consumer’s written complaint (including complaints 
about mobile premium service content suppliers)

635 844 487

Failure of a provider to make or retain a record of a consumer’s complaint (including 
complaints about mobile premium service content suppliers)

423 474 188

Failure or refusal of a provider to advise the consumer about the Tio when it has been 
unable to satisfactorily resolve the complaint (including complaints about mobile premium 
service content suppliers)#

1,003 648 3,506

Failure to action undertakings made to resolve a consumer’s complaint (including 
complaints about mobile premium service content suppliers)

5,009 6,744 6,443

Failure to advise a consumer about the outcome to their complaint (including complaints 
about mobile premium service content suppliers)

1,582 1,429 1,296

Failure to escalate a complaint upon request or where the consumer is dissatisfied 
(including complaints about mobile premium service content suppliers)

1,026 854 682

totAl 9,697 11,159 12,634

connectIon 
(Formerly 
proVisioninG

a supplier giving incorrect or inconsistent advice about the availability of a new 
telecommunications service at the customer’s location

56 79 60

delay in connecting a telecommunications service that is csG eligible, whether or not a 
connection at the property has existed before

 1,479 784 628

delay in connecting a telecommunications service that is not csG eligible, whether or not a 
connection at the property has existed before

335 409 475

delay in connection of a landline service resulting from the failure of a previous occupier 
to disconnect the line to the premises

47 21 18

delay in connection of a telecommunications service where the consumer is seeking 
compensation for loss resulting from the delay

109 86 149

delay in the connection of a landline service where the provider has said that the csG 
standard does not apply because of a natural disaster or bad weather

1 2 1

interim/alternative services provided to a consumer during a landline connection delay, 
including the failure/refusal of a provider to offer an interim/alternative service, delays in 
the connection of the interim/alternative service and the quality of an interim/alternative 
service

117 68 15

missed appointments in relation to the connection of a csG eligible telecommunications 
service

241 97 88

missed appointments in relation to the connection of a non-csG eligible 
telecommunications service

10 17 28

pre-provisioning of a telephone service, including the adequacy of advice about the process 
of obtaining a connection after pre-provisioning is complete.

74 40 44

Temporary landline cabling, including associated infrastructure upgrade delays* New issue 
keywords introduced 1 January 2010

n/a 17 42

The allocation of telephone numbers to consumers, including the loss and retrieval of 
telephone numbers from quarantine

202 164 135

delay in connecting an incoming calls only service, including the refusal of a provider to 
supply the service and the quality of the service itself

6 4 4

delay in connecting enhanced call features such as call waiting, call forwarding and calling 
number display

8 14 10

totAl 2,685 1,802 1,697
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category Issues for investigations fy 
2008-09

fy 
2009-10

fy 
2010-11

contrActs a consumer being held to the terms of a contract despite having requested the cancellation 
of the contract within the cooling off period New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

n/a n/a 81

a contract that only allows the provider (and not the consumer) to renew or not renew the 
contract New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

n/a n/a 31

a contract under which multiple services were offered as a bundled package 57 81 113

a fixed term being imposed on a consumer’s agreement to receive mobile premium services 1 1 0

a provider attempting to enforce terms of a contract where the consumer believes that this 
is unfair in the circumstances

417 619 457

a provider cancelling a contract at will (includes cancelling a contract for making a 
complaint to the Tio) New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

n/a n/a 18

a provider’s failure to advise a consumer at the point of sale about the name of the 
provider, the network used to provide the service or the supplier of any of the equipment 
under the contract

14 32 21

a variation being made to the terms of a consumer’s contract, whether or not notice to the 
affected consumer is supplied (includes complaints about the variation of mobile premium 
service subscription charges)

357 428 240

contract termination fees that appear to be a penalty rather than a genuine estimation of 
the provider’s likely losses New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

n/a n/a 27

difficulties encountered when attempting to change the account holder for an existing 
service/contract

116 137 105

mobile premium service advertising being targeted at children under the age of 15, or 
mobile premium services being advertised without appropriate warnings where the 
advertisement could be seen by children under the age of 18  
New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2009

n/a 6 1

complaint about a mobile premium service being accessed by a minor, including complaints 
where the minor has accessed content of an inappropriate nature because of incorrect 
classification and/or insufficient supplier controls Issue keyword removed 30 June 2009

6 n/a n/a

Telecommunications equipment that is locked to a provider’s network, including the calculation 
of unlocking fees and delays in unlocking New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

n/a n/a 52

The adequacy of information provided to a consumer about their level of risk where they 
have contracted a service for somebody else, such as a child or spouse

33 39 25

The adequacy/accuracy of advice provided at the point of sale about a product or terms 
associated with a contract

2,927 3,396 2,680

The conduct of sales representatives when they attempt to elicit agreement from a 
consumer, including behaviour that is harassing or coercive

164 169 108

The consumer denies having ever entered into the contract 414 581 438

The legitimacy of a contract where the consumer’s decision making ability was impaired at 
the time the contract was entered into, for example by mental illness, intoxication or 
inexperience

151 146 103

The length of time taken to action a contract termination request, or the length of notice 
required under the contract before a termination request can be actioned

408 444 361

The quality of advice given at the point of sale about the coverage/availability of the 
service at the consumer’s chosen location

339 422 459

The quality of advice provided at the point of sale about cooling off periods 96 100 26

The quality of information a consumer has been given about how they can cancel a mobile 
premium service subscription, delays in the processing of mps cancellation requests and 
the refusal of a provider to action a consumer’s mps cancellation request  
New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2009

n/a 17 9

The quality of information provided to the consumer about contract termination fees, 
either at the point of sale, during the course of the contract or when contract termination 
is requested/imposed

301 292 188

The quality of point of sale advice relating to mobile premium services and the quality of 
mobile premium services advertising, such as the failure of a supplier to offer double 
opt-in, the failure of a supplier to advise of service limitations, the provision of 
misleading/deceptive advice and lack of information provided about mps barring

30 26 6

The refusal or failure of a provider to give a consumer a copy of their contract, or about the 
legibility/clarity of the contract document itself

232 211 167

totAl 6,063 7,147 5,716
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category Issues for investigations fy 
2008-09

fy 
2009-10

fy 
2010-11

credIt 
mAnAgement

a mobile premium service provider’s failure to issue end of month reminder notices or $30 
expenditure updates in accordance with their obligations under the mps code New issue 
keyword introduced 1 July 2009

n/a 19 8

a provider approving an application for service where the consumer is not in a financial 
position to afford the contract, or where the provider does not limit the consumer’s access 
to the service in line with the findings of a credit assessment

64 57 20

a provider declining an application for service for credit reasons where it has not provided 
an adequate explanation for its decision, or where it only approves a service with 
restrictions

47 77 85

a provider failing to cease collections activity when a consumer has declared bankruptcy or 
the debt is very old (may or may not be outside of the statute of limitations threshold of 6 
years)

9 16 20

a provider failing to suspend credit management activity whilst a payment arrangement is 
in place or while a payment arrangement is being negotiated with the consumer

24 67 94

a provider recording a credit default in relation to a debt that is in dispute 648 692 737

a telecommunications service being suspended or disconnected without prior or reasonable 
notification being given to the consumer

812 990 901

collections agents continuing to pursue payment of a debt despite being advised it is in 
dispute

711  1,027 860

collections agents using harsh, harassing or otherwise offensive methods to recover 
payment of a telecommunications debt

44 68 71

consumer is unable to monitor their expenditure because the provider does not provide a 
mechanism to do this, or the mechanism provided is faulty or not up to date

84 144 133

Failure of a provider to make or retain a record of a consumer’s payment arrangement 75 126 93

Failure of a provider to monitor consumer expenditure or take reasonable action to limit a 
consumer’s exposure to debt, resulting in financial over-commitment

836  1,116  1,280 

Failure of a provider to notify a consumer that they could or would be credit default listed 569 695 649

Failure of a provider to suspend credit management in relation to genuinely disputed 
charges whilst the provider or the Tio is investigating the consumer’s complaint (including 
credit management on disputed mobile premium service charges)

501 509 379

Failure of a provider to update a credit default listing once payment of the debt has been 
made

104 72 82

refusal of a provider to negotiate with a consumer about a payment arrangement, or 
refusing to renegotiate an existing payment arrangement when a consumer’s financial 
circumstances change

472 571 523

The quality of advice a provider gives to a consumer about the availability of credit control 
tools and how they work

252 250 134

The suspension or disconnection of telecommunications services where the outstanding 
balance consists of genuinely disputed charges (includes complaints about disputed mobile 
premium service charges)

832 845 725

totAl 6,084 7,341 6,794

customer 
servIce

a provider refusing to deal with an advocate nominated by the consumer or their authorised 
representative

31 52 31

a provider’s representative being rude or discourteous towards a consumer 793 757 504

customer service issues relating to mobile premium service barring, including information 
given to a consumer about barring, methods for requesting barring and how to get mps 
barring removed New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

n/a n/a 7

The adequacy of assistance that a consumer receives from a provider’s customer service 
staff New issue keyword introduced 1 July 2010

n/a n/a  3,158 

The failure of a provider or mobile premium service content supplier to action a request 
made by a consumer

 2,852  2,801  1,522 

The failure of a provider to assist a consumer with their mobile premium service problem or 
query (now captured under the ‘failure to provide adequate assistance’ complaint issue 
category above) Issue keyword removed 30 June 2009

286 n/a n/a

The length of time a consumer has had to wait on hold to speak to their 
telecommunications provider, or where a consumer is unable to contact their provider at all 
(includes mobile premium service complaints relating to content suppliers)

 1,527 918 965

The quality of advice a provider has given to its consumer  3,513  5,969  5,089 

totAl 9,002 10,497 11,276
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category Issues for investigations fy 
2008-09

fy 
2009-10

fy 
2010-11

dIrectorIes a consumer’s telephone number not being made available via directory assistance 1 2 2

a consumer’s listing being omitted from the printed White pages directory and/or the 
online White pages directory

22 24 25

a yellow pages listing 2 4 0

an error made in the consumer’s listing in the printed White pages directory and/or the 
online White pages directory

67 95 46

difficulties in accessing directory assistance services, including excessive wait times 1 1 0

directory assistance providing a consumer with the incorrect number 3 2 0

disputed White pages directory listing charges, for example, being billed for an enhanced 
listing that was not requested

77 137 95

totAl 173 265 168

dIsAbIlIty a provider’s decision to reject a consumer’s application for priority assistance status 8 0 4

delay in the connection of a service where the consumer or a member of their household 
suffers from a life threatening medical condition

30 13 13

delay in the repair of a faulty service where the consumer or a member of their household 
suffers from a life threatening medical condition

26 20 26

disability equipment related issues, including delays in delivery, errors in delivery, billing for 
the equipment, delays in connecting equipment and delays in repairing faulty equipment

7 3 1

Failure of a provider to advise its customer that priority assistance is or is not available, as 
well as how a consumer might go about applying for priority assistance status

14 9 5

Failure of a provider to ensure that sufficiently detailed and accurate information about 
disability equipment is readily available to its customers, either at the point of sale or on 
an ongoing basis New issue keywords introduced 1 July 2009

n/a 4 1

totAl 85 49 50

fAults a fault with an enhanced or add-on service, such as email or voicemail 223 326 282

a technician failing to attend an appointment in relation to a fault on a csG eligible 
telecommunications service

116 83 66

a technician failing to attend an appointment in relation to a fault on a non-csG eligible 
telecommunications service

14 21 35

delay in rectifying call drop outs on a non-csG eligible service 534 816  1,052 

delay in the repair of a fault on a csG eligible service where the provider has said that the 
csG standard does not apply because of a natural disaster or bad weather

10 4 4

Faults affecting equipment purchased through the provider that is used to access a 
telecommunications service, including repair delays, disputes over appropriate remedies and 
equipment warranties and insurance issues

 1,119  1,291  1,298 

interim/alternative services provided to a consumer during a landline fault rectification delay, 
including the failure/refusal of a provider to offer an interim/alternative service, delays in the 
connection of the interim/alternative service and the quality of an interim/alternative service

132 126 76

poor coverage on mobile services and satellite/wireless internet services 344 591  2,184 

Telecommunications services which have been disconnected in error 327 329 280

Temporary cabling installed to rectify a fault on a standard telephone service, delays in 
replacing faulty infrastructure once a temporary cable has been put in place, or faults 
within temporary cabling* New issue keywords introduced 1 January 2010

n/a 51 77

delay in rectifying a fault on a csG eligible service, whether the fault cuts off the service 
completely or leaves it partially usable

 1,248 1007 855

delay in rectifying a fault on a service that is not csG eligible and leaves the service 
completely unusable

497 728 609

delay in rectifying a network outage on a non-csG eligible service, or the frequency of 
outages occurring on that service.

43 64 65

delay in rectifying a fault on a csG eligible service where the fault is recurring or 
intermittent in nature

430 485 430

delay in repairing a service (both csG eligible and non-csG eligible services) where the 
consumer is seeking compensation for losses resulting from the delay

248 303 389

delay in rectifying faults with enhanced call features such as call waiting, call forwarding 
and calling number display

72 69 55

slow speed of data transfer on internet and mobile services 355 661 692

totAl 5,712 6,955 8,449
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issues for investigations – 2008-09, 2009-10, 2010-11 continued
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category Issues for investigations fy 
2008-09

fy 
2009-10

fy 
2010-11

lAnd Access a provider claims that the consumer is liable for damage they have caused to a provider’s 
cable or telecommunications facility

28 46 45

a provider not giving notice prior to entering an owner’s/occupier’s land to install or carry 
out maintenance on cabling or a low impact telecommunications facility

15 21 12

access method/height restrictions related to installation of a subscriber connection, such 
as a cable installed too low across a driveway

50 26 14

objections made by owners/occupiers of land to a provider’s proposal to install or carry out 
maintenance on low impact telecommunications facilities on that land (includes premature 
objections by the owner/occupier, and failure of the provider to give the owner/occupier 
the opportunity to formally object)

13 5 2

owner/occupier of land claims damage was caused to their property during the installation 
of cabling or low impact telecommunications facilities by a provider

143 103 53

totAl 249 201 126

PAyPhones a payphone that is faulty, has been vandalised or has charged a customer incorrectly 2 3 2

totAl 2 3 2

PhonecArds a consumer has not been provided with a copy of the terms and conditions applicable to 
the phonecard they have purchased

4 0 2

a phonecard cannot be used by consumer because it has expired or is otherwise invalid 6 10 6

a phonecard provider failing/refusing to advise a consumer about the existence of the Tio 
when it has been unable to satisfactorily resolve the complaint

4 1 2

a provider’s failure to provide a promised/advertised credit or adjustment to a consumer’s 
phonecard account

13 4 3

a representative of a phone card provider being rude or discourteous towards a consumer 1 4 1

Failure of a phonecard provider to acknowledge a consumer’s written complaint 5 10 1

Failure of a phonecard provider to action the undertakings it has made to resolve a 
consumer’s complaint

13 7 2

Failure of a provider to advise a consumer about the outcome to their phonecard related 
complaint

5 2 0

Failure of a provider to escalate a consumer’s phonecard related complaint upon request or 
when the consumer expresses dissatisfaction with the outcome to their complaint

8 3 1

Failure of a provider to make and retain a record of a consumer’s phonecard related 
complaint

7 4 0

phonecard advertising material does not disclose that there is a flagfall fee applying to 
each call made

0 2 0

rates or other terms advertised by a phonecard provider at point of sale being inaccurate, 
incomplete or out of date

14 8 3

The amount of credit used up on consumer’s phonecard based on the consumer’s claimed 
use of the service

67 34 10

The length of time a consumer has had to wait on hold before they can speak to their 
phonecard provider, or the inability of the consumer to get in contact with the phonecard 
provider at all

16 8 4

The quality of calls or connections made via a phonecard 10 7 4

totAl 173 104 39

PrIvAcy a provider not following correct procedure for dealing with life threatening communications 2 1 2

a provider not following correct procedure for dealing with unwelcome communications 54 65 52

a telecommunications provider has continued telemarketing the consumer or sending mps 
marketing messages after being asked to stop

27 30 21

access to information being denied, or information held by the provider being inaccurate 239 406 283

complaint about information being collected, stored or disposed in a manner that is 
contrary to australian privacy law

17 29 23

Failure of a telecommunications provider to give adequate advice or assistance to a 
consumer in relation to spam prevention

4 2 1

spam being received from a telecommunications service provider 3 4 3

The disclosure of a consumer’s silent telephone number 60 50 50

The disclosure of personal information relating to a consumer’s account, other than the 
disclosure of a silent telephone number

117 111 102

totAl 523 698 537

appendix 4 issues by category 
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category Issues for investigations fy 
2008-09

fy 
2009-10

fy 
2010-11

trAnsfer a salesperson’s failure to properly disclose which provider they represent when attempting 
to elicit a transfer of service

11 19 5

a service being transferred by a provider where the request for transfer was made by 
somebody other than the account holder, such as a spouse or child

94 83 43

a service being transferred or a consumer being presented with a bill after having cancelled 
a transfer request within the cooling off period.

57 53 29

insufficient advice or unkept promises regarding any termination fees payable under an 
existing contract when a consumer authorises/requests a transfer

8 11 10

The adequacy/accuracy of advice provided at the point of sale about the service transfer or 
the terms associated with the transfer contract

89 94 39

The conduct of sales representatives when they attempt to elicit agreement to transfer a 
service, including behaviour that is harassing or coercive

13 21 7

delay in reversing an unauthorised transfer, the refusal of a provider to initiate a transfer 
reversal or a completed reversal that changes the nature of the service

91 66 41

delay in transferring a consumer’s telecommunications service from one provider to another 448 375 381

The quality of advice provided to a consumer about cooling off periods at the time they 
agree to a service transfer

16 7 6

The transfer of a consumer’s service where the consumer has not given informed consent to 
the transfer

284 209 139

The transfer of a service where the transfer has been a result of an administrative error 
occurring during the authorised transfer of another service

48 32 15

totAl 1,159 970 715

total issues for investigations 55,430 63,499 60,158

appendix 4 issues by category 
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Why we capture data
The Tio provides the telecommunications industry and the 
community with an independent perspective on the consumer 
experience in the context of landline, mobile, internet and 
mobile premium services. Through the thousands of contacts we 
receive each week and the many residential or small business 
consumers we help each year, we are able to identify complaint 
trends and their probable causes and to provide this valuable 
information to stakeholders. 

We capture information about complaints for a variety of reasons 
including:

•	 monitoring	of	complaint	trends	
•	 identifying	gaps	in	consumer	protection	as	may	be	indicated	

by complaint trends
•	 identifying	systemic	problems	within	the	industry
•	 measuring	the	impact	of	new	technologies	and	changes	in	

industry behaviour
•	 creating	awareness	and	informing	TIO	Members	about	good	

industry practice as set out in industry codes
•	 reporting	complaint	trends	and	possible	code	compliance	

issues, to regulators and the industry
•	 allocating	TIO	resources	in	an	efficient	and	effective	manner
•	 reporting	to	the	community	on	the	work	we	do.

How we capture data
The Tio keeps a record of every telecommunications enquiry or 
complaint that is reported to us. most consumer contacts are 
made through our free telephone number, with a smaller portion 
being lodged electronically via our website or by email. each 
complaint is captured in our complaints management system and 
is categorised using a comprehensive list of ‘keywords’. These 
keywords are divided into three tiers with the first tier 
categorising the general subject matter of the complaint and the 
second and third tiers identifying the precise nature of the 
complaint. 

For example, a complaint about a credit or adjustment not 
having been applied to a bill would be recorded in our system as:

tier 1 tier 2 tier 3
billing & payments credit/adjustment not applied

capturing complaints in this way means that we have a very rich 
source of data we can refer to for the purposes of giving 
information to stakeholders and undertaking our own analysis. 
We supply complaints data to Tio members, industry groups and 
regulators. We publish quarterly and annual data on our website 
for public use. We see our data and its publication as important 
steps in helping to identify and address issues of concern for 
consumers.

new complaints
The Tio records a ‘new complaint’ when it first receives an 
expression of grievance or dissatisfaction from a consumer where 
the telecommunications service provider has had an opportunity 
to consider the matter. a new complaint is initially classified at 
level 1 of the Tio process, with a small number initially 
classified at level 2 (and at level 4 in limited circumstances 
such as land access objections). each new complaint has its own 
unique reference number.

investigations (escalated cases)
Where a new complaint remains unresolved and requires 
conciliation or investigation by the Tio, it is escalated to a 
higher case level (usually, new complaints classified at level 1 
that remain unresolved are escalated to level 2 for conciliation, 
and to levels 3 and 4 for formal investigation/determination). 

cases
The Tio classifies cases at four case levels, namely levels 1, 2, 3 
and 4. Total cases recorded by the Tio each financial year 
include new complaints we receive and those escalated to higher 
case levels during the year. each case level captures ‘issues’ that 
are relevant to that case level.

issues
The Tio records “issues” to capture the types of issues that are 
presented by each new complaint. issues are selected from a 
choice of keywords that are aligned to industry codes or common 
complaint categories that the Tio has identified. These include 
connection and fault repair delays, credit management disputes, 
contractual disputes, customer service/complaint handling and 
billing disputes. 

every new complaint involves at least one complaint issue. some 
complaints can involve multiple complaint issues – for example, 
a complaint about a faulty mobile service may also involve a 
concern over the lack of a response from the service provider 
about the fault. in such circumstances, the Tio would record one 
complaint comprising two issues – a faults issue and a customer 
service issue. 

The Tio also updates the issues for unresolved complaints that 
are escalated to a higher case level.

appendix 5

explanation of Tio data terms
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appendix 5
explanation of Tio data terms continued

enquiries
The Tio records an enquiry for any new contact that is not 
classified as a new complaint. These include, for example, where 
the consumer:

•	 is	expressing	a	grievance	but	has	not	given	the	TIO	Member	
an opportunity to consider the matter

•	 does	not	have	sufficient	interest	in	the	matter
•	 is	only	requesting	for	information.	
enquiries can also include matters that:

•	 are	outside	the	TIO’s	jurisdiction
•	 could	be	raised	with	a	more	appropriate	organisation
•	 are	under	consideration	or	have	already	been	considered	by	

another body
•	 are	frivolous	or	vexatious.	

code data
We capture data about compliance with industry codes. 

(a) possible code issues
 When we refer to a “possible code issue”, this relates to a 

clause of an industry code that appears to be relevant to the 
complaint based on the consumer’s version of events or the 
available information. We record possible code issues at levels 
1 and 2 where the claims of the consumer indicate that a code 
compliance problem may exist. possible code issues are rarely 
reported at levels 3 and 4 (as possible code issues are 
assessed, confirmed or dismissed at levels 3 and 4).

possible code data is captured by the Tio in two different ways:

•	 When	recording	a	specific	complaint	issue	at	Level	1,	a	TIO	
officer may be prompted by the Tio’s complaint management 
system to answer a series of questions requiring ‘yes’ or ‘no’ 
answers, based on information provided by the consumer. 
These questions relate to obligations set out in industry 
codes which are incorporated into the Tio’s complaint 
management system. depending on the information provided 
by the consumer and the answers to these questions, the 
system may automatically record possible code issues in 
relation to the complaint.

•	 Where	a	complaint	requires	investigation	at	Levels	2,	3	or	4	
in order to resolve the complaint, the Tio officer will 
consider the obligations set out in industry codes and raise 
these with the Tio member to assist in resolving the 
complaint. These possible code issues are then manually 
added to the Tio’s complaint management system. 

possible code issue data is only reported upon closure of a 
complaint.

(b) confirmed code breaches
 We also capture ‘confirmed breaches’ against industry codes 

where evidence gathered during a formal investigation 
indicates that a breach has taken place. confirmed code 
breaches are recorded only at levels 3 and 4 of our complaint 
handling process.

The Tio records a ‘confirmed code breach’ when: 

•	 a	possible	code	issue	has	been	raised	in	writing	with	a	TIO	
member during formal investigation of a complaint at either 
level 3 or level 4

•	 the	TIO	Member	has	been	invited	to	respond	to	the	possible	
code issue and give supporting evidence, within a reasonable 
amount of time 

•	 in	light	of	all	available	evidence	including	the	TIO	Member’s	
response to the possible code issue, the Tio officer has come 
to the conclusion that a breach of the relevant code 
obligation has occurred.

confirmed code breach data code is only reported upon closure 
of a complaint.

Quality assurance
each month, quarter and end of financial year, we undertake a 
range of quality assurance activities to ensure the accuracy of 
our data. 
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